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RIGHTABOUT MKftffttt
FACT. SO, IF TOU CAH READ
THIS, YOUR MEWSIS HAS
OSVIOUSLY REMOVED THEM FOR
SAFE KEBMHO - JUST ASK AT
THE COUNTER AND THOU SHALT
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This Commtdore Mouse is a high resolution two button mouse

featuring optical counting, teflon guides, mlcroswltches, rubbar coated

ball and high quality interface.

When combined with OCP Advanced Art Studio this graphics package is

quite simply the best system available. The features are unmatched...

• Creaie on image shrink U. expand u. movr It, mule IL. copy 1t, colour It. etc.. etc,

• Spray pmn-rn^ or shades, make elastic lines - stretch and manlpu late ilkipea.

• Zoom Isi to add drliiil in tine mode. • Pulldown/Icon driven menus for ease of use,

• Mouse operation, plus joystick and keyboard eontrol.

• 16 pens, h sprays, I fi brushes - so flexible anyone can create supc.b ftruphics easily.

• Full ml .mil paste lanllllr-. .du . xeejfcmt prlnlrr support.

COMMODORE
MOUSE
SYSTEM

OMPLETE WITH

mj-r/^::- !-n,,Miinc:-m

ONLY

£34.99
TOTAL PACKAGE
INCLUDES MOUSE/
MOUSE MAT/HOLDER
AND OCP ADVANCED

ART STUDIO
PLEASE STATS IF VQU REOUKf TAP!OH DISK

MOUSE MAT AND
MOUSE HOLDER

(WORTH £1 2.99)

WITH EACH PACKAGE

LC200 OU PRINTER PACKAGE
NOW YOU CAN PRINT OUT YOUR PICTURES IN FULL COLOUR!

• The Star LC200 Colour Primer not only prints In N«ar Letter Quality for your regular jobs but also

priaiis out your pkliirrs from Art Sludio. Arlton Replay, etc.. in generous colour?

• LC200 Is a full Centronics printer so il works with other computers (Amiga. ST. etc.),

• Made possible by Datel's PACKAGE INCLUDES STAR LC2O0 COLOUR PRINTER HRP £345 .00

unique <*ol«ur printer driver - sprint 120 printer interface rrp C2Q.Bg

now you caw haw a hardcopy DATEL COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER SOFTWARE RRP £19.99

NORMALLY £394.98

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £259.00

COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY C 19.99
• If you iilreailv have an 1X10 or I-C 200 Colour Prtnler we ran supply the Driver s.*imralely.

• Worki tviih Serial Version of LCIO. Parallel Port. Sprinl I2fl. etc.

In up to 16 colours!?

• No more (o bnv,

1 54 1 mkii DISK Mil VI
OTHER COMMODORE ACCESSORIES

The 1 541 Mk II 1ft a superb
quality DElk Drive specially

designed lor the Commodore
64/128.

TOTAL PACKAGE INCLUDES
6 GAMES

ONLY £149.99
ADO Cfl IF NEXT DAY COUHIEB

I* REQUWEO

DATEL MIDI 64 IN1TERFACE PLUS
ADVANCED MUJISlC SYSTEM

ONLY £-39.99
AVAILABLE ON* DISK ONLY

• Tha Advaneadd Music
Syitem may be IHhe beat
MIDI/musIc packsage produced
tor the 64/1 2B offrferlng huge
range of muttonl .(composition

features A MIDI c compatibility,

with the Date I MIIIOI
Interface you haviva
tha TOTAL MIDI
SOLUTION!

UNBEATABLE MIDI PACKAGE!!

• 3 *(MHknuiJ cartridge nlola

pmvldcd.

• Wear and loir on I lie

firlglruil oocmrfftlW reduced.

• Swuch provided for

SLictUiifi between gwir
cartndlgrj* rnllicr than constant

augb/gg/n^
• Reset button bulli-ln.

ONLY £1 6.99

a Full Icalnrr CcntroMOl
iTinlcr liilrilac

a Connect your 64/ 12H lo .i

range of lull size Centronli-*

Parallel PrtnU

• rlaftytoufte supports
Commodore QraplttGi Sel

• Onboard Microprocessor

Chip mrans no more programs

lo IrKirL

a Qunllly CuiiniHMlurr

compatible Dam Recorder.

a Pause control.

• Tnrrr ili^ii (iriitlon counler.

9> Coninlrr reset.

a i tunes complete nr»a»ow
Id buy)

ONLY £29.99 ONLY £29.99

TOUR ORDER FASTS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS0782 744707

ZZUct%*HCC4

MOW TO GC
TELEPHONE [24Hrs]
OnDEPS teOHMALLY OISPATCHEO WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEOUES 1POSTAL OflO«RS MADE PAVABLE

IB DATEL ELECTRONICS S
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICALCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

i COM MSB 4

DATEL LONDON SHOP

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD,
LONDON. W1. TEL :071 5806461
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THE ACTION FIEPLA Y MK VI
WILL LOAD A 200 BLOCK
PROGRAM IN UNDER 6 SEC

THE MOST POWERFUL,
r PACKED UTILITY CARTRI

\

• TURBO LOADER - Load 202 block program in yS*+
under 6 seconds • world's fastest disk serial loader.

On-board RAM and ROM achieves high loading
speeds. Works with 1541/1 571 Ocean ic 1 581

.

• INRNfTE LIVES GENERATOR- Automatic infinite

lives! ! Very easy to use, works with many programs.
No user knowledge required.

• PROF MACHINE CODE MONITOR - Full64K
Freezer Monitor - examine ALL memory. Including

stack, I/O area and registers in their frozen state.

Ideal for de-bugging or just for fun!

• SPRJTE CONTROL- Freeze the action and view the
Sprites - watch the animation - customise your games -

kill sprite collisions.

' • FREEZER FACILITY - Now you can make your old
slow loading programs load faster. Simply freeze the
action anj save to tape or disk to reload at superfast
speed - m more waiting for programs to load.

• DISK COPY - Easy to use disk/file copier. Much
faster than conventional methods. Ideal for backing
up data disks.

ID FEATURE
ER CONCEIVED! for cbm64/i 28

/

TAPE TURBO - This feature wilt add Turbo
Reload to the programs that you save to tape - no
user knowledge required.

• FAST FORMAT- Format an entire disk in about
10 seconds - no more messing about.

• PRINTER DUMP - Print out your frozen screen to

printer - MPS 801, 803, Epson, Star, etc. - very
versatile.

• CENTRONICS INTERFACE - For parallel printers,

Star, Epson, etc. Print out listings with graphic
characters etc. (Cable required for parallel port

£12.99). /
• SCREEN EDITOR - Now you can edit the entire

frozen screen with this text editor - change names on
high scores, etc. Great fun!!

• EXTENDED TOOLKIT - Many single stroke

commands for Load, Save, Dir, etc. Plus range of

extra commands, i.e. Auto Number, Old, Delete,
Merge, Append, Llnesave, etc.

// / \
/ r /A /

i
/

GRAPHICS SUPPORT UTILITIES DISK
SLIDESHOW - Vlaw your favourite screens In • slid* show type

display
BLOW JP - Unique utility allows you to take any part of a picture

ft "blow It up" to lull screen size

SPRITI EDITOR - A complete sprite editor helps you to create or
edit sprites

MESSAGE MAKER • Any scrcon captured with Action Replay or
l*d with a graphics package can be turned Into a scrolling

screen me*sag* with music

ONLY £9.99

THE REVIEWERS SAID...
"I'm stunned, amazed and totally impressed. This is easily the

best value lor money cartridge. THE CARTRIDGE KINGr
COMMODORE DISK USER

WARMING 198S COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
DaMGodronkaLia. nBiDnrcondonasoiauthariMfitneuMOl id products «x the (Dpfoductton of

(ooynotn material

Tne DacKup racssn ol tn« (roouol *e sMgrwd to reproduce on, unw&re m<* « Pubic Domain
mnferul. tte> user* own programs of »ofrwam ntwre pwmnuon id nuke tottmae has toon deertf

fJWV
It m Sagaf u meke copea, even roi your own iiteo! cmyrtght nuMrwl. without ate ctaat

pemwuoo of (to copyttgnt aim. a. the "wrote thereat

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST!
ALL CHEQUES'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO-

MEIsctronics

24 HOUR MAIL
ORDER HOTLINE
0782 744707

DATEL ELECTRONICS
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON,
STOKE-ON-TRENT. ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292

im t n TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 782 744324

5URT RJ

Affl

OROEHS MORMALLV
DISPATCHED WITHIN IB Hrs.

53O
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What's cute,

hairy and
extremely
ugly? No, not

Miles Guttery,
it's the trolls...

and Flair

picked up the

game license! f¥WJ?Bibr*, 5^-

T:

LLOYD
MANGRAM'S
TTTTTCv
Iff you had a face like

Lloyd's you'd wear a
paper bag as well!

.0'

'"-WHAT'S
HAPPENING?
News and views from around
the Commodore scene.

TOP TON
See what's selling in the
wonderful world off

Commodore.

T: All the latest

cheats, maps and
listings from the

king of Commodore game-tamers.

^ W
Remi's back, and it

ain't a repeat! The
ONLY regular PD section in any
Commodore mag.

I
REEL ACTION
The very best in hard-
hitting 64 action!

±
THE MIGHTY

All your techie troubles

solved. The ONLY
regular technical help

from any Commodore mag.

WHATEVER
NEXT?

i An excellent way of

finding out what'll be in

next month's
COMMODORE FORCE.

>L"

JLul ^:-.

•s

r
CUTE TO
TIT
MILES 'ROCK
A.BVE BABY
GUTTERY
checks out the
very best

cutsie
pi,itformers
(and a few
turkeys too)...

THAT WAS THE
GAME THAT
WASN'T
Ever wondered why some
games are programmed

and advertised, but never released? IAN
AWOL OSBORNE asks himself the same
question...

GOING, GOING.- GONK!
A handheld Casio TV and 20 Trotls T-shirt

up for grabs!

APOCALYPSE
k Put that hairy A

horror on your
wall!

BEADFR SURVEY
Fifth issue already? It's about time we fou

out what you lot really think off our
Illustrious tome, in'it?

C-FORCE No.5 MAT 1993
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4 MOST SUPER SPORTS
CARNAGE
DREAM TEAM
LETHAL WEAPON
SERGEANT SEYMOUR —
{•lI-ii-T-Ti-

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

SUPER SPORTS
CHALLENGE 56
SUPERFIGHTERS
TABLE TENNIS 46
TROLLS 14
WWF2-
EUROPEAN RAMPAGE TOUR 51

;

Tackle those
text-heavy
teasers with
Bash! The ONLY
regular adventure
column in any
Commodore mag.

iTTHTJTTT
PLAZA

I

We can get ANY C64
game currently
available, as well as

binders, back issues, daiasettes,
mouses (or should that read 'mice'?),
joysticks, replay carts... you name it,

we've got it!

I bet you can hardly
wait (but read this
month's mag first)...

* sRelcYom pro
IHST OHE WALL TMF. 0*1 V EXiT IS

Vo« can *iso set-
it spanner
* JOAW WJ lhMan

ready 4one thaT.

your* nesi hov«?

one. .. .Beatles wasn't Itl

uwi you like 10 do now7

IIS I,

Ace adventure for puzzling
past midnight with.

FOOTBALL

Looking forward the
the i release of

Football Manager 3?
Now you can see
wh«ere it all began —
witth the father of

marnagement games.

There's two sides to every story, two half-eaten sarnies in Chris's
desk, two wheels on Miles's car, two brain cells in lan's head, two
enormous zits on Steve's ugly mug, and... two tapes on every issue
of COMMODORE FORCE!

Mappers take heed — you'll be
falling over yourselves to play
this corking arcade adventure.

Your chance to see
why Trolls

deserves a
Hurricane Hit with
this superb Candy
World demo.

.J
-I

(Incorporating ZZAPIMji
I* Britain's blggeat CfS4 mag — created by:

Impact Magpiart, LuoBo , Shropshire, SYS 1JW.

AT IN OR TAKE OUT EDITORIAL
-Hi*.' 1

Sieve Mhjii*. Mo'dtir Shields Ghr»'Pa« I I >ya«cd

MPUTY EDITOR Miles fur Burg*' Guttary
- Ian Bui Vegetables Hiw* Ffcghls EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

Too, 'You Knowr Osbom* Miio Hoi Dog Jackson

Mark Oon U La xendncka Kenoxk n'e Qoh My Fool Mortey

PRODUCTlOrJ-U-UKE

Peter 'Hair BaMd' Smith Michael til have Extra Ch
And Chivm And spam Bui HoK)

Rod Extra Beans MiDchamp The Potato' Parkinson

NOUVELLE CUISINE ADVERTISING

Shela ftQ Mac. Hjge Ats»' JatvH* Mkchefie "Frogs Legs- NiceBum

ffMMUCTrON Though KendncK

Jadae Bo* in Th* Bag. And On Pete Two Plod And Chps.

TTb Back Of "« NecK Moms PteaW HaytwuW

afliWJn'iVii
Eddie Please 5s, Car I Have Santhosh Bread Pudding'

Sony* More'' MeKendnck Thomas
Wll—IH OMMCTOH CIRCULATION 04REC
Roger Sherry Trifle KNfl David Four And Twenty BlackM COONDtNATOBt Biros Baked In P»-

• any Cake" Dyson
The editor J dacisrtne real m al conpesitons. Ft* rules av

request We cannot urxlerlaVe lo reliirn anything sonMnto

COMMODORE FOflCE unless accofnparaed toy a&anpwJsa'
onueiopo a/i"jo9'ruiiluar«a»^»ohBafBii»aiojriit*o

• *••* Impact MeeaeinM Uw*U >.

No mawiol moym wptoduciad wnhom prar wntien consent

Printed In Hw UK by BPCC Business Uooonwa (Coil K«-.
DisTOuWd byCOHAO IMN Ota? aTftXt

AH edRoeai ami oapgn la comploialy onprui Any reeerraaanoe to other

tiagnrnn*i Itvtng or dead. t»p-i-

wishful Ow*mg Oh yeah, so

—

propertiesmOH magaxne an
und** *cense trom The Bfg B
OOVUBV Oit Big Fray
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The sun is out, the sky is blue,
and here's our May issue, just for

you! Oh, the joys of spring. The
Ozric Tentacles are warbling
away merrily on my cassette
player, the C-Forcers are
beavering away like the busy
bees they are, and I've just been
blasting away on two of the most
excellent reader games I've seen
to date. It's too late in the day to
get either of them on the Reel
Action cassettes for this ish —
they only came in this morning —
but watch out next month 'coz
we'll be bunging the blighters on
then. Someday, all SEUCK games
will be made this way...
Meanwhile, not all is quiet in

the wide world of Commodore.
Traditionally, this is the period
when things start winding down
for the summer when, it's

reckoned, gamesters take to the
beach or back garden to sun
themselves and shun their C64s

.

Games are arriving almost every
day, though, and tantalising
news of forthcoming releases
reaches our ears on a regular
basis.
To be honest, the continued

success of the Commodore €4
has taken a lot of industry
luminaries totally by surprise.
With all the hype and hubbub
surrounding the consoles, many
software developers got
suckered into believing the
trusty old 64 was on its last legs
and not worth producing games
for. Ha! Our growing circulation
(it's almost doubled since Issue
#1!), coupled with a postbag
bulging with new devotees to thie

64 scene, is testimony to the
truth.

May The Commodore Force Be
With Vou. Always!

Steve Shields
Managing Editor

Hi — Ben
with some great news about
your scrumptious BIG
BREAKFAST tips. I was going

... to send a whole heap of

heinous helps, but with so
many games and so little

time (being a high-flying

media personality is such
hard work), I couldn't decide
what to do — can you help?
To vote for the game of your
choice, call one of the
following numbers;

The call costs no more than lOp, which is

less than the cost of a stamp. The game
with the most votes will be tipped from top
to tail in a future
Remember, keep watching

computer feature, Master
Blaster, on Mondays and Thursdays, 7.45
am, and keep jabbing those joysticks!

0839 007 885

ROBIN HOOD-
LEGEND QUEST
mirain*in**»**

0839 007 886

0839 007 887

. 'TT^VMIf . HI
STEVE SHIELDS
• I've just finished reading

lan's Who's Playing What bit.

and I must say I disagree with

him. Ocean's Lethal Weapon is

an excellent game so please, I

Implore you, buy two copies each!

Seriously, though, Trolls and

Carnage have kept me merrily motivated well into

the wee hours this mumph...

IAN
OSBORNE
• There's a right

and a wrong way
to do a license. You
could create a boring,

derivative pile of tosh that'll

sell anyway [Lethal Weapon), or you
could create a polished game, taking

the machine to its limits (Trolls). If the

Ocean outing sells more, I'm resigning I

C-FORCE No. 5 MAY 1993



ONE BLINDING MOUSE]
o you gel frustrated playing icon-driven

games due to clumsy controls? Is that

great art package you had tor Christmas
sitting redundant because you can't draw with a
joystick? Your problems are over — Datalux
have a fuily-compatible mouse lor your
Commodore 64. When ours arrived we tested it

out on Flair Software's awesome Elvira II, and it

played as well as SHE looks!

Comfortable in the hand with two nicely-

weighted buttons, the mouse moves
exceptionally smoothly, giving a reassuringly

precise control. This indispensable

piece of equipment can be
yours tor the unfeasibly

reasonable price

Ot £17.99.

Check out the '

FORCEFIELD
PLAZA lor

details, and get

'em while they're

hot 1

tlention all multi-load haters... we've just
recieved news ot several games n-ow

l available on that wondrous format known
as the cartridge 1

First up is Space Gun, a much-
praised Op Wolfish blast-'em-to-bils outing.

Previewed this ish in anticipation of it's imminent
re-release, all xenophobes who can't stand tape
hassles should take note.

It ghostly goings-on are more your cup ot

hemlock, The Addams Family is also being re-

released on cart. Last but not least is System 3's
completely wonderful Turbo Charge, one ot the

best drivers on the C64 Alt three cost £19.99
each and are available by mail order from
Software City. See their ad elsewhere this ish for

Jul'

c HON
cean Software's contribution to this year's

Comic Relief event is a brill fuH-pricer

called Sleepwalker.

Controlling a cutsie dog, you must help your
somnambulistic master negotiate a series of

hazards such as trapdoors, toxic waste and less-

than-fhendly reptiles. To help him aver a particularly

large leap you give him a hefty kick up the behind,
lifting him into the air (he must be a VERY heavy
sleeper). Ocean and Come Relief

share the proceeds from the

game
Many of last year's Comic

Relief offerings were of

questionable quality. The tape.

for example, was about as funny
as a telephone answering machine,
and the comic was a self-indulgent

mess. Judging by the r^ \
Amiga game, though.

Sleepwalkerwill

be a real killer

TheC64
version is

currently

being

pro ^
gram-

med—
watch
this space
for more details!

K55

Button-tapping banter by the Crew.
CHRIS HAYWARD
• The colour-spJoshed Trolls

captured everyones attention,

and there was much bickering

as to who played first when it

arrived. Carnage also proved
to be a winner, giving me
several ideas on how to

drive my own spluttering automobile
— I can now reach 21 mph flat out!

MILES GUTTERY
• It's been a funny old

month, Happy as I was with

my carefree existemce
(peace manl) my joviality

was further increased by
the arrival of Slicks (on the

Super Sports Challenge
compilation) and the completely wonderful
Trolls. 'Jolly big wowzers'. I chirped with
delight, and played them lots,

SEEN THEJANZINE
in C64/T28

CONTAX

MAGAZINE

If
(like us) you

thought the

only good
thing to come out

of Australia was
Sophie off Home
and Away, think

again. FriendzA
Contax fanzine

hails trom the

land of

kangaroos and watery beer, and
is dedicated to all things 64.

Containing everything from game reviews to
programming hints and hardware information,

our copy has twenty clearly taid-out pages full

of news and views from down under. If you
want to know more, write to;

Steve Hedges, 1 1 Dunsford Street, WhyaIJa
Stuart, South Australia, Ausialia 5608
Keep up the good work Stevey boy!

I

i

ticking with the fanzine thing for a

I

mo. Issue One of Super 64 is now
available.

For a copy, send a SAE and cheque for £1

{payable to R Randle) to;

Super 64 Fanzine. 13 Stanley Road, Hinkley,
Leicestershire LE1Q OHR

91ITS A FAIR COP
Those in the London area hoping to go me

All-Formats Computer Fair ax Sandown
Parts on Saturday, April 24th. .. don't! The

venue is actually the Novotel, Hammersmith.
Due fo a cock-up by the organisers, the

wrong venue appeared on one-and-a-half
million '£t Off' vouchers, tens of thousands of
advance tickets, countless adverts and
numerous press releases!

If you're going to the Ail-Formats
Computer Fair on Saturday, April

24th, go to THE NOVOTEL.
HAMMERSMITH not Sandown
park. The fairs are usually wall

worth checking out so hopefully

everyone will get there in the end.

C-FORCE No.S MAY 1993



STREET FIGHTER 2 US Gold £12.99

I HI V

;U8X5.!?..4 '.JW-AM

STREET
FIGHTER

Kin
£3.99

GOLDEN
AXE

Tronix
£3.99

Why Is Srreef Fighter II still

Number One? It wasn't- that
good. More worrying still. Its

terrible predecessor's selling

on Hie hyp* generated by Its

disappointing sequel. Yow
went good games? Fine. Read
the reviews and buy the great
releases. If software company*

can over-hype mediocre games Into the charts, they
will. If yes want good games, do something about Itl

>EtBHB<
;
CHARTS (i
PENGUIN %

COMPItfOBY
p
SPONSORED 6Y

GALLUP PENGUIN BISCUITS

rvr\

RAINBOW
ISLANDS

Hit Squad
£3.99

DIZZY:
PRINCE OF
THI YOUC FOLK

Caaemasters

£3.99

6. F16 Combat Pilot Action 16 3.99

7. Test Drive 2 Hit Squad 3.99

6. Terminator 2 Hit Squad 3.99

9. WWF European
Rampage Tour Ocean , 10.99

10. Fun School 2
over 8's Hit Squad 3.99

11. Lotus Turbo
Challenge GBH 3.99

12.DJ Pun* Code Masters 3.99
13.F-15 Strike Eagle Klxx 3.99

14.Graeme Souness
Soccer Manager Zeppelin 3.99

15.Arnle Zeppelin 3.99

16.ltalla'90 Tronix 3.99
17.Spellbound Dizzy Code Masters 3.99

18.Crys1al Kingdom
Dizzy Code Masters 9.99

19.Wrestling
SuperStars Code Masters 3.99

20. Championship
3D Snooker Zeppelin 3.99

21 Trivial Pursuit Hilt Squad 3.99
22. Dizzy:

Down the Rapids Code Masters 3.99

23.Amerlcan Tag Team
Wrestling .....Zeppelin 3.99

24. Magic Land Dizzy Code Masters 3.99

25.Summer Camp Klxx 3.99

26.Football Manager 3 Prism 10.99

27.Manchester United GBH 3.99

28.New Zealand Story Hilt Squad 3.99

29Tokl Ocean 14.99

30.S.C.I Ocean 19.99
31. Bubble Bobble Hlit Squad 3.99

32.Hero Quest CSBH 4.99
33.Sllcks Code Masters 3.99

34.Captaln Dynamo Code Masters
35-Jack Nlcklaus Goll Hit Squad
36.Fun School 2 Hit Squad
37.Creatures Klxx

38.Super Oft Road Tronix
39.Emlyn Hughes Int

Soccer Touchdown
40.Blg Box 2 Beau Jolly

41.Robocop Hit Squad
42.Battle Command Ocean
43. Fun School 2 under 6 .Hit Squad
44. Shoot "em Up

Cons Kit .....GBH

45.Fllmbo's Quest Klxx
46-BBC TV's

Match ot the Day Zeppelin Premier -

47.Multimlxx 1 Golf Klxx

48.Pitfighter Hit Squad
49. Rick Dangerous 2 Klxx

50. International Tennis....Zeppelin

51 James Pond 2 -

Robocod Millennium ...

52.Plctlonary Hit Squad
53.Silent Service Klxx
54.Dream Team Ocean
55.Gunshlp Klxx
56.Superstar Seymour Code Masters
57.Mlcroprose Soccer Klxx
se.Builys Sporting Darts, .Alternative

59. Viz Tronix
60.Combat Pack 3- Zeppelin
61.Batman The Movie Hrt Squad „_...

62.Doctor Who
Dalek Attack Alternative

63.Chase HQ -.Hit Squad
64.Bubble Dizzy Code Masters
65.Quattro Megastars Code Masters

3.99

3.99

3.99

3.99

3.99

3.99

16.99

3.99

14.99
3.99

4.99

3.99

10.99

4.99

3.99

3.99

3.99

11.99

3.99
3.99

14.99

3.99
12.99

3.99

3.99

4.99

3.99
3.99

7.99
3.99

3.99

3.99

66.Super Monaco GP Klxx 3.99

67.Shadow ot the Beast ..Ocean 19.9S

68.Maglc Rulus Alternative 3.99

69Trevor Brooking
World Cup Glory E&J 3.99

70.Creatures 2 Torture
Trouble Thalamus Europel 0.99

71.Wild West Seymour ....Code Masters 3.99

72.Quattro Fantastic Code Masters 3.99

73.Pro Tennis Tour Hit Squad 3.99

74.1nt 3D Tennis GBH 3.99

75.Urtlmate Golf GBH Gold 4.99

76,Quettro Skills Code Masters 3.99

77.Wolrd Champ Boxing .GBH 3.99

78.Movie Premiere Elite 14.99

79.CJ In the USA Code Masters 3.99

80 Operation Thunderbolt. Hit Squad 3.99

BLSmashTV Hit Squad 3.99
82. Champ. Wrestling Klxx 3.99

83.The Addams Family ....Ocean 10.9$

84. Dizzy Collection Code Masters 9.99

85.Dizzy Excellent Adv....Code Masters 9.99

86.Turbo The Tortoise Code Masters 9.99

87. Robocop 3 Ocean 1 4.91

SS.Hudson Hawk Hrt Squad 3.99

89.Last Ninja 3 Klxx 3.99

90.Popeye 3 Alternative 3.99

91.N.Faldo's ChampGolf .Grandslam 14.91

92.Myth Klxx 3.99

93. Super All Cars Code Masters 12.91

94. Renegade 3 Hit Squad 3.99

95.Quattro Fighters Code Masters 3.99

96.Double Dragon 2 Tronix 3.99

97.Popeye Collection Alternative 6.99

98.Moonwalker Klxx 3.99

99.5eymour Stuntman Code Masters 3.99

10O.Fantasy World Dizzy .Code Masters 3.99
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warnf*. i HI

It's here, the game that
spawned a thousand
clones, sold a million
copies and inspired two
sequels — football
Manager, the first and
some would say finest

management sim ever is

here for you on this

month's covertape!

• Prism Leisure

LOADING
he game is broken into three sections.

On first loading, you start at Part One.

The following notes guide you through

the r&st of tha game.

Got a disk drive? Wanna get Khis month's

HEEL ACTION raves on disk? All you have

to do is cut out or photocopy this coupon and
slap it in an envelope with a ciheque/PO (or

£1 .49 (payable to Ablex Ltd) Do; Ablex
Audio Video Ltd, Harcourt, IHalesfield 14,

Telford, Shropshire TF7 4QR.DONT
SEND YOUR COVERTAPES, you gel to

keep those as well!

Can't say fairer than that, can you?

Name
Address .....................

Postcode ............................................

C-FORCE No. 5 MAY V993
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Rockdai
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" Stockport

Torquay
Co UKestfr
&ar I i ng t on
Crew
Scunthorpe
Bury

eague Pas League ex-

press Htf.lH.«:J.V. to contmu

PART 1
STARTING THE GAME

a) When your name is requested, type your full

name as Team Manager.
b) No matter which team you choose to manage,
you start in Division Four (note— the game was
written before the Premier Division, so the

divisions are labelled One, Two, Three and Four),

It your favourite side isn't on the list, choose any

as you can change the team name later on,

c) Start at 'beginner' level and work your way up
as you become more skilful

i

THE MAIN GAME
This consists of live phases;

PHASE 1

OPTIONAL ACTIONS
a) SELL OR LIST PLAYERS
The players in your squad are listed (see

IMPORTANT NOTES— PLAYER ATTRIBUTE;
If you select a player to to be sold, a team make:

an offer for him. Note that if you refuse the oWer.

there's a risk that interested clubs will no longer

want to buy him.

b) OBTAIN A LOAN
You may increase your bank loan up to your

credit limit as follows;

1 C1 ,000,000

2 C750.00
3 £900.00
4 C250.O0

c] CHANGE TEAM OR PLAYER NAMES
First you have the option to change team

names. If taken, the teams are displayed by
division. Take care not to duplicate an existing

team name. Next you can change player names
You can type your own choice of names, or

• Prism Leisure
Pou are Artura. son of Pendragon (and

your mother never told you). To
. become the saviour of the ancient

Britons, you must unite the many kingdoms of

Albion (blasted West Brom supporters)

against the numerous invaders landing on the

shores of our green and pleasant land.

You must find the hidden treasures ol

Albion, the whereabouts of which are known
only to Merdyn the mage. Unfortunately he s

disappeared and Morgause. your evil half-

sister, kidnapped his apprentice Nimue and
~i imprisoned him in her

[ stronghold You must rescue

I him.

T -ravel to Morgause s dungeon
using the Mystical Wheel of

Cemdwen. and battle through

the fortress to locale Nimue.
Find and use all the hidden Rune stones—
only then may you return home and lead the

Britons to safety.

Control is via a joystick in Port 2 with R
accessing the Rune mode.

i



© F\tfclicrN/e Gardes

perhaps even make- yourself player-manager"
d) SAVING THE GAME.
To save the game, select the KEEP option. Get

a blank tape ready and follow the on-screen
instructions-

PHASE 2
PLAYING A MATCH
a) TEAM ATTRIBUTES

Energy. Morale, Defence, Midlteld and Attack

have a minimum value of 1 and maximum of 20.

They are calculated as lollows;

Energy — The average energy rating of all

players selected to play in your learn.

Morale— Begins al len. increasing when you
win and decreasing when you lose.

Defence — The total skill rating ol all

defenders selected.

Midlield — The total skill rating of all Mtdfield

players selected.

Attack — The total skill rating ot all Attackers

selected

b) TEAM SELECTION
See IMPORTANT NOTES — PLAYER

ATTRIBUTES
c) MATCH HIGHLIGHTS are shown using

3D graphics. The home team plays from left to

right, and your team always plays in its own
colours. The team with the best attributes often

win, but there's always a chance of a shock result

or giant killing, just like real football

When the players are listed several details

are sJ

a) THE PLAYERS POSITION (Defer

Midfteld or Attacken is indicated by a D, M or

A respectively in the far-left hand column
b) PLAYER'S NAME
cj PLAYER'S NUMBER — used when
seiecUnq players.

d] SKILL RATINGS — the highest is

lowest is one.

e) ENERGY — or a scale of 1-20, the

energy rating of each player is reduced by one
after each match pliyed. It will increase by ten

it he misses a malci. Part of the skill involved
is resting the right players, increasing their

energy without doirg too much harm to the

skill ratings of the omplete team.

I) VALUE IN POUNDS — relates directly to

the skill rating of tru player and the division

your team is in,

g) Picked to play. Injured, or Available for

selection— indicated by P. I and SPACE
respectively in the far-right hand column,

|
NB Injured players ;annot be selected to play.

PHASE 3
MATCH RESULTS
All the match results from your
division are displayed. Note—
your home gate money
increases when you win. and
decreases when you lose.

Your gate money on away
matches depends on the

quality of your opponents.

PHASE 4
WEEKLY BILLS
a) WAGE BILL
The higher your division and

greater the total skill ot your
players, the higher the wage bill.

b) LOAN INTEREST
One percent of your outstanding

loan.

c) OTHER BILLS AND
PURCHASES.
d) WEEKLY BALANCE
The profit or loss for (he week.

PHASE 5
TRANSFER MARKET
You're given the option of bidding

for a player. The more you bid in

relation to his value, the more
chance you have of purchasing

him. If your bid fails, the value ot

the player increases.

The five phases are repeated tor

fifteen league matches and all FA
Cup ties. The game then moves to

part three;

7ITT
END OF SEASON

a) The final league table is

printed.

b) Your league success money,
which is dependent on how high in

the league you finish, is allocated to

you and displayed.

cj The top three teams in each
division are promoted, and the

bottom three are relegated.

d) Your new managerial ratrng is

calculated, depending on your
success so far.

•) New SKILL and ENERGY
ratings are generated for all

players.

f) The new season starts at Pan
Two,

N
RESTORING A SAVED

GAME.
a) Place the saved game
cassette in your datacorder,

and select 'R' from the Optional
Actions menu. Follow the

instructions on the screen. The
game will re-start at Part Two,
Phase One,

liMKEi
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PACKAGING AND CONTENTS © IMPACT MAGAZINES ITI

NOT TO BE SOLD WITHOUT THE MAGAZINE. • EXTRICA
©THE GUILD 1992 • TROLLS DEMO ©FLAIR SOFTWARI
1 992 • EASY LIVES © IMPACT MAGAZINES 1992.
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PACKAGING AND CONTENTS © IMPACT MAGAZINES LT1

NOT TO BE SOLD WITHOUT THE MAGAZINE.
• FOOTBALL MANAGER ©PRISM LEISURE 1992
• ARTURA ©PRISM LEISURE 1992
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COUPON
CORNER*
This months coupon isn't so
much a coupon as an advert for
next months coupon! Confused?
It's easy — next month this

coupon will enable readers to
pick up empty cassette cases at

1 a special discount price. But this
month it doesn't. Okay? Good!

• The Guild
he Extncatons a single-part

graphic adventure in which

you must explore trie Star

Fleet command base and rescue

the much-maltgned Professor

Roberts. There are several

sectors to explore, each with its

own problems and pitfalls. Full

details are given or loading, so
boot it up ana get adventuring!

vou rrw
iPURPLE GRASS SWAYING II
ONLY EXIT FROM HERE" LEf

What is your next novel
fiSAY TO SCARECROW IS YC



HELPFUL
VpU ARE IN WHAT APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN ADUNGEON. THERE IS A SKELETON PROPPED UP
AGAINST ONE WALL. THE ONLY EXIT IS

*ME W0RZEL1

Having trouble?

The first lew moves are as follows;

Examine the scarecrow and gel the
shovel. Keep going South until you get to

the sand hillock— a dead end. Dig sand
three times to reveal a hidden tunnel...

If you need further help, send a SAE to

Tony Collins at The Guild, 760
Tyburn Rd, Erdington, Birmingham
B24 9NX and mention the game namer

You can also see:-
a spanner
a sony walkwan
UHat is your next move?
^EXAMINE SKELETON
You've already done that,

Nh.at is your next wove?
S*HELP

Great song .... Beat les wasn't it?
Uhat would you like to do now?

000080 tf
<

baby trolls and high-tail it

to the exit. -actually the

exit isn't there on the demo
version, but after a few
plays you'll be hammering
on the door of your local

software emporium
demanding a copy of the
full game anyway.

Watch out for various

nasttes — some can be
bounced on. others can't.

Keep an eye open for the

hidden platforms too'

Well' Whataya waiting

for? Slap a joystick in Port

Two and get going'

i

i
THE COMMODORE FORCE GAME TAMER!

- rince Andrew. Mark Thatcher, Steve
Shields... they've all had easy lives, and
now you can too. Get down to the cheat

street beat with MC Commodore Force and spin

the hottest games in town. We've received a tip

oft from our top disk jockey, Jon '-groovy dude'
Wells about several cool hits, namely;

STAR PAWS
GUE-DEX

DELTA
RASTAN
720 :

LASTNINJA2
Use a joystick, in Port 2. Load Easy Lives, pick the

game you want, then fiddle about with it via the easy
lo-use menu. Press return and load the game when
prompted.

So gel out there and do your duty!

Written a game? Groat —
send it in!

Remember, we
want high-quality
GAMES, not
pencil -and-paper

outlines. It's no um asking us
to program your game for you —
we haven't the time or the ability!

Name
Address,

.Postcode
Telephone (Daytime)

(Evening)
Utility used (if any)...

Best Battlecard

IMPORTANT!
Please sign this declaration;
This program is submitted for publication by Commodore Force. It is wholly my/our own work and
l/we agree to indemnify Europress Impact Ltd. against any possible legal action should copyright

problems arise. This game is not being considered for publication by any other magazine or
software house, and l/we will let you know in writing In the event of this happening.

Signed Date

Remember we will NOT consider your game for publication unless you enclose this coupon (or a
photocopy).

Send the game and coupon to; A Piece Of The Action, Commodore Force, Case Mill, Temeside,
Ludlow. Shropshire. SY8 1JW.
Keep a copy for yourself too. If you want your game returned, bung in a SAE

C- FORCE No. 5 MAY 1993



In fairy tales, smelly
old frogs often turn

into handsome royals, but
it's not often the Troll

under the bridge turns out
to be an angelic dwarf
with a stunning hairdo.
CHRIS 'BILLY GOAT GRUFF'
HAYWARD dashes across
without paying the toll...

Trolls are a unique it obscure breed ol

creature. Known lor their cheeky cherub-like

laces and vivacious tinted manes, the

brightly-coloured beings of Scandinavian folklore

finally make their C64 debut in a sparkling

platform game.
All tales of old start with a mystical setting, and

Trolls is no exception. Our hairy hero began life in

a quaint toy-makers workshop deep in the snow-

capped mountains where all was at peace. Yet

one night, with the hearth embers gently flickering

and snowflakes whispering upon the window slats,

the solitary Troll was awakened— for unlike the

spinning tops, wooden cars and action men. the cute
one had a lite of his own!

• It's a little small and
could do with a lew

power-ups. but this doesn't stop Trolls

being one Of the best platformers ever
on the C$4. The scrol ling's first-rate,

the animation faultless, and the
graphics... er— wow!
I don't agree with Chris about the
energy bar. Instant death makes the
game far more immediate, and you start

with plenty ol lives anyway. Well thought
out levels and baddies that don't
ressurect when you leave the screen
make Trolls a worthy HURRICANE
HIT. But don't take my word
for It — check out the ,

exclusive demo on thl»r> f/_/'J
month's covertape!

Little

more than an
minute passed
before an eerie

voice recounted

the story of

missing Troll

children. Many a
child had been lost

in dangerous
uncharted lands.

and being so

young the Troll

elders had given up
hope of them
surviving alone. Of
course, not everybody presumed the little uns
dead, and bored with the daily routine of shop
shelf Irfe the flanng-haired dwarf bravely
volunteered to venture forth and recover the lost

kids.

The game's a platform arcade quest where you
visit four mythical worlds with two levels in each.

The Troll you control (no sad pun intended) must
leap and bound across the platforms {and swim in

later levels) collecting the distressed children to

progress to the next area. As ever, the nasty

creatures of evil are out in force, each intent on
making your task all the trickier.

ExfrofJIng the
virtues...
The main character may seem odd, but he's not a
patch on some of the ludicrous baddies scattered
around. Walking pencils, hat-dwelling rabbits and
bouncing blobs— weirdness personified! Some
of these fiends can be disposed of by simply

jumping on them (their ghastly grins reduced to

transfixed gasps as they plummet off screen), but
others are a lot tougher and the only way to

remain intact is to avoid them. There's also a
plentiful supply of point collectables, the most
common being balloons which burst on impact
revealing a tasty item to boost your score. Not
every kiddie has to be rescued to continue to
the next land, but if you bounce to the end
without any at all access Is denied. Persevere
though— without the younger generation, the

entire Troll race will eventually disappear, and
life without those haircuts would be positively

tragic.

• Above: Bubble trouble on Level One -

those detailed backdrops don't actually
move, but they're none the worse for th

• Right: Fable World, and our Intrepid
Troll's about to bump into, well, who th
hell is that s'posed to be anyway!?

C-FORCE No.5 MAY 1993
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Just
frofflng

along...
Atler seeing the fast-

pace and superb colour

palette In the Amiga
version I awaited the 64

offering on tenterhooks, On
playing the final copy I was
completely dazed. With
so many platformers

readily available its

difficult to see how a
game of this format

could make it in an
already-saturated genre.

^ but it does, and it's one of

the best! Identifying the

exact detail that maKes it so
refreshingly compelling to play's

hard as there's so much going for it. The
graphics are faultless— with lashings of bright

gleaming colour and varied, detailed

backdrops, it's a pleasure to die just to replay

a level. Each area is a good bulbous size with

hidden platforms and bonuses to discover.

The Troll runs along at blinding speed with his

fluorescent locks billowing in the wind. Not
only that, the scrolling is silky smooth with no
dodgy glitches or flicks in sight. Having to

look before you leap doesn't undermine the
playability; if you power off a ledge without

checking below the odds are you'll die. so a
surprising amount of finesse Is needed as
well as keen eye to keep up with the
action. I thought the addition of an energy
bar and perhaps a few power-ups wouldn't
have gone amiss, but it doesn't pose too

much of a problem and takes little

away from the overall lastabllity

stakes. It's by no means easy, but its

pure addictivness and fast lavish

graphics make it a cool

and classy buy.

All follicle fans and
Commodore cutsey
Jovers should be as
happy and shiney as a

batch of newly polished

bullion — get it!

• OK chaps, forget the

. Amiga and get this Trolls

thing loaded on the 64. What's that; this

Is the 64? Crlpes! It Isl Boasting a

whole spectrum (pardon my french) of

colours and a faster running speed
than a man with four legs, I can say
without fear of reprisal that this Is the
best platlormer ever on the
Commodore. The eight-way scrolling is

perfectly smooth without the slightest

hint of flicker, and as for the playability

— carumbal Silky sweet and rumbuxably
responsive controls are the product of

near-perfect programming. Graphically
spiffing throughout with joyously
amusing baddies. Trolls Is ^ p0
thoroughly scrummy. Oh and « Tf jX
very tricky too. Buy, buy. buy! r V* J /
Bye Bye.

-/•—
' J
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Woodland animals
with floppy ears are
enough to make
most joystick-
bashers barf, but
MILES 'SWEETIE-

I

PIE' GUTTERY's
always cuddling his

Huffy bunny, so we
made him wear a pair
of platform shoes and
check out the very best

* C64 cute-'em-ups...

m w «£

I i t.

jSs

SCORE
0000OO

3
LIVES

MONEV
£00000
17 49
TIMER

FLIMBO'S QUEST
• System 3
One o* the cules! culesies ever! Help little

Flimbo cross his colourful home of

Dewdropland (I ask you)i by shooting

snails, short (at dinosaurs and a whole multitude

of other little beasties. What sets Flimbo apart

from the masses is its graphics, which are as
close to arcade quality as is possible on the C64
— the parallax is phenomenal! Add to this a
brilliant.

'
atmospheric soundtrack and some

snazzy p* *sentation. and you have a wonderfully

compelling piece of software. It's, now available

on budget so no Commodore owner has any
excuse for not having a copy.

rmm
• Storm

| am and Rit are two little f.airies whose
mother has been kidnapped and
imprisoned in a mysteriotus tower.

You (and a friend in simultaneous two-

player mode) take control of thte sickly-

sweet pair, running around eac* screen

dutting equally fluffy opponents; by catching

hold of them with your magic rods, and

smacking them repeatedly agannst the

ground until they explode Everry four

screens a big baddy appears. TThese range

from tearful crocodiles to sleepy elephants.

Backgrounds are a little dull butit perfectly-

C-FOHCE No.5 MAY 1*993

• Rainbow Arts
o Mario really did come out on

the 64. The Great Giarta Sisters

is an unashamed rip-ofl of the

N"""o game. Run around a
lVhii'tw fiapuipwj,vwii*iii ji(ii i.titjii

tortoises, head-butting bricks,

crawling down pipes — sound
familiar?

If you've already read lan's

unreleased games feature you know
your chances of finding it in the shops
are zero, but check out the car boot

sales — you won't find anything more Mario-like

I:::::::::::::::::::::::::*

* - - OOCOl

JAMES POND 2
— ROBOCOD
Millenium

|
he aquatic secret agent returns in his

second escapade. This time he's come
out of the water to defeat the evil Dr

Maybe. Robocod was roundly applauded on
the 16-brt machines, but the C64 version's a

different story Bland and Ilt-defined graphics

give a washed out feel to the game, and its

simplistic and unchallengtng gameplay serves

up a sadly unappetising fish dish

,:Xu

drawn sprites and a variety of jolly ,

make for hours of enjoyable rodding.



CREATURES
• Thalamus

A the Fuzzy-Wuzzies bar one
have been kidnapped by evil demons {and

.notClivo Dunn? Dep Ed). B|^^ |

-^ ^—
Clyde Radclifle. the only escapee, ffrUfl^l
must rescue his chums— or die trying! f^^V^^^I
Three huge levels will keep you lBll'^P|V^Ci%

going for a long time, not to mention M*MMK("WMtWWj
the hilarious torture screens at the end Bf^W^B|IMKI^

ol each. These were so good they
were used as the basis for the

sequel. A game that has you
cursing, laughing, but above all

enjoying, way into the night.

L-J--.I 1 I I

I I ! I I
I

1IWBHUHB
RAINBOW ISLANDS
• Ocean

ub and Bob are back in the sequel to Bubble Bobble
— or at least one ol them is. The computer
conversions ot this Taito coin-op did away with the

two-player option. Not that this affects the game too much —
Rainbow Islands is still a brilliant romp!

Filled with amusing baddies, power-ups and heaps of fruit.

Rl also features one of the most onginal weapons ever seen
in a computer game. Firing rainbows to dispose ot foes and
climbing over them to get to seemingly unreachable
platforms is indescribably addictive. Two-player option aside.

this is a near-perfect conversion in every

conceivable *— ~-

respect. Pity

the sequel.

Parasol Stars, r=

won't make it

to the C64! AfcTOR

a^Jfti^^hVfrV^iSSS
CBVEMM :&E OJflWlMDS :B3B LIVES

U

I I II

MANIC MINER
• Software Projects
Woah, check this out! One ofthe first

home computer games ever, and it's

still a Classic. The last of the great
heroes, Miner Willy, is looking for treasure, Down
the mines there are untold riches, but with a

plethora of patrolling nasties, a myriad of

collapsing platforms, and countless
almost-impossible leaps it's a quest only

the most intrepid of people would
attempt. MM looks its age, but In

payability terms it's timeless. With
incredibly simple controls and
unbelievably tricky screens, it's more
addictive tlhan a lorry-load of very

addictive things indeed.

DYNAMO
• Cede
Masters

IMS 1

•vs

he Captain's an
aging super-hero
who steps out ol

retirement to save the

world one last time.

Work your way to the top of each
vertically-scrolling level, collecting

diamonds and evading the many devious
traps designed to stop you from reaching
your goal. The main sprite's really good
with some amusingly exaggerated
animation, but the game's let down by its

difficulty level. Pixel-perfect positioning

and spot-on timing prevent you getting
anywhere, and restart points are few and
far between. If you think you can stand the

lliTd IKI lltTiB f*T5iiTi

game lurking in th

need the patience of several well

disposed saints on tranquillisers to find

sil

C-FOtCf No.5 MAT 199C
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BOY
• Activision

I
irst impressions o1 Wonder
Soy aren't too encouraging.

Your nappy clad character s

large but badly drawn and many
ot the backgrounds are either loo

garish or too drab. Things improve

after a few plays, but not enough

to merit jubilation.

An annoyance rears its ugly

head when you die. You lose your

weapon, and il another one
doesn't show up pronto you've got

no chance! Having said that, the game's still a

bit on the easy side. A conversion of a
prehistoric coin-op that's really showing its age.

EDD THE DUCK
• Impul

E
dd must complete nine episodes (levelsls) of

his new TV show in a mere four takes

(lives). Released shortly after the utterly

spondicious Rainbow Islands, this colourful

vertically-scrolling leap-about is as blatant a i tip-

off as you can gel. The similarity between thins

and Rl doesn't extend to the quality, though, i, After

a few plays you realize there's not the same i

depth of appeal or jolly graphics. It could be i

worse, but it's sill a bit quack.

TARZAN GOES
TJ
• CodeMasters

n evil witch-doctor has turned the k> king

ol the apes into an ape himself. Thfhe

i
only way Tarzan can regain humanan

form is lo work his way to the top of each 1

vertically-scrolling level by jumping and
climbing vines, collecting ingredients lor a a
magic potion as he goes. Very much in thehe

vein ol Rainbow Isl.mds. but nowhere nearnu
I

good. However, it lias no pretensions lo bebe a
classic, Ms simply a cheap way to Kill an he hour

C-rORCE N..5 MAY 1993

TOKI
• Ocean

O h no! Another

macho hunk finds himself transformed

into a primate by

forces Of evil. Your job is

lo help this desperate

chimp conquer the

game's large levels, but

watch out, there are

plenty of surprises in

store I Many and varied

villains stand in your

way, and to add even

more variety different

levels must be tackled in

different ways— some
scroll vertically, others

horizontally Graphics

are a little basic, but a

fair and lasting romp is

on offer tor fans ot the

* A

FORCE

or two That's all it sets out to achieve, and why

not?

•mi

• Firebird
he cutesy answer to Indy. Rick

Dangerous was released some
time ago to a mixed reception

from the media. I must admit I really

enjoyed it. Its mixture ol mapping,

action and puzzling is pitched just right,

and you get a lad further wiih every

play. The comical main sprite leaps and

bounds very responsively, disposing of

various chubby denizens by either

shooting them, blowing them up or

gabbing them in their pot-bellies witi
l

stick Atmospheric graphics and a nice

sprinkling o! humor put RicKy up there

with the best ot them

FORCE

JUI

TXMt

IMPOSSAMOLE
• Gremlin
This is Monty Mole's third outing, and it loo

surprisingly similar to Rick Dangerous,

perhaps because it was programmed by

Core, the team responsible

for the RD games.

Unfortunately lrnpossamol& yf '.v

hasn't Rick's appeal. MvK>\M& ?v
Making headway can be
infuriatingly tricky, and with

only one life, frustration's

never more than a whisker

away. A bog-standard effort f&tfK iffW
with little to lift it above the

average.

lira*



TURBO THE
l«J:«MM
• Hi-Tec/
CodeMasters

| urbo's a miserable -looking geezer who
must negotiate a horizontally-scrolling

cartoon'o'rama. The sound's barely

iate. but the backgrounds add interest.

The game's strongest point is the mam sprite.

Turbo himself is lull ot character, and the way
he pants and putts his way around is

amu singly endearing. The sad look on his tace
is almost enou.; -g tears to your eyes.
Gameplay can get a little repetitive, but its

certainly more fun than having a portion ot

steafc and chips welded to your dog.

fe

CHUCK ROCK
• Core
Caveman capers are the order of the

day with Chuck Rocks Neanderthal
tomfoolery. With a massive chin and

an even bigger belly, you must guide
Chuck through the prehistoric landscape,
chucking rocks (natch) and using the odd
yet addictive belry-butt to dispose of pesky
dinosaurs. The excellent cartoony graphics
have you in stitches from start to finish, so
don't delay— grab a rock and start

chucking, er, throwing, I mean, oh nadgers,
just buy the game!

FORCE

THE NEW
ZEALAND STORY
• Ocean
Twenty of Tiki the Kiwis friends were

kidnapped by Walry Walrus to keep him
led through the Winter Now It's up to

Tiki to jump, fly and swim his way around
New Zealand to rescue them all. Featuring
lovely large levels, colourful graphics, a
wealth of adorable adversaries to blat and a
choice between music or sound effects, a
cutsie atmosphere's certainty the order of the
day. Plenty ot useful and attractive power-ups
can be found, making The New Zealand

Wg&£*V:

• Ocean
he evil Baron Von Blubba has turned poor Bub and Bob into

dinosaurs. To regain their true forms they must -fight their way
through 100 screens of platforms and nasties, finally facing the

Baron himself. Blow bubbles to trap the monsters, then pop them to
turn the fallen foe into a bonus.
The excellent Rodiand clearly takes inspiration from this classic,

and why not? The difficulty level's just about spot-on. and the two-

&z<&

PlHVLK 1

toooGog
I'liivrr. ,{

PHANT

CodeMasters
*oor old CJ lived happily m the jungles ot

Africa, until the day he was captured by
a nasty hunter. The next thing he knew.

he was on a plane winging its way to London
Zoo. Pausing only to grab an umbrella tor a
parachute, he made his escape and floated to
Earth.

So begins five levels of platform leaping tun,

each set in a different country as CJ tries to get
home. On the whole the graphics are okay, but
too many frustrating deaths bring down the

overall mark. Still a solid budget release
though.

ufmfm
Story an all-round winner. Put it on and
you won't notice the hours 'Tiki'ing by
(groan).

ii> 1^200

tmm
player option's great— co-operate
to wipe out the baddies, then double-cross
your partner to get the power-ups! Still as
spritely as a spring chicken, despite its

advanced years.
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RlSSl
CREATURES 2
• Thalamis

ere it is 1 This gane has

been lavished ir praise ever

_ . since il appears! — some

say it's the best game weron the

C64.
The torture screens <re totally

inspired, but some of the other

sections can be monotwious. By
itselt this wouldn't be a great

problem, but the game's big let-

down is the lack ot a password

system, making progress

Irustratingly stunted. Despite its

Haws it's still an essenlal buy—
watching the different methods of

fuzzy extermination is almost worth

the asking price alone.

HVj

V&^&Z&^Z&S j*

#*< *•

he eviTTexan millionaire Arthur J

Hackensack is holding the world to

ransom from his HO. the newly-

raised Titanic. For some reason the only

person able to defeat him Isn't a person

at all. but Blinky the little ghost.

Ghosts are the last things you'd

i associate with cuteness, but this one's

mighty cute. He looks so cheertul and

Q sleepy it seems a shame to send him on

such a dangerous mission. And

dangerous it certainly is. Contact with a mere

snail sends his energy plummeting This is

budget fair all the way, but okay lor what it is.

FORCE

THE ADDAMS
FAMILY
• Ocean

. ne of Ocean's; big film licenses

of last year, The Addams

affair. The star o) the cgame is a s

and rather chubby Gowtiez. who bounds "«"""

around the Addams's i mansion,

grounds and graveyarrd searching for

the rest of his family, vwho ate hiding

around the place.

The game's most ccommervdable feature is

its excellent visuals ar.nd decent rendition of

the famous theme tunne at the start.

Unfortunately the gamneplay isn't up to much,

boiling down to timing 3 one pixel-perfect jump

after another— gel It 1 wrong and Gomez

comes to a sticky endd. A big license that

looks infinitely better tl than it plays.

a

•
i

BONANZA BROS
• US Gold

Asplit-screen two-player affair featuring the

Bonanza Bros {no less), two robotic

villains. The aim is to travel around

various buildings, pilfering valuable objects you

come across therein.

The graphics aren't brill, but the two-player

t* f*ti\

element and the need for co-operation to get

things done quicker adds much to an otherwise

dullish title. There's a lair bit there, but nothing

new or exceptional.

FORCE
FACTOR
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NOBBY
THE
AARDVARt
• Thalamus
Aardvarks are rare

heroes in computer
gaming, which is ot

It they can inspire games a

good as this. Levels vary

from standard (but exceller

platformers to an underwat

submarine section.

Graphics are very good,

varying considerably from

level to level, and there's

loads of amusing little

touches such as Nobby's

ability to suck ants (ammo

1rom the anthills dotted

about.

A thoroughly excellent

game I
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COFTWARE CITY
PO BOX 888,

WOLVERHAMPTON WV1 1TP
Tel: 0902 25304. Fax; 0902 712751
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,
J99
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STEVE 0AV1SSWXKER
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. ..
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ADDAMS FAMILY

ALIEN 3

COOLCROC TWINS
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CRAZY CARS 3

CREATURES 2

OTySTALKNXCM

CGZY

DALEK ATTACK

EXILE

FIRST SAUURAI

FOOTBALL

MANAGER 3

HOOK
INDIANA JONES-

ATLANTTS{ACTlON)

LETHAL WEAPON
MATCH OF THE DAY

NCKFALOO'S
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF

CASSDISC

7.99 10.99

NEW 7.99 l*A

7.99 m
7.99 10.99

7.99 N/A

8.-99 10.99

7.99 WA
7.99 10.99

859 10.99

NEW 859 12-99

COMPILATIONS

7.99 10.99

7.99 N'A

S99 U A

7.9910.99

759 M/A

IMS
P0PEYE142S3

POSTMAN PAT 14
2S3
RAMPART

R0B0COD
SLEEPWALKER

SPACE CRUSADE
STREETFIGH7ER2

TROLLS

UGH
WORLD OF SOCCER
WWF2 (EUROPEAN
RAMPAGE)

NEW B.99

WAm
NEW 8.99 N/A

NEW 7.99 N'A

8.59 12.99

NEW 7,99 10.99

7.99 10.99

899 12.99
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6.99 N.A
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1 0Rl
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BATTLE
COMMAND 14.99

BEAST 14.99
CHASE HO 2 14.99
NAVY SEALS 14.99

ROBOCOP3 14.99
TOKI 14,99

EDUCATIONAL
CASS DISK

JETTER MATHS (12-16) N/A 14.99

BETTER SPELLING (9-14) N'A 14.99

N.A 14.99

N'A 14.99

4 MOST SUNK STOUTS
KENTUOa RACING Hi . lASCFTAW-TB
DOCKET IMT. & CHAMPIONS** SPR«T

CASS 3.99

CHAWPIONS
MAM. ITO , J. KHAN'S SOUASM I V«DtlO
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CASS4,99

NINJA COUtaiON
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CASS 499
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CASS 7.99
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CASS 10.99
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y a C64
game that was
advertised yonks
ago still hasn'1
hit the shelves?
IAN 'CRYSTAL
BALL' OSBORNE just might
have the answer.

Life
goes on, wheels (urn wilhin wheels, and

games come and go... but some never

arrive at all! Why Is this, I hear you ask?

Who goofed? Who lied? Who's ricked my
bloomin* pen again' (oy. Shields...).

In the battlezone that is the Commodore
software market casualties are inevitable, but

some troops newer even make the battlefield.

Here's |ust a few of the games that wen! AWOL
before release.

• ALLOYRUN — The spritea and
backgrounds looked really good.

ZLZ

,

1 J"

• ARMALYTE —The
sequel to this ace blaster

will never be released. ^ -
...

ARMALYTE 2
Thalamus
tunning sequel to one of the best C64
blasters ever. Armalyte 2 was due to be

programmed by Cyberdene. They pui

together a few ideas (the main ship was to be

more colourful, the aliens more intelligent, and a

power-up Shop was to be included. Unfortunately

the programmers were contracted to System 3 as

well, and in the end they just didn't have the time

to program Thalamus's game.
Programming was never

started, so there's nothing to release. Arma 'fraid

it'll never see the tyte of day.

ALLOYRUN
Star-line

Programmed by asce coders Ashley

Routledge and DOave Saunders, this

1987 outing hit tf.he rocks when the

publishers ran into financial difficulties. The

game was never produjced, and it isn't clear

who actually owns it

We couldn't track

down a complete copy:,

but we did find a demo)
version, featuring

parallax backgrounds

and a few sprites.

Mate Of May —
If anyone intended to

sort this mess,
they'd have done so

by now. It's extremely

unlikely to

emei

DEADLOCK
System 3

nother potential Cyberdene sensation, Deadlock featured a welt-

'ard geezer in a space suit blasting seven shades ot shrapnel out

m w FTITC I iTTi!«: li 1»FTOIfiUllia I

and a very violent Impossible Mission. F

a demo that was virtually unplayable, and designer and graphics guy

Robin Levy was pulled otf the project to work on The Last Ninja III.

A was shelved and the team never got around to linishing it

It could come out I suppose, but the longer it site

nost three year.£

i;<
¥\j

DR WHO AND THE
MINES OF TERROR
Micropower

can't understand why this one was never released

Okay , it's a bit slow, and the shoddily animated

main sprite looks nothing like Doctor Who (any ot

them), but at the end ot the day it was a reasonably

neat platform arcade adventure— it even had a 'save

game' feature! Scheduled tor release way back in

1986, what happened to it is anyone's guess.

The licensing agreement has

probably expired by now, so rt's extremely unlikely tha

it'll hit the shelves.

NFORCER —
FULL METAL
MEGABLASTER
Double Density

What's a potentially ace game like

this doing on an obscure

continental budget label'

No one seems to know who Double

Density are. let alone how to contact
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FEATURE!
FLIPPIT
Seundware
curious little puzzler, Flippit

had you turning squares
one at a time in order to

reproduce a given pattern. Oi
course, life wasn't that sample, as
each square you turned also

affected several others
— fans ot the Rublks Cube would've felt right at home,

Flippit wasn't a bad game, but its memory-tesf
gameplay would hardly have set (he world alight.

Soundware have no Immediate plans tor the game, but
haven't ruled out a release.

teOf Pi: it might come out, it might not.

HARD 'N'
HEAVY
Rainbow

Arts
ye-poppmg follow-up to The
Great Giana Sisters, a
complete change of graphic

style didn't save Hard 'N' Heavy
from the wrath of Nintendo's

lawyers. At [he end of the day it was
still a Mario clone— the console
company put the kybosh on this

one even before it hit the

shelves.

Forget ill

EYE OF THE
w-i:
Mike Singleton
| he third part in Mike Singleton's

legendary Lords Ot Midnight trilogy.

Eye Oi The Moon had Morkin
searching for the Eye. a device used to look

into the future, so the dying Luxor could see
what would become ot his kingdom Twice
as big as Doom-dark s Revenge, the game
featured twelve kingdoms, each with its own
sub-game. Mike intended to write it back to

back with Quake Minus One, but the latter

proved a more mammoth task than
expected
The release at Quake coincided with BT's

buyout of Lords Doomdark's publishers

Beyond, and Mike was asked to write their

Trek license, and after that Dark
Sceptre— Eye was put. on ice.

ay — Many of the ideas in Eye
were used in Mike s 16-bit classic Midwinter

li— Flames Of Freedom, so the original

game is unlikely to emerge-

HOOMPRIMC
. lot* ir»c New.'
• or SbaSovh.

• LORDS OF MIDNIGHT — Part
One of an uncompleted trilogy.

them!

Unofficially known as Katakis 2, rumour
has It that the programmer was none other

than Turr/ca n-creator Manfred Trenz, though
there's no mention ot him in the program.

Packed to the brim with amazing power-ups,

great backdrops, epic soundtracks and
incredible parallax scrolling, it's a real shame
this one never made the shelves.

•toy - Unless someone knows
how to get in touch with Double Density, we'll

never see it released over here.

tA

. ,.. .... .,,.

A A
V V

V V
'>

GAUNTLET 3 —
THE FINAL CHAPTER
~ US Geld

|

he final part in the Gauntlet \n\ogy was to be a 3D
affair, the perspective owing more to Pacmansa

— and 3D Ant Attack then the previous overhead
offerings. Due for release in the Summer of T991

,

the game suffered massive delays when the onginal

programmer fell HI and US Gold couldn't get the
game off rhe development system and onto the tape.

tala Of Way Due to the delays, when ready

H win be released on ihe KIXX budget label, and
never as a full- price game

Pirahna
3D Op IVoMsh blaster featunng 2000
AD's Barbie l-ookalike Psi-Judge

_k Anderson gunning down the evil Judge
Death's zombie hordes. Unlike previous games of

this genre. Judge Death actually showed your
hand ciasping the lethal Lawgiver (gun favoured
by Mega City One Judges*, though aiming and
shootmg was via the usual crosshairs.

As far as we know, Pirahna
are no longer trading, though as the game was
Started five years ago and never finished, it's

unlikely to Stan snooting up the charts.

>**
\fv

m &«me ovir-SC<ME Jill $CdU£ ^ttESS
4V?9 • - 1HUT

001165 e 05 K 02 ©4

--JxaaHBBBffiPi:

££-£— 1z Elf"™

K fc-SLjJ
IWSh? SB

E .

Rainbow Arts
his game was in 1act released, but
was quickly deleted with more than a
little help from Nintendo's legal

les, The Great Giana Sisters was
ically a rip-off of Super Mario Bros,

aturing an almost identical layout and
iwer-ups that differed only graphically

g Mario's mushroom became Geana's

lach ball, but they served exactly the
irne purpose). Nintendo are very

ectous about their games, especially thi

ano series which they won't even
ense for conversion — lawsuits were
suitable.

If you're lucky you
1

at a cat boot
return lo

""
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Go!/
Rainbow Arts

i ne ol the besi blasters ever, it's not too

hard to see where the inspiration tor

Katakiscame from— a blatant R-Type

clone. It featured almost identical backdrops

and power-ups, right down to the bolt-on/send

ahead drone thai does your dirty work tof you

(or at least some of rt). Official R-Type

licensees Activision were outraged, and look

out a copyright injunction preventing its

release. They went on to release an interior

version of the coin-op (but at least it was called

RType...).

The game was re-written

and released under the name Denaris, but it

was nowhere near as good.

• MANIC MINER — His zany quests
ended with the sequel, Jet Set Willy

MINER WILLY
MEETS THE TAX
MAN
Matthew Smitth

Incredibly rich as exploits in Manic:

Miner and partying away in Jet Set
Willy, the third instalment was to see

our intrepid hero up against the ban© ot

the nouvelle riche, the tax office!

Featuring yet more cutesy collect-'erm-up

action, it wouldve been interesting tco see

if Miner Willy Meets The Tax Man tcwok

the platform genre to new heights. ass did

the first two. Alas. It was not to be, aind all

that remains of the game are a tew

tantalising references in various

interviews with Willy creator Matthew
Smith.

State 01 Play — Since the extrermely

disappointing JSW

2

{more of a llghtt

tweaking than a sequel), nothing hass

been heard of ol' Matt (I wonder whaat he's

doing now...},

PARASOL STARS
Ocean

i

Following on from the brilliant Bubble Bobble and

the radical Rainbow Islands, Parasol Stars was
one of the most eagerly awaited games of 1992.

However, just as it was nearing completion, Ocean's

out-of-house programmer suffered a burglary in

which his computer, monitor, and all his disks were
stolen — including the ones with

the Parasol Stars source code

This caught everyone by surprise, including several

order software firm who, anticipating its release, had

included the game in their adverts.

State Of Play — Re-writing

the game from scratch would

take ages, by which

time the big

adverti-

sing

push
would be

lost—
Parasol Stars wrtl

never be released

on the C64.

mail-

The dungareed duo
won't be making a third

appearance on the C64.

RACE DRIVIN'
Domark
his rubber-burnin' cotn-op conversion,

sequel to Taito's classic Hard Drivin', was
expected around Christmas 1 991 . After the

miserable attempt to get its predecessor onto the

Commodore 64 (the filled polygons moved slower

than London traffic), the programmers dispensed

with the own-eye 3D perspective favoured by the

coin-op. and gave the game the same perspective

as the crash' replays in Hard Drivin'. It didn't really

work. The nail-biting immediacy was lost and the

main sprite's animation defied the laws of physics.

Domark wisely decided not to release it.

You'll never see it on the C64.

but you're not missing much!

Author &
Publisher Unknown

"f itdfire is an ace horizontally-

scrolling shoot-'em-up in the

w w Armalyte mould. Unfortunately,

during programming an early version was
cracked and pirated so heavily that no

software publisher would touch it. Rumour has

it that the original programmer, unable to sell

the game, put it into the public domain. We're

not sure whether or not "this is true, bul if

anyone has any further information, let us

know.
your guess is as good as

ours.

.!!!
scene, but others

mised to be real corkers. Do you know off any
more? Write in and let us know — maybe we'll do a
follow-up feature. Return Of Tlte Game That Wasn't...
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COMMODORE SUPPLES
Commodore 64 power pack E23.75 Mini Office 2 Disk
64 Parallel convenor £19.99 C64 Mouse ....
801 '803 HObon x 2 £9.99 p rjntef # interface...
Mini office 2 cassette £17.99 64 Disk Drive
64 Instruction manual £9.99
64 Slimline case £9.99
Vtc-20 modulator £14.99
C64/128 Commodore sound Expander
module and sound Studio-Mid compatible
Disk or Cass.. £9 99
C2N/C3N datacofcter £24.99
64 Reset cartridge £9.99

To order send cheque-PO lo:

Omnidale Supplies. 23 Curxon Street.

Derby, DE1 2ES
Tel: 0332 291219

Open Mon - S«t 10-5.30

£20.99
£14.99

£140.00

-2129.99

C64 REPAIR
ONLY C24.95

Including ptfttAabourflnBurafioe <.-ii

Bend macNnt onlyand faun

de - notion

VISA

SPARES & REPAIRS
1541 II Disk Drive & Software. ..£134.99
C64 Compatible Primer £149.95
C64/128 Cassette Unit £22,50
C64 Power Unil C20.95
Tape Alignment Kit (64)., £9.50
Mni Office II (64) (Disk ORTape).. £17.95
C64 Reset Cartridge £7.99
User Manual (64 OR 1541/11) ...£6.75

Dust Cover (64 OR 64C) £5.99
C64 Serial Lead £5.99
Commodore Chips ...P.O.A

Centronics Interface plus Support
Software (Disk OR Tape) £24.99
C64 Mouse & Mat £19.99
C16/+4 Joystick Adaptor £8.99
Colour Monitor Lead (3 x Phono) ..£7.99

*J pees hrJude VAT and PAP CTOsnby
I
QtwpaofPQgrW SorflarSAE lcr tulpnoBttt.

REPAIRS:
CS4 £25 U
C+4. C16 „, £30 lr

1541 DD MO lr

C128 £45 lr

Send machine only with payment, fault

description and your Tel No., if possible |

Reiurn Insurance Included Normally 48
turnaround 3 month warranty

OASIS (Dept4B)
14 Rtdgeway Rd
Salisbury

Wiltshire

SP1 3BU
Tel:(0722) 335061

OASIS
COMPUTER SERVICES

Commodore 64 Power Supplies
, £21,

Commodore 64 Compatible Data Recorders £22.
Commodore Tape Head Alignment Kit £9.
Tape Head Demagnetizers £9.
Commodore 64 Light guns and games

, £29.
Commodore Light Pens & Software £29;
Commodore Replacement Data Recorder Plug & Lead ....£5.

Commodore 64 Handbooks £6;
Commodore R.F. leads £3
Commodore 64C Modulators £19,;

Prices include VAT, postage and packing

All orders sent by return: Cheque/Visa/Access/PO's
Trading Post, Victoria Road, M
Shifnal, Shropshire TF11 8AF

Tel/Fax (0952) 462135

COMPUTER :SS & MOUSE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE ACTION REPLAY MK
SUPPLIES

We have been supplying software (or the
Amstrad CPC. Amstrad PCW, Atari ST
and Commodore Amiga for the past 8

years.

All prices Include VAT ami postage.

Courier is availalbe on request. Please
allow 5 days lor cheque clearance.

Educational, Local Authority and
Government orders welcome. European
orders please call or write for a quotation.

All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E&OE.

ORDERING DETAIL?
Credit Card orders can be placed by
calling the telephone number below -

or send a cheque/PO's made out to

MJC Supplies to:

MJC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (CFC)
Unit 2, The Arches

Icknelld Way
Letchworth

Herts SG6 1 U

J

TEL: (0462)481166 <6Line*)
FAX: (0462) 670301

C64 BUDGET GAMES
CASS

Badlands 3.95
Boxing Manager 2 4.95
CyberDall 395
Dizzy Pnnce ol the Yolk Folk 3.95

F16 Combat Pilot 395
Hudson Hawh 395
Indiana Jones Last Crusade 3.95
Popeye 3 3.95
Trivial Pursuit 3.95

his is a superb Desktop Publishing
program which contains its own built

in Test Processor and Graphics
Package, It comes with 32 different

text fonts and numerous clip art
pictures. It is also supplied with the
AMX Mouse which makes the

program very easy and quick to use.
Stop Press is only available on disc.

MJC PRICE £39,95

C64 GAMES
THIS MONTHS SPECIAL

FOOTBALL MANAGER 3
CASSETTE ONLY £7.50

DISC ONLY £10.50
(price valid until April 30tn 1993)

CASS DISC
Addarns Family 7.95 10.95
Beavers 7.95 |Q;«
Cool World 7.95 —
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy 6.95
Creatures 2 8.95 11 95
Football Manager 3 7.50 10.50
Hook 7.95 —
in*ana Jones Fata Atlantis 8.95 1 1 .95
Lethal Weapon3 7.95 —
Nek Fakto Golf 10 95 —
North & South 8.95 —
Outrun Europa 6.95 —
Raving Mad 8.95
Sim City — 15.95
Space Crusade 7.95 10.95
Streetfighter 2 8.95 1195
WWF 2 7.95

C64 COMPILATIONS
DISC

CASS
—_ Dream Team 10.95— Super Fighter 10.95— Addicted to Fun 7.95

7.95 LIneker Collection 7,95— Dizzy Collection 7.95_ Soccer Stare 8.95— Air Sea Supremacy 11.95— Max Pack 12-95

DISC

10.95

10 95

FUN SCHOOL
The Fun School series of educational

programs offer a number of
challenging and exciting programs In

each package. They help develop your
childs number and word skills whilst at

the same time allowing them to have
Tun using the computer.

CASS DISC
FUN SCHOOL 2- 8 Programs per pack
Fun School 2 - Under 6 years 3.95 —
Fun School 2 - 6-8 years 3.95 —
Fun School 2 - Over 8 years 3.95

FUN SCHOOL 3 - 6 Programs par pack
Fun School 3- Under5 years 9.95 11.95
Fun School 3 - 5-7 years 9.95 11.95
Fun School 3 - Over 7 years 9.95 11.95

FUN SCHOOL 4 - 6 Programos per pack
Fun School 4 -Under 5 years 9.95 It.95
Fun School 4 - 5-7 years 9.95 11.95
Fun School 4 - Over 7 years 9.95 1 1.95

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS
In reepnse 10 consumer demand a range ot Fun
School Specials have been developed lo help

children with specific areas ol

learning
Spelling Fair Call for prices
Palnl & Create 10.95 —

The ultimate utility cartridge tor the
Commodore 64/128. Some of [he

features included are: Turbo Loader
Sprite Control. Infinite Lives Generate
Professional Machine Code Monitor,

Freezer Utility. Disk Copy, Tape Turbi
Fast Format, Printer Dump. Screen Edi
Extended Format and it also includes
Centronics Interface for Parallel Printe

MJC PRICE £32.95

MINI OFFICE 2
A great introduction 10 business

software. The package features a Wc
Processor, Database, Lable Printer.

Spreadsheet, Graphics and
Communications

CASSETTE E13.95

DISC £15.95

ADVANCED ART STUDI
A superb an package. Contains lots

features such as:- Cut & Paste. Zoom
and out. 16 Pens. 8 Sprays. 1 6 Bmsh<

Rotate, Copy and many more.
CflESETTEorDISC E19.95

l*il'JiW1iH»HiSB

PLAYDAV8
A complete entertainment and learning package 1m
young children. Contains ten exerting programs
which Include a fuO junior an package. Noddy's
Paint Pol Poss Office. Market Place and many

mora

CASSETTE £10,95

An excellent quality cassette at an
amazingly cheap price.

MJC PRICE £21.95

JOYSTICKS

&HQE PEOPLE
This package contains 6 excellent games The

games are dasmged so that children can play and
learn on (heir own. They

are easy to master and the level of dlfluculty is

designed to Increase gradually as the child

ptogrewes
CASSETTE £5.95

Oulckjoy 1 Turbo
Ouickfoy Python
Apache
Competition Pro 500Q
Zip Sack
Top Star

6J

9.1

7,\

13.1

13.!

19.'

AZIMUTH TAPE HEAD ALIGNMENT K

This pack comes complete with a

special Azimuth Screwdriver, Azimui
Tape with full instructions to adjust
your cassette deck heads alignmen

MJC PRICE ONLY £8.95



Last week the Grim Reaper strolled into the office. Yes,

the black-cloaked one himself showed up to aive me a
lecture on life, death, afterlife and afterdeath. I wouldn't
have minded but I was far too busy compiling tips.

Eventually I told him to leave and take his foul stench of

disease and rotting hens with him. Fortunately his

favourite pastime is Commodore gaming, so he was all-

to-pleased to lend a scythe and help out with this months
batch of cheats. And what a lot there is! Steptrm 0§

f\n Baghdad maps, CodeMasters lists, and
i—^—^=— another appointment at the

fey

clinic — road away!

HALL OF FAME
ih.mks also to John w Randte (Coventry!

Patrick Md aughHn [Ireland), Dean Kefly

(Wesl Midlands), Petei Metto i oncton' i ush
(Midlands) John i owai (Kent). Julian Pearce

lewherel GawMh khiy [Ireland) stum*

'Instruction nvimh.ii Manning J ondon) Daniel

Bp I arm Salter (S Yorkshire) i redenc

Hamra ^ abanon] Mat* 1 'antera i rtf

l-orwood (Midlands). Louisa Vampiress'

Bennett (Salop). Sluan Kuni ,r id-) (

Marked' Crowl (Shropshire). Lucas Spelling

Greeven (HollandJ. Anton Van Deurzen

(Holland). Daniel 'Charlie Charles' Gurney

(Kinlet). Zahtd Bashir <Surrey). Dan Doorman'

PagGtt (Powys) and Angie Angie Churm'

Churm (Lanes).

W V

• Alternative
Opinions w<?re divided over this new -

Miles thought il was bad and I thought it was plain

due 1 Anyway, here's a cheat th L il makdS 'fve!

accessing a lot easier;

Press RESTORE and type ME RUN' to enter !
I
«

cheat mode. As well as having -infinite power, you

can then select any level you pllease. Press

RESTORE and type RESTORE to exit the cheat.

You can still access any level, but no longer have

infinite power, though by pausing the game and

pressing '2" you get an energy nop up — magic 1

i i

• Prism Leisure
Heroic happenings miglit nott happen al all M you

don't know the passwords Slo improve your

distressed damsel saving witth these secret

codes;

Level 2- SABATTA
Level3— PORSCHE

LOCOMOTION
• Kingsoft
Are you suffering from a delayed brain

while trying to figure out this arcade

puzzler? Well these level codes should

improve your service...

B BEAR
C CAVE
D DUCK
E EAST
F FIRE

G GIRL

H HALL
I

J

K

L

IRON
JEEP
KING
LUCK

• Touchdown
I his shiniiino

i
cored 91 \-\--\ tSSUfl

and everyone here's completely hookftd It BBfl

get frustrating though, so these passwords

should help unblock any bunged up brains.

tevel 5 HAHA
Level 9 GRIN
Level 13 REAP
Level 17 SEED

Level 21
Level 25
Level 29

harder!

tun blmg. stret^ed or utterly stuck? No
rnarter what game dilemma you might have

I'm here to educate all troubled souls. So withoi

further ado ( let's shed some light on our I

case of rnlstori'
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ami)

1 REM TERMINATOR 2 CHEAT
2 FOR IA *0 448; READ Z C=C-Z
POKE WA.Z NEXT
3 IF C{LT1(GT|81G77 THEN PRINT ERROR"'
END
4 FOR WA=1 TO 9

5 READ TlcWA). T2|WA)- PRINT "CHEAT ON
LEVEL". WA;: INPUT AS
6 IF AS="N" THEN FOR Z=T1(WA) TOT2(WA>
POKE Z.234: NEXT 2
7 NEXT WA
SPOKE 157. 128- SYS 267
10 DATA
032,086.245, 1 69.032, 1 •* 1 .089.003
11 DATA
169.030,141,090.003.159.001.141

12 DATA
091 .003 .096, 1 4 1 ,032.208. 1 69,094
13 DATA
141,146,004,169.001.141,151,004

14 DATA
169.023.141.125.005.169.001.141

15 DATA
126.005.169.026.141.127,005.141

16 DATA
1 28.005 . 1 69.032, 1 41 ,244,005. 1 69
17 DATA
077.141 .245.005.169,001 .141 .246
18 DATA
005.096 ,141 .032.208,206.032.208

19 DATA
173,017,005.201.004208,003.032

DISK POKES
The majority of pokes involving a resei cartridge

cater for tape versions ol the games. Cot In

Murray wants to rectify this situation, and has
submitted several dish pokes. Thanks (or your
concern Colin, and here's your list in print to

keep you and many other dtsk users happy.

In Issue Three, Peter Owen requested some
tips on Rainbow Islands. Luckily, Andrew Smith
from Surrey and J Button from Suffolk rushed to

his assistance...

Reaching the secret rooms is relatively easy.
Collect the gems in the following order:

Red, Orange. Yellow. Green. Blue, Indigo and
Violet. Once done, a bonus room appears at trie

top of the screen and there's a different item for

you to collect in every room.

Island 1 Magic Shoe
Island 2 Red Pot

Island 3 Yellow Pot

island 4 Book of Wings
Island 5 Book of Continues
Island 6 Feather

Island 7 Money Bags
To see the end sequence, simply collect all the
large gems on every island

• The Hit Squad
Also reviewed last month was this rather

disappointing Interpretation of the block-Dusting

film. If you own a copy, you're probably cursing

the difficulty setting. The following list allows you
to select any level with infinite lives or lime.

Type tr m. save H for anothar day. and RUN it

oetore loading the game proper.

JM

I

20 DATA
182.001.096,162.000,173,017.005
21 DATA
201.005.208.003,142,224.026,201

22 DATA
006,208.012.142.140.011.142,148

23 DATA
01 1,142.065.020.142.093.020.201

24 DATA
007.208.003.142,015,033.201.008

25 DATA
208.006,142,073.035,142.243,035

26 DATA
201.009,208,003.142.219.026.201
27 DATA
010.208,003.142.021.028.201.011

28 DATA
208.0a5.234.234.142.008.0l9.201

29 DATA
01 2.20 8.0O6. 1 42,076.01 9. 1 42.072
30 DATA
020.20 1 .01 3.208.003.1 42.246,026

31 DATA
076.000.026. 1 69,094, 141.1 32.242

32 DATA
169.001.141,133,242.096.359.361
33 DATA
366,377,382,384,389,394.399,401
34 DATA
406.408.41 3,4 1 7,422,427.432,434

Unfortunately, there's no way o( using this

listing with the cartridge version— sorry I

Addams Family (Infinite lives) 12545, 173
Creatures (Infinite lives) 44183, 173
(Invincibility) 7328, 173

47264, 153
47265, 153

(Infinite shop collectabEes) 47266, 153
lmpossamole(lnlimte use of superweapan)

23105. 173

What a splendid

individual is Jamie
Ace' Johnson Not

[ happy with sending a

J
few cheats here and
there, he slung over

70 listings pokes on a
disk and mailed it to me.
Here's one from the

collection for Dizzy

dudes. For that, my son, you're this month's
Datel Action Replay cartridge winner—
congratulations'

• Codemasters
OREMYOLKfOLKHAX
2 FOR WA=512 TO 580: READ 2: POKE WA.Z:
C-C+Z:NEXT: IF C(LT){GT)7483 THEN PRINT
-ERRORI-.END
3READZ:IFZ=-t THEN POKE 157,128; SYS
512
4 POKE WA.Z WAnWAf1 : GOTO 3
10 DATA 032. 044. 247, 056. 169, 016. 141. 062
11 DATA 003, 169.017.141.064.003.032.108
12 DATA 245. 169. 032, 141 . 068. 017, 169. 057
13 DATA 141. 069, 017. 169. 002. 141,070, 017
14 DATA 162, 255. 189. 193. 016. 157, 193, 002
15 DATA 202, 208.247. 162. 033. 189,159,016
16 DATA 157, 159. 002. 202. 208. 247. 076, 120
17 DATA 003, 072, 206, 032. 208. 032. 069, 002
18 DATA 104. 044. 013. 220. 096
20 DATA 169, 173. 141. 123. 036. 141.091,047
21 DATA 096. -1

Thanks very much tor your bumper bestowal.

Jamie, and if any readers would care lor a cheaty
disk you can order one direct from master
Johnson himself. For more info, write to him at

168 Long Lee Lane. Long Lee. Keighley. West
Yorks BD21 4TU

Turbocharge

Gremlins 2
(Time)

(Lives)

1 The Simpsons

6346, 173

12046.173
4052, 173

.evei 1

Level 2

Level 3
Level 4

Level 5

12712. 173= Paint 3270.
173= Lives

3120, 173= Lives

3119, 173= Lives

3137, 173- Lives

3099, 173= Uves

Liverpool lad Peter Jones has tried and failed

to complete Last Ninja 2. but can't even conquer
Level One. No need to feel a failure Peter, just

follow these steps...

Punch the flashing box behind the curtain. Return
to the first room and jump down trap door. Pick up
the key and leave. Exit the next screen at the

bottom to find a screen with shurikens (or

collection. Nip through the gap in the wall and get

past the juggler, Shuriken the man on the

following screen and climb the wall-bars before
exiting left. Jump the gaps, lake the pole and
jump back into the last screen. Climb down the

wall bars Leave and go past the juggler. On the

next screen, make for the righi hand exit. Go
through the wall gap and throw a shuriken at the

man. Pick up En the toilets. Go back through the

wall gap and leave via the top exit. Step through
the gap and shunken the man. Pick up the object

in the toilet, go out and pick up again at the
hot dog stand. Leave by the top exit to reach

the gate. Head for the middle of the gate while

holding Ui9 key. pick up arid exit through the

gate. Jump the river by using the boat as a
stepping stone. In the next screen there are

some bees; avoid them and go up the path,

then run and leap onto the island. Go to the

bushes and poke the boat with your stick so it

moves away. Get to the bottom edge of the

isle, run and leap back. Cross the river using
the boat and leave the park to move on to

level 2.

.

Finally. Hassan Chaganl wanted Agent X2
passwords. You're in luck Hassan, because
Philip Davles has answered your plea.

Level 2 GORMENGHAST
Level 3 MEGALOMANIA
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Atlantis
The payability may suck large avocados, but

at least the sound's superb! H you've recently

purchased this retarded reincarnation, you're

no doubt encountering problems of the puzzle-

sotving kind. Where, lor instance, do you use the

coconut? And what on earth is the sling tor? Well,

I'm a dab hand with anything obscure, and I've

rummaged up this solution using a carpet, a hanky

and lish helmet,..

wap Ihe HANKY tor Ihe FLUTE, go to

screen 14 carrying thr» MINER'S HAT.

Swap ihe MINER'S HAT lor ihe FIRE RING
on screen 15. Go to screen 8 and use AIR

BAGHDAD. Enter the temple to screen 20 and

UOhange the FIRE RING for the HOUR GLASS.
Hold the FLUTE and use the ROPE. Enter screen

18 and jump onlo the BIRD to enter the NEST
Swap trie FLUTE tor the WINGS, Eti the NEST
and siand over the HIVE. Go to screen 1 1 whii-.t

holding the WINGS. Jump up ml'.

FOUNTAIN. Go to screen 20 lo swap ihe WINGS
lor the FIRE RING. Go to screen 1 1 and enter top

ol the FOUNTAIN.
Enter the HOLE to screen 24. Go to

screen 25. use the FIRE RING ex

trapdoor. Go to screen 22 and swap the

FIRE RING tor the FtSH HELMET. On
screen 24. enter the passage between the

torches. Go to screen 7 and swap Ihe FISH
HELMET tor the KEYS. Go to screen 1,

swap the HOUR GLASS for the WHIP then

go to screen 13. Use Ihe KEYS on the for nghl

wardrobe. Go to screen 30, hold Ihe WHIP to

pass the BULL and swap the KEYS lor the

WHOLE AXLE Go to screen 36 and enter the

passage between the palm tree-. Swap Ihe

WHIP lor the SLING
Go to screen 23, swap Ihe WHOLE AXLE lor

the BAD A*LE then go
the BAD AXLE (or the QUIVER Go to screen 20
swap the SLING lor Ihe WINGS, Ihen go 1o

screen 4 and swap the QUIVER tor the

TRIDENT Go to screen 37 and swap ihe Wit JG'i

tor the BOOK, then $o to screen 26 white holding

the BOOK (this opens the cave) Go to screen 24

use the TRIDENT on the PFARI Q een
20 and swap the BOOK tor Ihe then go to

screen 10 and stand under Ihe COCONUT Use
the PEARL with the SLING Go to screen 7 and
exchange Ihe SLING for Ihe FISH HELMET
Go to screen 20 and swap the FISH HELMF I

lor the BOOK. Go to screen 12 (you won't die

as long as you're carrying the COCONUT}
Swap ihe BOOK tor the TRUNK then go to

screen 20 and swap the TRUNK lor the

FISH HELMET. Go back to screen 12 and

enter the WELL to screen 25 (the FISH

HELMET prevents you from drowning)

Swap Ihe COCONUT lor the MIRROR
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o to screen 5

and swap the

FISH H EL
lot the WHISK. Go
screen 16, swap Ihe

WHISK tor INSECT
NEST (empty) then go
lo screen 7 and catch

Ihe BEE in the NET. Go
lo screen 39 and swap
INSECT NET (full) for

Ihe CARPET. Go to

screen 41, hold Ihe

MIRROR and walk

towards MEDUSA (the

reflection kills her) Go
lo screen 39 and swap
ihe MIRROR lor Ihe

INSECT NET. En'

n 38 holding the

INSECT NET (lull). Go
loaoreen i ; and swap
Ihe INSECT NET for

Ihfi PURSE (empty). Go
1o screen 27 and use
PURSE on PILE OF COINS. Go to screen 33,

holding the PURSE (full) and enter shop door

Swap the CARPET for ihe SLIPPERS and go lo

screen 31 . enter shop then swap the PURSE tor

thew
Go to screen 20 and swap the SLIPPERS tor tht

THUNK jthfe sharpens Ihe

TRUNK as you're holding

the AXE) then swap b

the TRUNK tor the

SLIPPERS. Enter screen 2!

over the BRIDGE f/ou can

now pas'» the hOtCOaJ

\ 'i ilwi Uppers), On
screen 9 swap the AXE for

' '

IXTRA UVIf CH1AT
: I It's hard— nay, impossible— to finish with Ihe measly

II amount ot lives given so. before loading, enter this diddly

II I message and load the game as normal.

f

AS="COMING SOON! WEEBLES ADVENTURES,"

3-^
_*JH

•|-i.l\

•

!

4_
__ ta—

•— __ ***• X X ==



Ihe BOW and go lo screen 20. swapping the

SLIPPERS lor Ihe TRUNK. Go lo screen 42. hold
Ihe TRUNK (sharpened* and approach the

CYCLOPS using the TRUNK ,is fl stake (this

linishes him oil).

Go lo screen 40 and swap the BOW tor the

ARMOUR, then go to screen 16 and swap Ihe
ARMOUR tor the WHISK. Go to screen 29 holding

the WHISK (this blows the poisonous smoke
away) and swap the WHISK lor the LAMP. Go to

screen 4 and swap the TRUNK for the QUIVER,
then go to screen 3 and swap the QUIVER tor the

SWORD. Go lo screen 39. swap the LAMP lor ihi

MIRROR and go to screen 36 using the SWORD
on the spader's Ihread. Go back lo screen 3 and
swap the MIRROR tor the QUIVER and head off

to screen 40. Swap the QUIVER tor Ihe BOW (this

re strings the BOW with some thread) and swap
the THREAD for ihe QUIVER (this loads the bow).
Go lo screen 39 and swap the QUIVER tor Ihe
LAMP and walk to screen 44 and stand on the
SPRINGBOARD (you're flung to thy next room).
Swap Ihe BOW tor the SCEPTRE and jump into

Ihe MAGIC WHIRLPOOLS (you wilt now appear in

screen 6). Finally go to screen 1 holding the
SCEPTRE and walk lo the end ot the balcony.
Baghdad is treed from the evil wizard, so relax
and watch the odd end sequence
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The Hit Squad
^ hh, I'd kill to play a violent game As luck

i would have it. that's exactly what's required

in Smash TV. Blasting with large calibre

weapons and risking Hie and limb for 3 toaster can

get confusing If you don't know which route to take.

These maps show the besi directions, and also the

worst (if you want a real challenge)...

TRIPLE SHOT
• The best weapon to have under your belt. With its long

range and three-directional fire, it's very effective on invading

baddies. Use sparingly. It's surpnsing how quick it runs out.

GRENADES
• Although these cause a lot of damage, their restrictively

short range often proves a disadvantage. You're better off

sticking to your normal side-arm.

MISSILES
• Excellent long-range gut-busters that rip through anything in

their path! Cruical for taking out horde-packed areas quickly,

but the icon doesn't appear as frequently as you'd like.

CUTTERS
• A circle of five rings forms around you. wiping out all who

come near. Don't go near the edges of the room as they

grind against the walls, hindering your movement.

CANNON
I The bombs are lobbed into the air which makes Judging the

landing distance a little tricky — your pistol is of more use.

EXTRA SHOTS
Adds an additional shot to your

normal pistol or missile launcher.

SHIELD
• These rings Kill any

baddies on impact but

they only last tor ten

seconds, so don't go

hayv

LEVEL 2 MAP

LEVEL 3 MAP

....'.. 4.-. ,-*,'•.«

TANKS
ORBS

SNAKE SAUCERS
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shot to kill them.
[lo kill them before they explode, otherwise

t shrapnel bits are thrown out.
te ten shots before dying, concentrate on
jse before tackling anything else.
?p an eye on where the prizes land, some
'er these body-blowing devices.

blasts to kill. Easier to take out H you stay
>e place.

,h segment needs several hit*, quickly!

'J1
J

\

A]
'JJ -J j_Lj j j

i cheat listing was printed in Issue
i wo. thanks locartndge-wirtner David

l Houston. Two topllpsfers. Peter Davies
from Cheshire and Jflson Button from Suffolk
inform me that the master program can also be
used on other CodeMasters games. Type the
program from issue Two and then add the
additional tine for your chosen game. A word of

warning— make sure you save the listing before
running it. just in easel

20 DATA 169, 189. 141. 221.017. 096, -1

20 DATA 169. 165. 141. 157. 188. 141.253,188
21 DATA 096. -1

20 DATA 169. 234. 141, 002. 142. 169. 096. 141
21 DATA 113. 139. 096. -1

20 DATA 169.000.141.051.022.096.-1

20 DATA 169. 234. 141 091. 019. 096. -1

I

?0 DATA 169. 000. 141 , 1 1 3, 054. 096. -1

20 DATA 169. 0OC -4,033,096.-1

20 DATA 169.189 14: 250.083.096-1
CJ'S IUWUWT ANTICS

CUV— mm* m%wk*\
20DATA169.18- »41 079,024.169.189.141

-VTA 159.077.09-
J IN TM U.S.* (Uvm mm* Uom

20 DATA 169. 096. 14- :- ;

.

21 DATA 208. 094. 141 0C" )96 -1

ORMUIA 1 EMULATOR (4*w tim-e)
VTA 169. 00V 141 051. 019. Of
3«MUIA 1 SIMULATOR

(3 ton p«r \mp, ISQmpk)
39C 141 192.018.169.254, 141

VTA
FtOIT MACHINE MMULATO*

:; DATA 169. 173. 141. 07£ 996, 1

20 DATA 169. 032. 141 013. 059. 169. 085. ...

21 DATA 014, 059, 169, 002, 141. 015, 059, 09
22 DATA 224, 000, 208, 003. 254. 1 89. 051 . 09
-1

20 DATA 169, 032, 141. 177. 139. 169. 085, 14
21 DATA 178, 139.169,002, 141.179, 139.09
22 DATA 224. 000. 208, 003. 222. 092. 018 09
-1

20 DATA 169. 096, 141.056.058,141. 174, 13i

21 DATA 096. -1

20 DATA 169. 096. 141, 041,029, 096 1

20 DATA 169. 0O0. 141. 126.022. 141. 136. 02:
21 DATA 096. i

20 DATA 169. 189. 141, 018,065.096. -1

20 DATA 169. 173. 141. 192. 024. 096 -1

20 DATA 169,000. 141. 132.053.096 -1

20 DATA 169 165 141, 147,133,041, 148
21 DATA 096. -1

20 DATA 169. 165, 141. 002. 126. 096. -i

20 DATA 169 165. 141. 002. 096. -1

20 DATA 169. GOO. 141. 244.033. Q96.-1
"O MATIftOAJtD SIMULATOR

20 DATA 169, 096. 141 117. 014. 096. -1

VB mi VI A SIMULATOR
(l-IUIt*«e*)
20 DATA 169. 096. 141 149 038.096 -1

tACI AOASMST TIME
(UfteH* IIvm m* ttmm)
20 DATA 169, 173. 141. 067 051 ui 10 :

21 DATA 096 I

1AUT CtOftS SIMULATOR (UrfUrt.

20 DATA 169. 189. 141 171 026 141 119 024
21 DATA 141 w
C6S 053. 096,-

[And so It came to pass that the
COMMODORE FORCE tips section lay low for
another month* Keep all your work flowing -J

|

through the letterbox, and you stand a firm
|

chance of winning the mighty-useful Date I

Action Replay Cartridge. The most original and
concise tips always shine through, but make
sure your cheats work. You wouldn't believe 9some of the solutions that several fluorescent
fools send In — they make no sense
whatsoever! Anyway, I'm not a guy to dwell on
useless Enfo, I just bin It. Hard? Callous? Not at
all, but only the best will doodle-do! The address
Is: THE TIPSTER, COMMODORE FORCE, Europress
Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1JW. So until next month. It's
bye, so long, au revoir, loofah, shuttle and domino...
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n Spring is in the air (BOING)
ung man's thoughts turn to his

computer. Well mine do, and that

can mean only one thing — another
bulging mail-bag flying down the

express chute from the high-and-
mighty editorial suite. So it's eyes
down and letter-openers at the

ready...

WHEN IRISH
SPRITES ARE
COLLIDING....

Dear Prof,

1 . Can you recommend a book on machine

code?
2. What's the maximum number of lines a

BASIC program can have?

3. How do I make sprites move arounc

with a joystick?

4. How can I make a sprite collision

detector?

Paul McKtown, Dublin,
Ireland

• As tradition dictates. I
will answer your

questions in strictly numerical order.

.

1. 1 can't recommend any particular book

but try your local library. Make sure you

get a book that deals with the Commodor
64 and nothing else!

2. A BASIC line can have a number

between and 66535. The only limit on

the number is the amount of memory,

which is reduced if you use a lot of variable

and arrays.

3. See COMMODORE FORCE 3 for information on

reading the joystick (get the back issue from the

Forcefield Plaza if you haven't already got it, you

naughty people). All you need to dto is 1o add to or

subtract from Ihe sprite's X and Y positions, eg if you

read the joystick and find UP is pressed, subtract 1 froi

the sprite's Y position to move the sprite UP the screer

4. SS-PEEK (53278) :IFSSAND (2'/N)=N THEN
collide. If you replace N with the sprite number, it tells

yog if the sprite (0-7) is colliding. Testing SS again with

different values ot N will tell you which sprites are

colliding.

Prion

PRINT.HINTS
Dear Brian,

I'm thinking of buying a printer but I don't know

which gives the best value tor money. Is it worth

getting a colour printer''

If
I buy the Star LC2O0 package from Datel

(with printer, driver and lead) can l print out sprites

from games, etc?

Stephen WeaHierfcill, Malton, N
Yorkshire,

• First, the bad news. The Datel LC200 package

doesn't Include the Sprint 128 interface. You get a

Centronics cable (which can be driven by an

Action Replay cart) and the driver tor printing

screens saved to disk. Also, the cable can only be

used with a few programs. If you want to print

screens from programs, your best bet <s to buy the

package and an Action Replay (note that ALL
material contained within a game is copyright, and

should not be reproduced without the copyright

holder's permission).

The good news is that you can still get a
Centronics serial interface. This allows you to use

a Centronics printer such as the LC200 as a

SERIAL printer. II connects the computer serial

port (or disk drive) to the printer, and converts

commands so the printer understands them This

allows you to use it with many programs.

Write to. Meedmore, 28 Fa rrlers Way.

Netherton, Merseyslde L30 4XL or call (051)

521 2202. and ask about The Unrversal

Centronics Interface tor the Commodore 64/t 28.

Brian

TioA+^st^twd

Dear Brian.

I've a problem with your

program in

COMMODORE FORCE
Issue Two. entitled

Berry Ford Clinic,

I adapted it for two

sprites, sprite one
came out all

right but sprite

two looked like a

ghost, really laint

and made up of

dots.

What'-s wrong?
Here's the program

PHINTCHR$(147)
V-53246
FORI o to I

roRU Otoi

I
HIADY

60 >KE

BS+(1 VI). U V

i NEXI U
I

-.t T

„| POKF V. 100:

I. V. I. 100 POK"
V.2. 200 POKE V.3
1 00

%&e
HPoKElftelp

obryq

•^oj"

100 POKE 2040,

192 :POKE 2041,193

110 POKE V+21.3
Lines Irom 1000 on hold

the data

G Darby,
Darlington,
Devon

Mr Darby's problem is

caused by a missing poke.

as each sprite has its

own memory
location dealing with

colour.

Add the

totlowtng line to my
program in

COMMODORE FORCE
Two or Mr Darby's program

i ORT=0 to 7
POKEV*39 + T.l:NEXT

This turns all the sprites while

Locations 53267 to 53294
control II

colour with

the numi" .-the

valuta (i)i Ihe background border

(efl1= White.

2=DarkRed, etc).
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RED TAPE
Dear Prof.

How do you download on-screen information

onto tape? Also, is there a contraption thai
allows you to talk to people via the computer?
If SO, whaf ts it, how much does it cost and
where can I get one 7

Greger Campbell, Glasgow

• I? you've typed in a program, put a blank

cassette in the tape deck (checking the write-

protect notches at the top are slid there) and
type the following,

SAVE "PROGRAM"
The word PROGRAM should be replaced
with your program title. The computer now
displays;

PRESS PLAY & RECORD ON TAPE
Press down Play and Record, and the

screen goes blank. After a while you get the

messages SAVING and READY. The
computer's now ready to continue. DO NOT
SAVE ONTO TAPE THAT ALREADY
CONTAINS A PROGRAM.
To reload, rewind to the beginning of the

tape, type LOAD and Press Play. It should
come up with the message FOUND
PROGRAM and then LOADING, then
READY. Type RUN, press RETURN and
Bob's your uncle, the program's back'

Finally, to talk to people via a computer you
need a modem. For further details check out

the letter entitled Thoroughly Modem Man on
page 29 of COMMODORE FORCE Issue

Right, that's another
batch of letters dealt
with, and it's April Fool's
day! Miles is still wearing
a red nose, although it

isn't plastic (Hie! — Miles)
and the editor's operating
the guillotine at
maximum efficiency. Keep
me busy by writing to;

USING THE

MPS 1 230

• For the benefit of several

enquirers, including Tony
Goldie in Musselburgh.
Mrs J Wood in

Middlesborough. and Mrs
L Lichdean m
Southampton, I've

compiled some easy
instructions on using the
MPS 1230 printer (I have
an one myself and use it

with many programs).
In BASIC, type;

'0PEN4, 4-PRINT#4.
"HELLO": CLOSE4 to print

HELLO on the Printer.

•OPEN 4. 4, 7:PRINT#4.
-Hello": CL0SE4 to print in lower
case
•OPEN 4.

4:GMD4:LIST:CLOSE4to
list a program on
the printer.

DUTCH BREEZE
Dear Brian,

1 . How can I incorporate a tune or screen
display into a loading sequence? I have some
music, but when I try to play it while loading, it

crashes and turns the screen blank. The games
on the Reel Action tapes always have something
on screen.

2. How can I print more than 25 lines of text? I

print the first set of 25 lines, and I want the next
lot appear after it.

3.
1 have a program with music and sprites stored

in data. You can skip the music by pressing
Space Bar, but if I then use READ statements for

trie sprite data, it reads the rest of the music data
instead. How can I make it read the sprite data?
AUxander 'Sandy' Easing,
Mvntondam, The Netherlands.

• I get letters from all over the world you know.
The Netherlands, Australia, Pakistan, Scotland.
Ireland and soon...

1- Unfortunately playing music while loading is

virtually impossible in BASIC and almost as hard
in Machine Code. This also applies to your

Butoptess
Impact

Ludlow,
Shropsh"e

SY81JW

commencal programs, the printer responds
Co commands set to device 4 or 5. Choose
Commodore/801/1525 options if you have
to choose a printer type.

In the Advanced Art Studio, there's a
STUDIOCONFIG Program that appears on
first loading the tape version, or can be
loaded separately from disk. You should

Press RETURN to accept the

default entry for every

question until you're
asked, 'Are these

settings correct?

Answer Y' for Yes.
The tape continues

i to load, and then
asks for a blank

' tape on which to

save the completed
program. This tape will

have a working

version of the

Aft Studio

saved to it.

Yb

question about the border colour (I edited his

letter).

2.Here's a little routine;

Print 25 lines of text, making sure the last print

statement is followed by a semi-colon.

PRINT CHRS{19)
FOR Y=0 to 24
POKE 781 ,Y: SYS 59903
FOR Z=1 to 50
NEXTZ
NEXTY
PRINT CHR${.19)

Print 25 more lines...

This clears the screen, a line at a time, from

top to bottom and puts the cursor at the fop of

the screen to print up the next 25 lines.

3. After the last piece of data for the music, put a
line that says DATA -99, followed by the lines of

sprite data. After the music's been skipped, add a
line that says;

1000 READX: IFX<>-99 THEN GOTO 1000
The line should point to itself, and should ONLY
be used it the music has been skipped. It reads
the extra data until the -99 is found, so it's ready
to read the sprite data.

Brian

Remember,
personal V

\ ( ; f
replies go
to those
who
enclose a SAE, and Umer
Pasha in Pakistan is

wrong in suggesting I

need plastic surgery. My
face is perfection itself..
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i

in a remarkably
^erful mood today. The L

weather's awful, the pot-holes in the car
threaten to knock me off my bike and I'm still sitting
opposite that ugly Welsh git Steve Shields, but I'm
happy. Why? Because the quality of your letters is

improving dramatically! Gone are the endless lists ol
questions, hardly anyone mentions Sonic or Mario any
more, and the console debate (which was interesting
until it was done to death) has finally been laid to
rest. Instead they're full of witty, amusing narative,
interesting enquiries and intelligent comments on all

things Commodore. You've got to admit iff makes a
much better column — was I right or was I right? I'm
so chuffed I'm not even going to moan about my pay...

FLOP!
DOMAII
Bon Jour Lloyd.

Most PD libraries support disk, but now the

Refiex Software learn has come lo the

tape user's aid Reflex Software is a tape-

only PD library Could tape users out there

send us any sollware they've produced,
from a picture done on an art package lo a
10.000 line machine-code pxog? Each

month the best program gets a 90-minule
PD tape collection I Write to us enclosing

an SAF tor a catalogue when it's

completed ll disk users want to send
software, please send it on tape as we
don't even have a disk drive ourselves!

Oh and by Che way. I don'l suppose you
know a cheat for the cartndge version of

Parxf>

Reflex Software, 136
Harpenden ltd, St Albans, Herts
AL3 6BZ

Can't help you with Pang, I'm afraid.

Try the Tipster. Great news about the

PD library though — remember to send
us a catalogue when it's ready, then we
can keep everyone right up to date.

CBM64 DTP &
20MB HD
SHOCK!
Dear Sir,

In the February issue. Richard Evans asked it

there's a Desk Top Publishing program
available on the C64. There is — it's called

Pagetox, and is published by the German
company Scanntromk. It isn't cheap (£901. and
the manual's in German, but il comes on a

cartridge that enhances the C64 with an extra

100 kilobytes of RAM
Scanntromk also sell a lot ot compatible

hardware and software, such as hand-
scanners ( lo digitise photos onto your

Commodore), a video digilser tQOO different

character sets, a character editor (to create
your own) and lots more besides

Their address is. Scanntronik Murgrauer
GmbH, Parkstrasse 38, D8011 Zomeding.
Germany. Tel: 010 8106 22570.

Martin Sreinfort, Woking, Surrey.
PS Scanntronik also sell a 20Mb hard disk for

the C64.

Dear Lloyd.

I suppose I must congratulate you on the first

issue ol COMMODORE FORCE— il was a right

riveting read, so to speak. However, I'm also

deeply distressed and very angry This is the

1990S, the age ot equal opportunities and
women's rights, but you lot are a bunch of

chauvinist pigs! Where are the women team
members? Why is that numb-skull Bash still

around when Miss Whiplash has gone? Surely

you should have at least one female, or are you
all nancy boys (though looking at James Price's

hair, I wonder)? Come on girls, what do you think*?

Print this letter if you can stand a bit of criticism.

YouK most annoyingly.

Ms K BrummiM, Erdington,
Birmingham.
PS Will any of the software companies be
releasing a game based on The Ancestral Trail?

We got rid of Whiplash because she was a
disgusting sexist stereotype and an insult to
our female readers. You want her back in the

name of women s rights? I think you ought to
re-think your attitude on that one!

I appreciate thai most ol the COMMODORE
FORCE crew are hlokes {but not all— our
designer, Claire Morley, is female), but
unfortunately so are the overwhelming
majority of our readers. It's not hard to see
why. Pick through your software collection

and count the number of games featuring

scantlly-clad women who add nothing to the
plot. How many times does a game have you
rescuing a helpless female from the clutches
of her evil kidnappers? Look through your
magazine collection — how many adverts
exploit female sexuality to make a product
more attractive? The leisure side of the
computer industry has become a virtual all-

mate preserve, so it's inevitable that when we
advertise a vacancy, few (it any) women
apply. It would heJp if you signed your name
Yours annoyed' and not annoyingly' too,

though perhaps this was a Freudian slip

(LMLWD).
Finally, I've no idea whether anyone will

produce a game based on The Ancestral Trail

but I hope someone snaps up the license—
it'd be great!
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AT ISSUE
(BLESS YOU!)
Dear Lloyd,

I am wondering il yai have a spare copy of

COMMODORE FORCE Issue One? I told my
news agent they tried to get it tor me, but it

didn't arrive — they tried and tned. but had no
luck

Miss R McLtster, Sudbury, Suffolk.

• Wo problem— ALL C-FORCE back
issues are still available! Check out Ihe

FORCEFIELO PLAZA on pages 64-65 lor

details.

Dear Commodore Foi>

Can I ask a tew questions9

1. Could you recommend any adventure games?
Yes — check out Bash Yor Brains lor all the
latest news
2.What s the best game out ol Space Gun, Street
Fighter 2 and First SamuraP
How am I supposed to compare a beat- em-up.
an Op-Wolf clone and a platfomet? They're all

excellent games, so it depends what you're
Into.

3. What's number 101 in the Commodore charts
this month?
No idea.

Thai's all lor now — Tlhank you lor answering my
questions,

Brendan Donnelly, Dublin
PS When is Miles gettimg a hair cul ?

4s long as it coverrs his face, it s tine by me.

FRANK D1SK-USSION
Dear Commodore RofG

either day I bought t a second hand C64 and
about 100 games lor K30 which I thought was too

good lo be inn- l haul one a tew years back but I

sold n

Congratulations on (COMMODORE FORCE
Between Conwnodoiess I didn'l look at any
computer publication oMtier than PC mags, so it's

Qreai to linci a well laid-i out mag you don i need
degree to undersiand.KMy 06-1 came wilh a

tap deck— 1 1 notice a lot ol games ace

on disk too. I don't mmorJ about w a game
to toad, but are there anny ieal pluses about a disk

?Also I love loolboali management games.
Which is the best?
Stephen Lamb, Sfeevenage, Herts

• Personally I wouldrlnt be without my disk
drive. Sure. It loads gqames faster than
datacorders. but it's a also a lot easier to manage
your files on disk. Sao vlng and loading saved
game positions in advlventure strategy games Is

less of a chore, and If II you ever want to do
anything serious a ditiisk drive's a must.
Besides. COMMODORRE FORCE now gives you
the chance to get our ir ace covertapes on disk —
whaf better reason coould there be? Regarding
football management it sims, check out Kenny
Dairj-iish Soccer Manaiager on Zeppelin's Hit

Pack #1 or maybe Hi If Tees Tracksutt Manager.
LM

G-ORE-GEOS
Dear Commodorefore

;rj help and advice on Start i

omnriodore 64 I'm trying to

.,•
Q Afi . .

The club will be non i
.

i
i all

ftho joti : and pad1

. r.lub gels oh* the ground we n laui
I I

rnonttily rnag;i/

II you know ot any 6- . QOuldyou
; m lorward their names and addre

i cart contact them''

Mr S Ore, 103 Boldmere Court,
South View Rd, Hamstcad, Great
Barr, Birmingham, B43.

• We can t forward names and addresses,
but if anyone's interested, Mr Ore can be
contacted at the above address.

3P?
ir,

.1 1 d like to Bflk you, please print Ihis

letter* And now I'd like to ask a couple of

quest ic;

Do you Ihink that lull price companies are

selljng their games to the budget houses too

soon alter theft original release'' I bought
The Simpsons only seven months ago at

C1 3. and now it's coming on budget already

I think this, is unlair to people who pay a
price tor a game and means more people
will wad lor budge! releast- 99,

resulting in lull price companies losing

money.
Also, how come pokes neVft work (or

i type in everything as I see n

only thing that appears on the screen is

'Data Error'!

Noel Grate, Co Coram, Ireland
PS Please x1000 print my letter You
probably won't 'cause it's so long), but I'd tike

lo Know some of my questions

Vou know your questions already —
asked them, it s the answers you
nt! You've definitely got a point

regarding early budget re-releases. Not
only does this Irritate people who bough/
it at fuJI price (and encourages them to

keep their money in their pockets next
time round), but it afso leaves retailers

with unsellable stock on their hands —
who's going to buy a full pricer when you
can get exactly the same game on
budget? This makes shopkeepers
reluctant to stock that company s games
again, which isn't good tor anyone.
With regards to the pokes, you must be

doing something wrong. If you re trying

to enter reset pokes without a reset cart,

forget It— /f can t be done. II you're
referring to listings, you'll fust have to

enter them more carefully.

Finally, do you really think I'm more
likely to publish your missives it you slap
please print this letter' all over it? Just a
thought...

Dear Lloyd,

Thanks tor publishing my letter entitled "Role Reversal' in

COMMODORE FORCE Issue Three. I felt I must write back
concerning the comments made by the person you spoke to

(presumably from US Gold).

1- He said Savage Frontier was never released on the C64. This is news
to me as I've been playing it 1or quite a while 1 As proof, I've enclosed a photocopy of

the game cover and quick reference card (he's right you know — LM).

2. Ha also said Secret of the Silver Blades never will be. It was developed and available for the

up until 18 months ago. when it was discontinued— it even appears in their I99t catalogue.

So what happened? Hope you can help...

A Wood, Armthorpe, Doncester, South Yorkshire.

/ checked again with US Gold, and they said the game was programmed by Strategic

Simulations Incorporated, and they only handled the British distribution. The title has now
been deleted, and they 've no plans to reorder. The only way you II get It now (apart from that

old chestnut, 'car boot sale') Is to order direct from SSI using an International Money Order.

They can be contacted at: 675 Almanor Avenue, Sunnyvale, California.

Anyway, you're this month's prize-winning scribbler— there's a mystery gift on Its way.
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'ZM

I don't

FORCE Issue Three) was complaining about.
' one of your covertapes In my cass
rder and it soundr+d great, even be
lhan m\ raw we tape, Youcanl

i>eople. can you?
Mow 1or aome qim H When are

they going to release .1 Virtual Reality

game Fcm tin- Cfti? Why is BASIC
Programming called BASIC } I lind n ready

dHflcuH Could you send me some easy
programming so I could do it?

PS lls my birthday In March as well, so
Happy Birthday to us bolh'

Cheers.

Zit Nolan, Colchester, Essex.

When are they going to release a Virtual
Reality game tor the C64... Don't you think the
Commodore Crew would look silly with C64s on their

heads, pretending they're VR headsets? Virtual Reality coin-ops cost a
smalt fortune and run extremely fast— it's just not possible on an 8-bit computer
BASIC programming is so called because it stands tor Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic

Instruction Code, and it you think that's hard, try programming in Machine Code.
Anyone who listens to our covertapes on audio cassette players must be two bytes short

ot a lull program, and as tor trying to convince me you re called Zit '.
. . congratulations,

you re this months pilchard.

you put
it on the covertapo and H is excellent I like the

look o1 SWIVbui I don't hnow whether it s worth
getting as it's supposed! to be very similar to

Stlkwoim. Would you recommend it?

Danny Kilroe, Deeping St James, Lines.

OR OF THI
TIARA
Dear LM.

Do you know where I can get a ropy of the

amazing Defender ot the Crown now Mirrorsott

aredeUnv ORCEFlEi D Pi AM did

have one and my datacorder's chewed up my
copy* Please help, as I've been scouring the

shops for ages.

I've taund a way of resetting the C64 without a
reset cartridge, so reset pokes can be used. By
momentarily connecting the reset pin on the user

port to ttie GND pin (marked as pins 1 & 3
respectively on page 143 of the user manual) with

a piece ol wire, the screen will flicker for a few
seconds and the familiar screen will be shown.
Clever huh? The reset poke can now be entered,

and the game restarted with the appropriate SYS
number.
Be careful to connect the correct pins or you

might damage the use- port 1

Questions, questions... regarding Defender
Of The Crown, you'll fust have to keep on
looking — the Forcefield Plaza can get hold of
any game that's currently available, but no one
bought (he rights to this particular title.

Anyone using your rather unique' method of
resetting the machine does so at their own risk— I know it's supposed to work but I've no
Intention of trying it out. It you btow up your
Commodore, don't blame us. Finally, SWIV is

an excellent vertically-scrolling, viewed-from-
above shoot-'em-up, and it pfays nothing like

Silkworm, which is horizontally scrolling and
viewed-from -the-side.

AIN'T LIVES GRAND?
)ai Mr Mangram,

©Concerning the REEL ACTION 3 prog Easy Lives

-c^better than the best thing since sliced

bread! Well done and thanks
(xlOO). please let's have
morel

O Gunn, CheadU,
Cheshire
PS Can I win Arselicker

Of The Month?

WWwlX TRIED

Sc^a^)to
WiUTMfVT

• It's not very
hygienic you know,

but yes you can win
arselicker of the month
— your prize Is a bottle of

antiseptic mouthwash!
You're right about Easy Lives

though. Stay tuned for more excellent
cheats every month.

LM

CART HIM AWAY!
.it

Itisfl readtrta i obruary tesueoi
COMMODORI H >n< i it smd on the oov*
you own a C6-i -»nd .1 brain?

At last", 1 thought 1 1/0 goi both, bo iMs mm
the man ,(>r roe At '''' although H a fjmat me

If mi' .ir. 1 r.l leapOl
You see, hmoneal iho rare brand who own •

that takes CARTRIDGI SI lathers am/where 1

sails cartridge games? Most shop:, in my area
don't stock them Also is il possible to buy a
cassette player or disk drive to plug into my u
and d so, how much do thoy cost 9

My nine year old daughter and I are counlm
the minutes and praying tot Enlightenment
Steven Jones, Llandotf, Cardiff.
PS Is there a mag lor us cartridge users?

• Hmm... when you say your C64 support'
cartridges, what exactly do you mean? If yt

bought one of the more recent packs such
Terminator 2, then you've got a normal C6<
complete with keyboard, which supports t&

and disk drives. However, if you ve got a
CS4GS, which has no keyboard and looks I

an outsize Fisherman's Friend, you're out t

luck.

You can get C64 datacorders from our ve

own FOHCEFIELD PLAZA (see pages 64-61
and they cost a cool C25.99.

Anyone looking tor cartridges should
contact Software City, PO Box 8B8,
Wolverhampton WV1 1TP. At the time ot
writing, they stock thirteen tUles on cart
There's no cartridge-dedicated newsstand
mag, but if anyone out there produces a
fanzine, send us a copy and we'll give it a ft

plug.

ANY PORT IN
A STORM...
Dear Lloyd

A tew months ago I read that Parasol Stars
had been nicked and Ocean have yet to
decide whether to continue with (he project

(check out Ian s feature on page 22 for the
latest news— LM) Well, instead of starting

from scratch why don't they port across the

ST version' This will save lime and improve
the graphics. Please pi>t this idea to Ocean
and see what they have to say about it.

Unknown, Anytown, Anywhere

Nice idea, but it just wouldn't work. For
starters, the graphics would actually be
worse. Every computer has its own
screen display, andpoding graphics from
the ST to the Commodore would
compromise their quality — far better to
get the most from the C64 in its own right.

Also, porting code from one machine to

another makes it run extremely slowly.
Ever seen one ot the early Dizzy games?
Ever played Chase HQ? They were
Spectrum pods— / don t know if it's even
possible to modify 1 6-bit code (I suspect
ft isn't).

Once again it's a nice Idea, but we II

fust have to face the fact that Parasol
Stars will never be released on the C64.
Oh. and by the way, as you didn t sign
your letter, I'm not signing my reply.
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SPECTRUM CHUM
Dear Lloyd,

I m absolutely 'unou about the 'Spectrum'

comments in your nagazins. I've owned a Speccy for

quite a while, and In proud of it

Having acquired i C6& tram my brother I bought

Issue Three ol COIvMODORE FORCE— there

were loads ot nasty Spectrum jokes, most of them

about the graphics. \s an owner ot both machines I

tell you Speccy gratfucs are often far superior, eg
Space Crusade Onpage 49 there was a rem ark

about the life expecBncy of Speccy mags. There are

two on ihe market (he same as tor Hie C6-J). one of

which has been gong lar ELEVEN years, the other

SEVEN Come on Loyd. us 8-btt owners should stick

togelfi'jt

'

Gavin Smith, Br Hail, Northern Ireland.

Much as I hate t$ admit it. you re right about
Space Crusade. 77>e C64 version shouJd've been
the better of the two. but tor reasons unknown it.

er... wasn't ive ted several complaints about the

Speccy jokes, andon reflection I feel you all have
a point — the my machine's belter than your
machine ' argument was always pretty childish,

and therefore best left to console owners. I still

can't help feeling that Ihe Speccy s days are
numbered, but ill make no more jokes about it

— promise.

DUTCH SLEAZE?
Dear Sir'Madam,

On purchasing a copy ot Ihe March edition

of COMMODORE FORCE. I was stunned
and disgusted to see the pictures from the

Dutch Breeze demo on pages 61 and 62
My son and his triends buy the

magazine, and they're aged between
seven and eight. Do you really think this is

suitable for that age group? Needless 10

say. none of theim will be allowed to

purchase your mag agam until you
promise to clearn up vour act

D O Tighe, Tamworfh, Staffs

• Er, over to thte Man Ed tor this one,

methlnks!

- Firstly, may I point out that the only

reaction to the pictures you mention have
been your letter and a telephone call from

a similarly concerned parent. Far less than

To Lloyd

While reading the Crazy Cars III review in

Issue Two. I had an wtea — a screenshot

caption read Oh. wow 1 A screenshot
looks like every other screenshot on t

page Don t blame us. we dldnt wriie the

gamel' Why don t you write a game and put

it on the covertape. or better still put it on
sale and get some more dosh to improve

the magazine'' You seem to have most kits.

and alt except James (like, martf) seem to

know how to work them
Nathan Weston, Blackpool, Lanes

v The magazine doesn't write itself, you
know — we could spend all day every
day programming covertape games, but
at the end of the month there d be
nothing to mount them on. Also, using
kits is a lot harder than you think —
what makes you think our games would
be as good as this month's ace
SEUCKer, tor example? Besides, all kits

are somewhat limited — the chances of

getting a utility game onto Ihe shelves

are pretty remote.

I expected, but still enough for me to

stipulate, right here in black and white

(or whatever colours Claire decides to

use), that no way will pictures as strong

as that appear between our covers

again.

I'd like to add that I thought long and
hard (no pun intended} about using the

somewhat saucy images in the first place,

and decided that they would be acceptable

provided the really naughty bits were

covered (which they were) There was
nothing shown on pages 61 & 62 thai

couidn'i be seen in daily papers throughout

the rand, but I accept that a computer

magazine isn't the righl environment for

pics ot this nature, and will ensure that, in

future they don't appear.

And by the way, for anyone who missed

out on our marvellous March mag. back

issues are available through the

FORCEFIELD PLAZA'

STIVE

IPS
I More tasty
titbits and
'tomfoolery

taken from your
marvellous missives.
Is Ocean's Comic Relief game Sleepwalker

the same as Zeppelin's Sleepwalker?

JM Ward, Accrington, Lanes.

.: No, they're completely different The
Comic Belief version WILL be available to

the C64, but not for a while yet

Why doesn't COMMODORE FORCE have a
classified ads page?
NJ Sharpies, Chorloy, Lanes

a Because they're too easily abused.
Pirates use them to make contacts, and
unscrupulous businesses send unsollclte

circulars or chain letters to advertisers.

You're the best computer format about.

Simon Petti*?, Nunoton, Wares

Come again?

Cliff Burton was the greatest bass guitarist in

the world. He used to play with Metallica.

Liam Byrne

I'm really pleased for the guy, but why
are you telling us? We're not Kenang you
know!

I read the Big Box 2 review in the February

issue — do you know where I can get a copy

Mrs M Wilby, Pinxton, Notts

You can order It direct from the

publishers. Send a cheque PO for £16.99

(cassette) or £19.99 (disk), payable to Be&
Jolly, to; Beau Jolly, 29a Bell Street,

Reigate, Surrey RM2 7AD

?
»

Well that/'s about all for
this itiontHi. Keep the
letters flowing, you
know it imakes sense.
Not only would you see
your nanue in print, but
from now ' on, the LETTER
OF THE MtONTH wins a

ery prize! Unreal! Or,

as my granny used to say,
'it's not a real prize if

Mancram's Mailbag

COMMODORE FORCE

Europress Impact

Ludlow
Shropshire

SY81JW

If-i

it's not a surprise'. See,
gran — I told you I'd get
you back in the
magazine!

If you've anything f

add on the DUTCH BREEZI
debate, the imminent
death of the Speccy, or
the impending return of
my barmy old gran to
these hallowed pages,
drop me a line, you
know where to find me!
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- Britain s Leading C64 PD Supplier 4^
WE STOCK ONLY THE VERf BEST PD FOR THE CBfl 64 INCLUDING MUSIC AMD GRAPHIC DEMONSTRATIONS, UTILITIES, PD GAMES AND
MUCH MOREI NOT OMLY >0 WE SUPPLY THE LATEST RELEASES BUT WE AlSO STOCK MANY OF THE CLASSIC GOLDEN-OLDIE DEMOSI
YOU ARE ENTITLED TO fl FREE' DISK Of YOUR CHOICE WITH YOUR FIRST ORDERI

WE DON T JUST CATER FCR DISK USERS EITHER. NOW TAPE USERS CAN GET IN ON THE ACTION BY CHECKING OUT THE NEW TAPE
RANGE WHICH COMPRIStS OF SEVERAL 90-MINUTE CASSETTE COMPILATION TAPES BURSTING AT THE SPOOLS WITH THE HOTTEST
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE!

AS WELL AS SUPPLYING P> SOFTWARE. BINARY ZONE HAS ALSO RELEASED THE AUDIO RANGE
MINUTE CASSETTES CONTHINING THE BEST PD MUSIC FROM BOTH THE CBM 64 AND AMIGA!

WE HAVE PRODUCED TWO 90

FOR MORE DETAILS SIMPLY WRITE DOWN YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AND SEND IT ALONG TO THE USUAL BINARY ZONE PD
ADDRESS WITH A 'FIRST ILASS STAMPV..I WILL THEN SEND YOU A RATHER APPETIZING 'FREE* CATALOGUE!

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU '.TATE WHETHER YOU ARE INTERESTED IH A *TAPE CATALOGUE4 OR A 'DISK CATALOGUE" SO YOU RECEIVE
THE CORRECT ONE. DETAILS OF THE AUDIO RANGE ARE CONTAINED IN BOTH CATALOGUES.

PD GAMES TAPE ONLY £6.00

CANT WAIT TO TRY SOME PD SOFTWARE? THEN WHY NOT GRAB A COPY OP THE POPULAR *PD GAMES TAPEM SEND EITHER A
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO BINARY ZONE PD FOR ONLY £6.00 AND YOU WILL BE SENT THIS EXCELLENT
COMPILATION OF WELL O/ER 30 CLASSIC PD GAMES. (POSTAGE AND PACKING COSTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE!)

*" 34 PORTLAND ROAD. DROITWICH. WORCS WR9 7QW 4-

SO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR
A GAMES MAGAZINE!

This issue of COMMODORE fORCE is just one
of the many magazines produced by Impact
Magazines - Britain's fastest growing

computer and console magazine publisher.

Continued success means rapid expansion

and we therefore require a team of highly-

motivated, talented people to shape our next

two magazine launches.

If you would like to be considered for any of

the jobs in this advertisement please write to

Eddie McKendrick, Publisher, Impact

Magazines, Case Mill, Temeside, Ludlow,

Shropshire, SY8 1|W. Please enclose a recent

CV and quote the vacancy reference number

GAME REVIEWERS (3)
-REF CF/HA/QR2t

Ars you toe worid's best game fiend? Can you
complete tv«n ih« meanest challenges within hours

of gamrtg your bands on a can?

II the answer to these questions is YES. you could

Win our ante game-revlewmgi team - writing all-day.

every-day. playing games and letting your public

know what's worth buying.

This fib requires excellent writing ability and is ideal

tor someone who thrives on pressure as pari ct a

tiglittefim

Closingdaw lot applications' 01/06/93

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
(REF-Cf/HA/SS2)

At last! - A fob ideal tot someone with excellent

research, organising and writing skills. Working

close)/ with the editor this position involves The

production of flW non-review based editorial •

Including vital regulars like news and high-score

sections. An ability to communicate effectively with

all members of a magazine editorial team - even
under pressure - to an essential quality.

A hal package of vocational training will be provided

in preparation for a more senior tote In the company

Closing Hate tor applications: 30/10/92

MAGAZINE DESIGNER
(HEF CF/HA/0t2)

Out future plans urgently demand an oDscenoly
talented and alarmingly enthusiastic

MAGAZINE DEStGNtK

Fully conversant with every feature (and quirk) of

Oust* KPresa. the person we're after will have at

least two years electronic publishing experience.

Out new projects demand someone who can

effortlessly meet the challenge of translating game
screen-shots, and editorial copy into innovative and

informative review, news and feature pages.

mg data lot applications- 01V5/S3

AD MANAGER
IREF Cf/HA/AM2)

We urgently require an AD MANAGER to take control

of our new project*. Reporting directly to the serwor

sales manager, this vital position demands a sail-

motivated professional with aJ least two years media

sales experience. The extensive remit Includes

responsibility for targeted campaign research and

Implemeolation

.

Salary Is according to experience - Including a

generous commission structure and benefits

package. Relocation expenses ais also avaitaWo.

CJosrnp daw for applications: 01/OS/93
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With the arrival of the stunning Trolls this month, we thought we'd
give you the chance to share our jubilation. T'was a
momentous occasion when it plopped through the Force

letterbox one fine morning, and everyone in the office thought it was well
worth the wait— a top-notch offering in every conceivable respect.

It's been a while since we last saw the crew literally fighting for the next
go on a new game. The sight of our jolly selves locked in mortal combat
was therefore greeted with some surprise from the (very^ odd characters
who wander into the office from time to time. As it turned out rank won
through In the end. Steve reminded us who was editor and wouldn't let

anyone else play all morning. Fortunately we got our revenge by hiding all

his biros. He still doesn't Know where they went. Ha! Anyway, we couldn't
possibly keep all this to ourselves so we've
team&d up with Flair fo r a great Trollish

(sort of) competition.

First prize is a totally

bodacious Casio hand-held
mini TV, with 20 Trolls T-

shirts for the runners up.
To be iri with a chance

of winning the Star prizo,

write in and teJI us which
famous personality

reminds you of a Troll

and why. Easyeh!The<
funniest and
most original grab
the goodies.

///7/ / //&

,®. Tfi

• Answers on
a postcard to;

GOING GOING GiONK

COMPO
COMMODORE 1FORCI

EUROPRESS IMPACT
LUDLOW
SHROPSHIRE SY81

WIN
CASIO HAND
HELD MINI TV •

WITH 20
TROLLS

T-SHIRTS FO
THE LUCKY

OP! . r^

^

im

L JW <

Make sure they arrive bay
25th May, or they'll be sstored

in the cylindrical filing csabinet

(ie. the bin).

r«*

\

i
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Computer-magazines; don't you just love 'em (especially

the one you're reading)? A cheap alternative to the
glossies are fanzines, says REMI 'ROVING REPORTER'
EBUS. There's more to them that meets the printing
press too... disk-magazines are here!

front end intra— you're confronted with a menu
alter loading the main file. The menu looks exactly

the same as il did under CENSOR DESIGN {except

the CENSOR logo's gone), two elves holding a

menu on which Ihe ten chapters are signposted.

The chapters feature US and European news
and charts. Where most magazines publish all the

I

• Legend
ihock from the coding group LEGEND is a
Dutch Production excelling in design and
originality Slanting life as a prinl-and-paper

magazine under the CULTURE label Shock had
no trouble gaming popularity. Awesome artwork by
MIRAGE and^ IntWWSMnfl range ol subject mailer

1

10 most eagerly- sought magazine on the

scene.
When CULTURE Bptt and Ihe Shock stall

'>«d up in two dtfferrenil groups, the end of Ihe

magazine seemed inurnment, It was saved when
the Shock members vwho joined CENSOR
DESIGN decided to birmg out a disk version. They
released twelve issuers before both editor

CENSOR and LEGEfND took over the mag The
thirteenth issue featurres two playable game
previews. Fight For Freedom by VICTRIX and
Monbundby TWICE EFFECT, but we re here to

luok at Ihe magazine., not the previews.

Since Shock is produced by LEGEND there s no

print whai they've gathered themselves, mostly

about bulletin boards. The charts are compiled by

people calling a Bulletin Board Service which

functions as Shock HQ. This lets you vote tor your

favourites for the next issue. Shock is very BBS-
minded, so it's not su rprising they've got a special

board section in the magazine with board news,

numbers and even reviews.

There's also two interviews, (one US guy one

European), but by far the best feature in Shock has
only been published twice. That's the chapter where

the Shock staff follow a certain rumour arid ask the

people involved for their opinion. Some of the

responses are hilarious.

Shock is THE magazine to read if you're into

modem-trading, and even it you're not it keeps you
up to date in the world of boards, baud rales and

phone bills.

1

I j
• Clique

elieve it or not this magazine's from

Turkey, and has been voted the besi
1

C64 disk magazine currently available

Scriptwas called Cemetery News when
published by BRONX, nul when BRONX
became CLIQUE. Cemetery News became
Scfipi

Al the moment Sctipts Ihe biggest disk

magazine available on the C64. with over 20
chapters and around 2000 blocks of

uncrunched text (considering this column's

about 60-70 blocks, that's an awtul lot ot

reading). With commercial magazine editor

REMIX in the driving seat, Scripts the

magazine for your average scene follower wit

lots ot news and charts compiled Irom over

yc'jou

i uo**«r i«»i /

rt-l fe)hr I

• Brutal
Another Dutch magazine (and another

patriotic plug), and until recently the b
on the scene. Although Script has tak

the Number One spot, Brutal Recall holds its

own at Number Two. BRUTAL, a group with

Im o ii'it lii it i t Jin , ! a ».'! i il

•Hal Kopp«n«d
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Mtw nouimioi

400 vol.' sheets

Scnpfdepends on leedback from IhSfl

readers, and the stuvnrd is usually high Fhere
are several chapters vJieie readers can slate

their opinions on subjects like Hie future ol the

C64. the computer eflM vs tamers, (air charts

and anything else thatS currently a hot topic

Presentation graphics and music change
alter almosl every issue as Script$w talented

newcomers a chance to show their work.

Other chapters leatue a graphics slideshow

and a demo sent in by leaders, and the editorial

where REMIX writes whatever he wants.

ifs best quality is that it's not afraid to

discuss controversial topics such as
discrimination or the Gull War Readers then

comment in tuture issues, ollering a much
needed platform lor discussion

Scrip! is written by the average scene-dude
lot the average scene dude, and has all the

news, chans and infoimatton you'll ever need
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members
all over

the world,

has
grown
Into the

best swapping group airound (they do other things

as well, but somehow tthis is never noticed by the

masses). Being one of I the best trading groups

ever, their products aree very well distributed and
that's the main reason t lor Brvtel Recalls success
— everybody who's amybody gets a copy ot it-

Compared to Script i it's more of a news
magazine. Brutal Recaall reports happenings on
the scene, while Scripts gives opinions about them
and asks for reader's vviews.

Their menu's pretty ssimple; on me left there's

the chapters, on the rigght the utilities (word

hunters, music editors. ., etc). They get most ot their

news from contacts anod boards, and as BRUTAL
has members all over t'the world there's always a
member in the neighboourhood. As well as useful

addresses which everyy magazine has, BRUTAL

# Mega-Industries
f es. ii s v'l'i -inottit1 ! Dutch magazine but mi

opinion IWs is Ihe I ol ill bui I

would say that cos I'm the editor) l ,"<' Of

the longest running maoaztnes currently

available, its radically different outloob Is axa
1

1

what its readership wants
The first issue was published on paper, but

never got the attention it deserved. Years later it

was relaunched on disk, potting a whole new
perspective on the magazine. Straight from the

relaunch issue. Remark was a success. By Ihen

there were already dozens of disk magazines, all

looking remarkably similar except for the group's

name above fhe menu. Visually Remark was no
exception, but editorially it was very different

indeed. Instead of informing the reader it's main

aim is to entertain, with chapters such as Crap
Attack, a section full of crap (and probably

inspired by our competitors — Dep Ed).

Interviews featured m Remark are always with

the big names, like MARIO VAN ZEIST
(programmer, aka HAWKEYE), JEROEN TEL
(remember the interview a few issue back?) and
more recently the ROWLANDS BROS [Creatures

1 «K2).

Their party reports are more like a stories,

giving the reader the feeling that he's there — far

better than just stating who attended, what was
released and who won the competition.

••il

i ii« r*.. i •

Btfd'«U«f
.
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•

RECALL also prints all BBS numbers from all

over the world.

BRUTAL RECALL has a red-hot news
section, great information, addresses. BBS
numbers, dates of forthcoming parties and
everything a scene member needs. It's perfect

for newcomers too.
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B news chapter doesn't tt\Uun< tl i

material found inotnw magazines tmi Inters

stories about what happened dunng the Ust
month. And as they're an official magazine, U

take their game and demo reviews ve»y BOrtOUSty

Remark is THE magazine to read if you want tc

be informed but entertained as well All you need
is here., and more 1

i J

•fr

SKATER/LEGEND
Veilingweg58
2651 BE Berkel &
Rodenrijs

The Netherlands

SCRIPT
REMW/CLIQUE
NeneharunCacLNolGy5
Kfcsat Ankara 06660
Turkey

REMARK I

TACHYON/MEGA
INDUSTRIE51
PO Box 934

5900 Ax Venlo

Holland

BRUTAL
RECALL
TCrVBRUTAL
Kerkeweg 3£

2985ATRidderkerk

RCS BRUTAL
Hedeparken93Stth

2750 Ballerup

Denmark
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Tick where appropriate.

Please send me the nest 12 issues of COMMODORE FORCE:

I live in the UK. Pleas ft sand me 12 issues of CF with Tape E29.50

I live In the UK. Please send me 12 |tMM of <?f with Disk E29.$0

I live In Europe or Eire. Send me 1 2 issues of CF with Tape C36.00

_ I live in Europe or Eire. Send me 12 issues of CF with Disk C36.0O

I live outside Europe. Send me 12 issues of CF with Tape £50.00

L I live outside Europe. Send me 12 issues of CF with Disk €50.00

I live In the UK. Please send me following gift

Joystick

Phaxer Gun

Method of payment: VISA ACCESS POSTAL ORDER CHEQUE
Credit card number:. »..«««

Expiry date: —....... . M

Signature: mw—wmwhw
Name:

Okay, it's a fair cop. I'll coma quietly.

Slap on the handcuffs end, while you're
bout it, why not slap me 12 Issues of
COMMODORE FORCE, tool And just think

of all the coppers I'll save by
subscribing...

NEW RENEWED

J 6007 _,601G

aeon 16017
60O9 6010

•014 Z6019
18010 16020
-601S -6021

Free 6120

C49.M C6122

1 •H • • • • • • • 1 1 « • I« • •M »•» I • • «m«M» • I II(Mill ftl I

Address:

• Postcode: •

Make cheques and postal orders payable to Europress Direct. Send this form {or photocopy of It)

with payment to: Europr*s» Direct, COMMODORE FORCE Subscription*, FREEPOST, Ef/esmere
Port, South Wirral LQ5 3EB. No stamp needed!

OR..,
Why not subscribe by phone or lax? Ring your order through on 051 357 1275, or fax it on 051
357 2813. For any enquiries regarding your subscription, telephone the ever-so*helpful people
who deal with our subscriptions on 051 357 2961.

Please tick if you do not want to receive promotional material from other companies _
This otter is not valid after 22 April 19931

FREE
COVE

Yes, now
subscribers can get their
COMMODORE FORCE with a
coverdisk containing all the
games from the two tapes. And 11

costs NOTHING EXTRA! It sure
saves sending those tapes back
every month, plus a lot of money
— a whopping £17.88 a year! And
that's on top of the money you'll

be saving by subscribing, not to
mention those stunning free
gifts! To get a disk subscription,
just tick the relevant box on the
coupon below.

This amazing limited offer is

available to readers all over the
world!

ave you even wanted
to walk around dodgy
parts of town wearing

a silly hat and saying things
like 'Ello, ello, ello' and
'You're nicked 1? You have?
You must be flamin'
bonkers, mate!
Instead, why not join the
COMMODORE FORCE? By
doing so you'll not only find

a copy off the best C64
games mag in the known
universe on your doormat
every month, you'll also be
able to avoid all those
nasty lager-swilling thugs
(like our Ed!) on the way to
the shops. You can still

wear a silly hat if you want
to, though...
COMMODORE FORCE is

the mag for right-on
reviews, phenomenal
pheatures, cor-blimey covei
cassettes, rip-roaring
roundups, tip-top tips and
much more! Add to that a
freebie joystick or light

phazer, plus an incredible
cash saving, and you've got
an offer that's hard to
refuse.
So why not just come

quietly over to this cosy
coupon in the corner, Fatty-
Phil in your details and mai
it off to the address at the
bottom. It's a fair cop —
honest, officer!



RREVIEWS!!vmmmmw
They seek 'em here, they
seek 'em there, they
seek those previews
everywhere... and here
they are! MILES
FORESIGHT GUTTERY
looks at a couple off

imminent releases on the
good old Commodore 64!

5 111
Virgin

ould you believe it? A computer game
based on a fasl food chain 1 So what's it

going to entail? Selecting the correct

queue in order to get served quickest? Or perhaps
you'll fight tor a seat before being -forced to sit on
Ronald's lap in the kiddies section? Wei! il's

nothing like that actually, its a platform pounder in

the Mario Bros tradilion.

The devious Hamburglar has stolen Ronald
McDonald's magic bag and the only people who

^.«

i

< '«
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w
; 'V § l.-l

i »

can retneve it are the senousiy-cool MC
Kids (YOI). Thirty levels and seven worlds

await in this leap-around extravaganza.

From what we've seen so far.

McDonaldland beats an extremely uncanny
resemblance to a range of console games
featuring the aforementioned stout

moustachioed character of Italian descent.

Ho. as they say. hum. Check out our full

review next month, as we order double fries

and spicey chicken dip. and hey— have a
nice day'

• The Hit Squad
Space Gun's one of the most blood-thirsty

arcade bashes of the last couple of years.

It's a variation on the tried -and-tested

Operation Wo/ftheme, but boasting huge aliens wtio

explode in a shower of blood and limbs when
destroyed. Who could lorget the gross bleeding

gashes that sptit the screen when one of the aliens

took a swipe at you witti his excessively-clawed hand?

Yep. there's nothing like getting your hands on a targe

gun and embarking on a relaxing afternoon of

IntergaJactic genocide.

Of course the home computer conversions had to

do away with the impressive weapon sported by the

arcade cabinet, but despite this drawback It still

recieved some more-than-favourable press when it first

appeared- If you missed it first lime around, stop

sobbing— the monster's coming back at a wonderfully

affordable budget pnce.

Remember, donl listen to what those boring

pacifists say. Trie only good alien is one who's body is

splattered across several square feet of floorspace

I

:-X-->>lv>~
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Take tennis, shrink the
court, replace the racquets
with wooden bats and
mount the whole thing on
a piece of furniture.
CHRIS 'WOODEN TOP'
HAYWARD first pings then
pongs...

The only TV coverage I've seen c4 table

tennis was a contest between two
Frenchmen who turned the evernt into a

theatrical performance. They ended up playing on
a toy table the size of a shoe box, and since that

day I've had no respect lor the sport a1 all.

Despite lurking in youth clubs all over the

country, ping pong has a surprising number of

serious followers, with international tournaments

being held every year. Zeppelin's own version is a
straightforward balf-and-bat bash, inheriting

attributes from the old monochrome paddle game
imaginatively-titled Pong. Unlike the ancient

version, this rendition does have a decent view of

the table (the original didn't even have a table),

with the players represented by the bats that

they're using. The winner of each game is the first

to reach 21 points, after which the participants

change ends. Lots of options are on offer—
configurations include ball speed, skill level, hand
grip, tournaments and even the colour of your bat.

An additional selection is the expedite rule, which
basically this means should 15 minutes pass with

the game still in progress, service alternates

between players until one gains the required

victory score. Up to eight people can partake in a

tournament, the winner receiving a trophy from

the ever-radiant Miss Lovely.

The Ping's The 1

The abundance of options vastly improves
would've been a dank game. Table tennis is

hardly the most exciting sport to simulate, but

ing!
'eswhat

< • Apart from the two-
player element and a few

options, this little effort offers no more
playabllity or depth than the trouser-

creaslngly ancient Breakout. Graphics
and gameplay are from squally
uninspired buckets. 'Drab, drab, drab

sang the terrapins, and they were right.

In fairness, Tabte Tennis Isn't a bad
game for what It offers. The problem Is It

doesn't offer enough. Variation of
shots Is minimal, detracting
from the satisfaction of
winning, making It a seriously V*_/ J 'J
run-of-the-mill affair.
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the choices available

enhance it to a moderate
degree. I can't help
feeling that the

programmers copped out
when it came to

producing the main
sprites. Controlling a
floating bat's about as
exciting as reading a
triflel The person
holding the thing should
at least he displayed.

Aiming the ball is very

tricky, and not in the

game's favour as far

as accuracy is

concerned. However, it

plays fast and there's

plenty of scope for a
decent two-player ping-ponger.

Entering the tournament isn't very interesting,
and unless you're on maximum difficulty setting

its an infant's puzzle to complete.
If you don't mind the lack of a

table, Zeppelin's own Internationa/

Tennis is a much better bet. The
rules may differ, but overall it's

the same bat-and-ball action As
an accurate conversion the

programmers get respectable

marks. The question is, should they

have
both-

ered In

the first

place?

• It's all a question of sport — like, why
does your player become invisible as
soon as he gets near the table?



My my my, little

reviewer, what big
teeth you have.
'All the better to

eat you with. Little

Red Robin Hood!'
CHRIS 'SHE MAID
ME DO IT'

HAYWARD ha
the wrong
idea completely, as
usual

prtiii

here ihere's good, there's bad.

Where (here's wealth, there's

poverty Where there's an evil

sheriff increasing taxes 1 smart alec

wandering around the woodlands in green tights

and a feathered hai. Muich to my delight, thus isn't

a conversion of lhe lousty Kevin Costner movie
(wasni his accent alrociious?). but a much better

escapade with the tree-dwelling tellow striving yet

again to tree his darling maid Marian from the

nasty Sheriff's clutches.

Amidst all (he kertuftleeol raising money 1or

B never run m marathon with Jimmy
Saville though — hypoctntet. Robin completely

• Robin: 'Take thait, thou foul fiend!' —
Skeleton: 'Is it dinrmer time yet?'

jr~ r.

imaiit'i "

r-r-rr -
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• CodeMasters, £3
lorgot aboul his loved one. While serving

.ved hog to a group of lepers Bob heard

ot Marian's capture, so after several hours

deciding between a beaulitul damsel and a

m ol flaking peasants, he set otl to

Nottingham to confront the low down law

officer. So begins another arcade platform

I crusade based in the Dowels o1

I Nottingham Castle where Robin jumps

I treacherous gaps, avoids fire -spitting

I gargoyles and skewers guards with

I flaming arrows.

I The castle corridors aren't as easy to

J navigate as you'd expect, Only by
collecting keys can you open certain doors and

activate lifts, taking you further into the fortress

and nearer to Marian. To beef up your points and

get more valuables for Robin's charity shop, you

collect treasure chests and priceless articles the

sheriff carelessly left lying about. The hooded one

has three lives, and can take three hits per life.

Extra energy is lound in the form of heart icons.

Maid In
:rurrrn

The C64 isn't shod of this game genre, but

Legend Quest contains a certain spark that sets it

aside from its competitors. Apart from the usual

jump-and-shoot routine, there's a small puzzle

element requiring some serious thinking For

instance, secret passages only I'you Stand

in the correct place or jump on a particular barrel.

You don'! need to cover every screen to

progress, but if it's treasure you're after then stern

amounts ol grey matter needs utilising. Room's

anirnattoi >»ertully jogging atong and

pulling back an arrow as il carefully taking ;i»m —
superb. The backgrounds are jolly but a Rttto dull

in places, and lhe enemies are

5^9 The
Legend Quest are

wonderful to behold, brimming with

colour and character as Is Robin
himself. He strides confidently about

the platforms with a merry expression
on his face, and the animation as he
raises his bow to fire an arrow Is

excellent. Though very tricky, this Is a

great little game which (Incidentally)

knocks the spots, stripes and
mottled patterns off the
Amiga version. Ha — another

oneupforthe8-bits!
'£$

99 Cassette .
In need ot a lick of paint — the

dwarf's shocking! What really

grinds against the game's favour is

the bad control method, which

undermines whai could have been a high L
scorer. Being unable to change direction

in mid-air is not only annoying, but

also unnecessary. The early Dfz

games had the same problem, but it was
rectified in the later ovoid adventures — why
isn't it here? It may not be humanly possible bul

lor a game laced with obstacles it helps

enormously.

Many dangers are impossible to

pass without losing energy, which /

is blatantly unfair I like using skill /

and judgment, but when pin-point
[ , , ,

accuracy STILL isn'l sufficient v

you can't help feeling the armies ^
of frustration slowly advancing.

Seek it out. but study hard before

parting

Willi

your

valua-

bles.

UNLIKE THE USUAL
CODEC FAIR IT'S

MULTIIOAD

JOVIAL ROBIN BUT
DRAB CASTLE
ROOMS

SIMPLE YET
FITTING SOUND
EFFECTS

BIGGISH LEVELS

ENCOURAGE
EXPLORATION

THE TRICKY SOON
BECOMES
IMPOSSIBLY HARD
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• Zeppelin, £3*99
Cassette
Put the pedal to the metal
and burn some rubber in

an orgy of fast cars,
mayhem and destruction.
When the going gets
tough, have you got what
it takes? MILES 'ONE OVER
THE LIMIT' GUTTERY hasn't
— he totalled his car a
couple of months ago!

The title may seem odd lor a driving game,
but after a few plays It makes perfect sense.

Belting around a series of single-screen

tracks could get a tad repetitive, but add a
sprinkling of offensive weaponry.

Cunaae in vory much In the

Super Sprint mold, but unlike
itif old rjbber-bumer Ihls In lun

lo play" Heck no, It's darned brilliant!

Not only I* it cye-bllndlngly fast. II -,

altto a great laugh. Razzing round
corner* and leaving mines lor
n'iMi-,p«cllnq opponents Is a*

-.'*'

rtM itif.uMon ol damage molers and
pil Mop. add a Mrair.fjy olcrncnl if

ym thrush around and hope for the
r.frM yjijr d;jrn;«rjo m*;lor reaches
r ritir al find potlf n)hrCft'l reduced to a

ipl rtterfSQ Crawl

Supfr Off Road Pacer w;i\ also an
adrmrablr r.;ir-f.haacr, but fhc controls In

- tftWffM 't'l't'li'- a lot better, allowing for

*ome serious fast-paced challenges it b

nol llavieaa hut its iBUtlft arc
•)i ii««-i'jii'fi by multitudes 0f ^^^^«
-I'i'i'l [>nif!-. II you rnK'. Ihr. d~~

you it- a psychedelic hnrmttj
Bl the gates "' oWlvlon
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speed and handling add-ons and a large dollop of

high-speed collisions and you know you're in for a
mega wheel-spinner.

There are lour competitors in all, with either one
or two human racers joining in the action. The
graphics are pretty neat, with small but well-defined

cars ripping 'round eight single-screen courses.
Collision with roadside scenery causes damage to
your car. If your damage meter reaches 'full' you
chug to a near-standstill, crawling agonizingly

slowly to the pits to get it fixed. Needless to say this

lakes time— do you go for full repairs and wait for

the meter to dear, or do you risk a quick patch-up

and get straight back into the race?

The opening contest seems more like a Sunday
drive than a hell-lor-leather demolition derby, but

it's important to finish as far up the field as possible— the better your finishing position, the more prize

money you get

Shopping Maul
Tactical foresight Is required when buying extras.

Up to four grades of engine can be purchased for

extra speed. Acceleration's sluggish at first but can
be souped up as the racing season progresses,

and better tyres are needed for pin-point cornering.

If you want to stack the odds still further in your
favour, splash out on some land mines. Just when
your opponent's steaming up behind you having
bought a new Turbo Nutter 500bhp monster
engine, a quick tap on the joystick sends him up in

a plume ot smoke. Very satisfying! Nitro-boosts

give a short-term burst of speed, but use them
wisely— it's all too easy to lose control and smash
into the barriers.

At the end of each race, final positions are

shown and points are awarded. A human player

must finish in first place to qualify for the next track.

With two players it's advisable to come to an

• Small,
but perfectly formed — Carnage gives
the single-screen racer a new twist.
arrangement, with one player {preferably the on
with the fastest car) goes for the win while the

other slows down the computer cars by rammini
into 'em.

Carnage is Immediately accessible and fun I

play, especially in two-player mode. The need
mprove your motor really fuels the desire to w
After the initial enthusiasm, however, things tak

bit ot a downward turn. Even if you're several
points clear in the championship, one mistake

means 'goodbye race' and 'hello game-over'
screen. Performance power-ups are a good ide,

and innitially a lot of fun, but high-powered engij

and lightning acceleration render the car virtual!

uncontrollable. You end up spending more time
the pits than on the track. The pit-stop idea's rei

good, with the player able to choose
exactly how much repair he/she
wants, but if you trash your wheels
on the opposite side of the track, it

takes ages to stagger all the way
back. Carnage is the best Super
Sprint-stylo racer I've seen on the

C64, but probably not to

every

ones
tastes.



Hollywood film-makers
know when they're on to a
good thing — they lightly

tweak a successful movie
and call it a sequel!
Lethal Weapon's supposed
to be based on all three
films, but is it as
derivative as its celuloid
counterparts? CHRIS 'SAME
AGAIN' HAYWARD
investigates...

t s always interesting to see how film licenses

are handled. Capturing the excitement ol a
movie is a hard task, especially when the

license in question IS the entire Lethal Weapon
trilogy' I suppose originality would be too much
to hope for. but depression really set In when I

realised Ocean have plumped for yet another
platform shooter
Having got over my initial disappointment. I

checked out the scenario against which the

comical cop's capers are set. Alter tailing to

defuse a bomb and blowing up a building tn the
process, detectives 3iggs and Murtaugh are
back in uniform. To iegain their detective's

badges (and their dignity), they must clean up
five unsolved police files.

Each case lakes you to various locations

within the city. After taking on the Export Gang
on board a Ship, yoi.musl wtn back the subways
from evil terrorists. On laier levels you rescue
Leo Getz from a disised steelworks, rid the

Messing
n the river —

orms ahoy, ship-
mates, etc. etc. etc.

»pper (well this is Los
Angeles), and tracfc down the mastermind
behind an organized crime conspiracy

Before sorting out the bad guys you must
decide which cop to control. Riggs is more
athletic than his partner and jumps that little bit

higher. Murtaugh. on the other hand, is a
veteran with firearms and his gun-shots are
more rapid. After selecting your Hollywood
bobby, it's on to the first mission GamepPay
remains the same throughout, leaping moving
platforms, jumping gaps and blasting baddies
The villains come in many forms, but they all act

the same — |ust shoot them before they shoot
you Gun dtps are collected to keep your amnio
i" i healthy state, and evidence (in the form of

magnifying glasses) adds to your score The
only other power-ups are large hearts (extra

life), small hearts (extra energy) and a gun
(rapid lire).

Derivative Drivel
Apparently the game's based on aspects of all

three films, but the string must've been very
loose on this tie-in — similarities between the

movies and the game are pretty remote. The
fact thai it's a seen-it-all -before platformer

wouldn't be so bad if there was at least a small
measure ot variation, but after five minutes you've
seen everything it's got to oiler.

The sprites are respectable enough, even
though they do little justice to their silver-screen
counterparts (Riggs" bouffant is hilarious, and
where are Murtaugh's trousers?). The levels are
large, but there are no restart points. It s oft to Ihe
beginning of the level should you lose a life,

something that soon Iries your patience. Also, as
soon as a section loads you're chucked straight

in. with enemies blasting away before you get

chance to pick up your joystick. Hardly sponing
now, is it?

After reading ihe manual I expected a decern
game, but thegameplay bears little relation to the
plot For example, on Level Three (Ihe factory
raid) you're supposed to locate and rescue Leo. a
small lime crook who can help with the

investigations, but you don'l. Nor do you find the
money on Level One. or Level Five's bullets. They
may count as evidence but retrieving a magmlying
glass instead ol a person is really boring,

especially when you're promised rescues in the

instructions! To cap it all, the collision

detection's dubious and completing
the game on your first attempt is

entirely possible.

The old phrase a missed
opportunity' was written for Lethal

Weapon. The potential tor a rip-

roaring game is there, bul unfortunately i

it remains unexploited — sad really.

\9 The plump little sprites

J aren't exactly what you'd
expect Trom an action movie licence, but
this doesn't detract from the Initially-

playable platformy blasting action.
Unfortunately, the endless leaping and
Shooting Is fairly unchaltenging and
soon becomes repetitive. You can get
quite a long way on your first go,
severely limiting long term appeal.

The poor collision detection's most
annoying, with baddies' bullets hitting

you even when they appear to be a mile
off, and links with the movie trilogy are
tenuous to say the least. Had more
attention been paid to the layout of each
level things could ve been a whole lot

better, but the simplistic blasting
element soon sets trigger fingers itching
for more than the game has to offer. It's

not so much Lethal Weapon as Unsafe
Implement.

Eleven smackers Is a hi

price to pay for such low-
entertainment-

*iHM

agyjK <

_4M

URGE BUT NO
NONSENSE
MIJITIIOflU

INAPPROPRIATE
CUTESY
SPRITES

THE FILM THEME IS

IGNORED AND FX
ARE WEAK

INITIAL EXCITEMENT
SOON TURNS INTO

NOT HALE AS HARD-
HITTING AS IT

SHOULD BE

• The slime encusted third level plays could ve

exactly the samias all the rest — been

collect the powe-up for extra firepower. dynamite. iff n •
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Spud-U-
Like reject's back, and this

time he's got a comical,
conical helmet on his

head! MILES 'WRONG ARM
OF THE LAW" GUTTERY
joins Seymour for some
legal laughs...

us been a lair low semi mechanical
fighters ot wrongs' over the years. Steve

Austin, alias the Bionic Man, alias Ihe Six

Million Dollar Man was one ol the first Almost
killed in a plane crash, he was rebuilt (at great

expense) with mechanical arms, legs and even a
robotic eye Stronger and faster than any man
alive, he struck tear into the hearts of all would-be
villains.

Several years later, a Detroit cop- called Alex
Murphy got hall his brains blown out by an
unpleasant gang of thugs. What was left ol him

was encased in huge metallic exoskeleton.

impervious to all but the most powerful ot

weapons— Robocop was bom'
Following in (heir automated footsteps comes a

new breed ot cnme-fighter, not to mention a new
breed ol criminal. No gun-wleldir"*

• As a solitary release,

Robotcop has nothing to offer

those seeking new depths In

computer entertainment. Its simplicity

keeps you playing and It's surprising
how 8ddlctive It becomes, but only for

a few minutes.

At first there's a strong need to

progress to the next stage, but when
this factor evolves Into frustration the

'game over' message can't arrive quick
enough. Robotcop Is also found In the
Superstar Seymour bundle, and
'compilation filler' sums It up. Got five

minutes to spare before nipping out?
Then this fits the bill. Wanna' get your
teeth Into some arc ade action? Forget II!

Think of Robotcop as en Interval, a
break, an Item to tuck Into a

lapse of time end not
something you'll play till Ihe •.V//J
cows build homes.
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gangsters or muggers witn oasebaii bats here.

The real criminal fraternity consists of power-
crazed snowmen and deadly freezers, with

armies ot suicidal snowballs and psychotic

penguins. Seymour undergoes yet another

metamorphosis to become Robotcop. crime-

buster extraordinaire.

Each level's made up of a single-screen

maze. The boss is usually located near the

centre, with his villainous compatriots p-airotling

Ihe suuounding area. These can be punched or

grabbed using Seymour's extendible bionic arm.

but avoid contact as this is fatal. Captured

baddies can be thrown against a wall and killed,

or even used as a missile to down another

dastardly deviant. Once you've destioyed all Ihe

roving baddies, you then arrest the boss and

move to the next level.

A plentiful supply ol pickups are left by

blatted baddies. Most are simply for points, but

be quick and you can get add-on weapons,
extra lives and bonus letters. Collect the letters

R-O-B-O-T-C-O-P and the current screen is

automatically completed, taking you to a bonus
screen where you collect as many add-ons as

possible within a time limit.

If you have a memory span approximately

398769 23 times that of a goldfish, you'll

remember that this was reviewed a couple of

months back as part of the Superstar Seymour
compilation, earning a solid 72% from my good
self, but how does il stand on it s own merits'

Quite well, actually. Jolly arcade antics suit this

budget release down to the ground. Some
chirpy intro screens and a bounce-along ditty

keep proceedings lively and cheerful without

Ihrealentng to blow the mind. In-game graphics

are clear, colourful and enhanced by some
quality FX.

There's certainly a fair challenge in there.

though at times it really frustrates, eg when you
die and re-appear right on the other side of the

jM

• Talk about blocky graphics! Those red
squares don't actually do anything, though.

aze. giving the boss plenty ol time to

produce more beasties.

Robotcop's the kind of game you
play for live minutes while running the

bath or waiting tor Easienders to

start— Instantly accessible,

but tiresome In long bursts

A fair budget buy but it

won't make pigeons fly

upside-down on a hot

Summer's day
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REVIEWS! i

Loydeex and
gen'lmen, take
a ringside seat
for the main
event of the

evening —IS rounds for
the wrestling sim
championship of the world.
MILES 'YOU GRUNT, I'LL

GROAN' GUTTERY versus
the entire WWF.~

Oh no, they've landed! Not content

to confine their grunting, posing and
'airy-tig hiing io the States, the

loudmouthed muscle-men of the

WWF are on the way Id our

quiet and serene comment. The
European Rampage'" has

begun!

On loading you choose
between a two-player practice

match or one-player tournament
mode. Pick your character from

the lour available — 'Macho Man'

Randy Savage. Hulk Hogan. Bret Hit

Man' Hart and The Ultimate Warrior,

The tour begins in the Brittanic Arena. London,

with your opening bout against the fearsome
Typhoon from The Natural Disasters tag team. A
variety of moves are available, accessed by
positioning 1he joystick and hitting fire. Moves
are context-sensitive; tor instance, it you're
standing still, hitting the fire button makes you
punch or kick depending on your distance from
the opponent, but if you're running, you perform
a flying kick. When you floor the other guy, be
quick— you can give him a couple of kicks to

the head before he gets up.

There are several ways of putting your

adversary on the canvas. You can climb onto
one of the ring posts and jump on him, or bounce
oft the ropes and charge him down, though this

takes pin-point timing. The easiest method is to

beat him in a grapple. Waggle the joystick

repeatedly, and if you're quick enough you pick

him up and throw him. Should this happen near
the ropes, chuck him out of the ring and follow

him out to continue the brawl. Be careful though
— any fighter out of the ring longer than ten

seconds is disqualified! When you've downed
your opponent you can attempt a pin, but if he's

got too much energy left he'll break it.

unnnt om

Deleat t

Nasty Bnys ;

European and
many) arid you tat ib Mighty Animal

Of Doom at M;

Garden for the Championship

The sequel 10 the C64's be:- not

brilliant) wrestling sim is .1

1

t
affair than

lis predecessor. Front-end Intro screens consist

of a credits list and a passable representation of

the WWF logo. Recognisable mugshotf
'superstars' add flavour, bul again lhere's

nothing outstanding With the tour supposedly

taking place in various venues across Europe,
you'd expect a variety of atmospheric

backdrops As it is, every arena looks identical

apart from the country's national flag in the top

corner.

The one-player game's slightly disappointing.

A respectable number of manoeuvres are

Included, but most aren't required— a couple of

moves fox the opposition every time. For

example, if you climb onto the bottom left

" hand post the computer opponent
stands exactly where you can

1

jump on him! If you get a mate to

join in, though, things improve as a
lot more thought and tactics are

required.

Faster than the original and
with more clearly defined graphics,

European Rampage is more
aesthetically

pleasing, though the in-

game sound's extremely
disappointing. Try kicking a

brown paper bag full of Smarties

and you'll get the picture.

One for fans of the sport

more
than

general

gamers.

• After the official WWF
game was released a spate of
grapple sims hit the scene, all

with one thing In common — they
were terrible! Graphically WWF 2,

sequel to the first and finest of the
current batch, Is competent with
detailed superstars and lots of

colour being used. There are plenty
of moves to get to grips with, and
It's the best two-player wrestler to

dale.

Singles competition's are a major
let-down though; they're far to easy
because ot the computer opponent's
low Intelligence. You can control any
of four wrestlers, but gameplay
would've been improved it you could
compete against these guys as well

as the computer's own.
If you've plenty of friends,

the two-player mode r
keeps you more than

9
• l)t

happy. If not, stay with the ^Ay
original.

• That ring looks very ropey- to us—
there again, maybe it should! (Groan).

C-FOftCJ lo.5



SUPER
NINTENDO +

STREET
FIGHTER II

MEGA DRIVE
+ MEGA CD +

SONIC 2 +
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GAME GEAR
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ACTION
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MACHINE

Jll

839 40 60 47
INFINATE POWER, INFINATE

LIVES BECOME INVINCIBLE

HARLEY
DAVIDSON
GEAR

0839 40 60 48

OWN A HARLEY DAVIDSON

LEATHER JACKET WORTH £500

THUNDER-
BIRDS -

MODELS
PLUS TRACEY

ISLAND

0839 40 60 49
LIMITED EDITION

REPLICAS CAN BE YOURS

MS Ltd, P.O Box M, Northampton NN1 SOS. tall. cost 36p (Cheap) 48p per min (other Ilime.l. MidNpU choic.

questions. Max possible cost £3J.60. Please be sure that yow have permission to make MHkM^MI 3Q.O.W.

of their respected companies. We are not related or endorsed by them.



• The Hit Squad,
£3.99 cassette

They're back! Just when
you thought it was safe to

go back into the arcade
the Space Invaders return!
Last time it was hors
d'oeuvres, this time it's

lunch. With the human
race as the main course,

MILES 'SPACED OUT'
GUTTERY ain't sticking

around for dessert...

itfin's ever-mote excited noises drifted

through the open window. Glancing across, I

noticed 1he lime machine he was dragging

across the lawn. With a sigh I left my chair and sat

at PIHirVs side, just as the lime machine melted out

ol literal existence. Several minutes later, we
reappeared some years earlier on a sealront

promenade in Southern England. Pittin skipped oh
1

towards the candy (loss stand, but I had other

ideas...

It didn't take me long to spot what I was looking

tor. Six identical machines lined the tar wall—
Space Invaders, one ot Ihe first coin-ops to hit Ihe

arcades! The graphics were terrible in those days.

A monochrome screen projected onto a printed

backdrop, giving the impression ot colour. Even so.

the gameplay soon made rt a household name—
an ultra-simplistic led- right-lire affair, all you did was

• Eee, they don't make '«m like they
used to, do they?

t^O*

I

move your craft along the bottom o1 the screen and

blast the hordes of aliens descending ever closer to

mother Earth. No power-ups. no bonus screens,

just good, honest fun.

Even on such a simple game tactics soon

emerged — for example, blasting the baddies at

the edge ot the formation slowed down their rate of

descent.

Halt an hour and countless vaporised aliens later

I re-emerged, and spent several seconds squinting

out to sea. Piffin was nowhere in sight. Shrugging. I

sel the time machines circuits tor the heady days of

1990.

No one took more than a passing interest in

Piffin's contraption as it materialised in the centre ot

Skinny Joe's Amusements 'Surf Shack.

Unperturbed I went about my business.

There it was. They'd tagged the word 'Super' on

the Iront and added some pretty backgrounds and

a tew enhancements, but it was still the same
game I'd played a lew minutes earlier in 1979. Sure

there were a tew power-ups and some snazzy

presentation screens, but do they really make a
difference? Mulling this over. I headed tor home...

Ace Invaders?
A significant improvement made by coin-op

creators Tengen is the addition ot collectable

power-ups dropped by mother ships crossing the

top of the screen, eg. rapid fire, time-stops, extra

shields, etc. Pretty backgrounds are the last thing

you want when 70-odd aliens are coming at you.

and some of the more involved ones obscure

enemy bullets, causing annoying accidental

deaths. There's some amusing bonus stages too.

like Ihe "Cattle Mutilation' screen in which you

i*i[ti*<mil -i.«i' IU'iKB 11*1 11CIvUiij•! ( 11 r. ' L i1 1 1 '"i I * !
- r-

1

> The cloaked figure

reach edlrnd~TTTs pocket and withdrew the

object. 'It's bright, shiny, and yours tor

only £10.' he mused optimistically.

'But look how old It Is,' I retorted. It

looks like It stepped out the Ark.'

Not so,' he Insisted, feigning offence.

It's been tweaked — It's completely
different!' Far from convinced, I kept

my wallet firmly closed. I thought no
more about it until, a few years later, I l

chanced upon that very same
Individual. "I've still got a lew left,' he

said, but now they're only four quid
each I' Knowing I was on to a good thing,

1 reached Into my pocket and withdrew

the coins... Super Space Invaders was too

derivative, too simplistic and too

shallow to make a worthy full

prlcer, but it's t>aslc-but- %JS \jj
addictive gameplay make It an • J

Ideal budget bargain!

impressive end-of-level baddies.

There's little more that could be tweaked without

the game ceasing to be Space Invaders. The
gameplay s still simplicity itself, but its a toughy to

beat.

In truth, this review's a bit pointless— chances

are you'll know exactly what you're

getting, so it's really up to you. If it's

Space-JnvaderS'Wirh-knobS'On you
want, then that's what you get. If

you're more of a modern gamer and

demand more depth, save your

cash.

wonder I I

what did / i

'

happen to /

Pittin?

I J[ r

e

Ml
*M*

SOME NICE STATIC

SCREENS AND A
MULTU0AD

PRETTY BACK-
trot i »J.m«:

OBSCURE GAME

SURPRISINGLY POOR,
— SHOULD'VE BEEN

TWEAKED)

NOTHING SIMPLER

TO GET TO GRIPS

WITH

jumutiir
NO VARIETY BY
DESIGN, BUT WHAT'S
THERE'S GOOD

intent on sucking them up and whisking them

away. Watch out. too. for the aliens who stretch

instead ot exploding when hit. and some very

C-FORCENo.5 MAY 199:



COMHtATIONSr
THE SIMPSONS—
BART Vs THE SPACE

h no space monsters have Invaded
Springfield, Nome oi ©cidbaii cartoon

family, The Simpsons.

The aliens want lo build a super weapon and
lake ovei Hie world, bul luckily tor US they're

having tiouble constructing il They need COflabl

items that ate scattered around each level, and
it's up (o Bart to thwart them.

On Level One they're after anything puiple. Bart

must dash around with his trusty can of spray

palm (haven't these people heard of the

ozone layer?) turning offending objects red.

Some items appear Impossible to reach, bul

fortunately our spiky-haired young hero can
purchase helpful equipment in many ol

Springfield's shops, such as rockets, cherry

bombs and a magnet I'll leave you to work

out their uses Other levels are equally bizarre.

eg In I eve! Two you're alter hats. Level Three
______ m|_4, contains all kinds ol

111 IAN S balloons, in I eve I Foui"* ^
ii'r, exit signs but Rye's

the most dangerous of all nuclear powei rods
H,ut Vs Tlu> Sp.ice MuKvtfs is great tun at

lirst. bul once you've completed a level

ploughing through il again is a bit ot a chore. A
password system would have spruced it up
mo end ______m^

Still, il it doesn't give you a lew
,

hours ol enjoyment I'll eal my
sho - no I wont say it...

Wf.

WWFWR
This game has an identity crisis— is it

WWF Wrestlemania as it says in the

instructions, or WF WresUe Mania as
preferred by the box? Ho hum..

.

Whatever it's called, it's easily the best game
on the Superfighters compilation and second

only to The Simpsons on The Dream Team.
The sprites are big and bulky, the animation's

pretty neat, and for once there's a decent

game in there too! It's not perfect— the multi-

load's more irritating than it has to be, and that

silly name-calling at the pre-fight press

conference. .. c'mon lads, how many bytes did

you waste on that?

There's still too much waggling here for my

• Ocean,
£ 1 4.99 Cassette
£19.99 Disk
Dreams... nightmares...
forbidden desires. And let's

face it, there's none more
desirable than MILES 'DREAM
ON' GUTTERY. See his

flowing blond locks? See his

dreamy blue eyes? See the
latest from Ocean? He did...

he Dream Team— at last, a Wolverhampton

Wanderers computer game! Follow the

fortunes of the great Stevie Bull el al in their

quest for tame and fortune. Futll eleven-a-slde

rules... wait a minute — it's actually a new, alt-

action compilation. Oh well..

TERMINATOR 2
II be back' he roared — he meant it too*

Reviewed as a budget re-release last ish,

Arnold flaming Schwotzizname re-

emerges for the umpteenth lime to reptay his

most famous role.

Four game-types are spread across nine levels,

with each section representing a scene from the

film. Level One has the T800 (Arnie) trying to

batter the T1000 (the bad guy) in a shopping mall,

while teenager John Connor makes good his

escape. This section is a one-on-one beat-'em-up

with punches, kicks and even a head-butts at your

disposal.

Arnie and John then link up on a motorbike . and
are pursued into a storm drain by the evil one
who's hijacked a large truck. The way is littered

with rubbish and debris which must be carefully

negotiated, but don't hang around too long or the

truck mows you down (shades of Spy Hunter,

methinks— Dep Ed).

ART Vs
THE SPACE
MUTANTS
r. T2
WWF

WUSTLI
MANIA

Having evaded your pursuer. Level Three has
you patching Amies damaged hand This is

achieved via a slidey block puzzle Ihingie. The
nearer you are to completion when the timer

runs out, the more energy you get at the

beginning ot the next level

Level Four is set in the mental hospital where

Sarah Connor is incarcerated. Help her escape
by dashing around the hospital duffing roving

nurses.

Each of these styles is repeated in the

game's other five levels, which is a shame
because none of them are much cop. and nor

are they in any way original. Excellent

presentation screens tail to lift this above
the mediocre. It might be worth a
(brief) look, but my opinion

hasn't really changed since last

month. %m

UJ10QO!

'mi

mMil

he Dream Team is truly a mixed bag—
varying characters, varying styles and
varying quality. The pick of the bunch is

easily The Simpsons, with its colourful graphics

and zany plot. WWF isn't outstanding but it's still

the best C64 wrestler around, and the only real

let down is 72, which only sold on its license. Tht

Simpsons and WWFwere released on budget th

month With T2 already out as a cheapie. it costs

compilation. Some bargain 1

The designer oil TZs second level

takes a beating from am irate gamer. smm k
C-FORCE No. 5 MAY 1 993



STLEMANIA
liking, but unlike cerlaiin wrestling games it's not

thebe-all-and-end-all of the scraps. IWVFisthe

best wrestler on the C!64

(especially in two-pfayfer

mode). It piddles over* the

Amiga version too— Ihurrahl _/*3x j L)i&A

Illegal fist-fights, over-
hyped cartoon
wrestling, violent street
thuggery; SUPER
fighters? They'd better
be, or IAN 'S-CRAP
GAME' OSBORNE will

'moida da bums'...

f e're having a beat-'em-up revival

here in C64 land — Street Fighter

2, European Rampage. Wrestling

I
,dd (

i \am

.. ... Nl

ULlUlll
ULl ..

,.. 6 '

ItEtCMII

. ielect I l«s»

rrgh— no? Don't make me do it. I'll

do anything but review this game! Ill

i scrub the floors, wash ihe dishes.

scrape the rust off Steve's Skoda. A-N-Y-T

H-l-N-G!

I can't face it. I've nothing to say about

(he pathetic, microscopic sprites that are a

bare-laced insult lo the coin-op's huge

hulks. I don't want to think about the India-

rubber animation or the boring, samey
Daddies. I couldn't be bothered to talk about

how easy it is (wait for the baddies to come

FINAL
FIGHT

• Ocean, £14.99 Cassette £19.99 Disk

nwnufi

ft*-

Superst3rs. American Tag-Team
Wrestling, you name it, we've had it.

The quality of these games ranges from

weak to dire, but will this three-game
compilation break the mould?

• Honestly, your honour, I was j

standing there talking to my mate
when these two geezers came over.

lo you, push the joystick up and press fire

— repeat until completed), the appalling

collision detection (you can tloor an

enemy without actually hitting him), or
the fact that it's as boring with two-

players co-operating as it is on your

own. And let's face it, when you've read
one sarky remark in the 'were this a
reader's game, it wouldn't make the

covertape' ilk. you've read

'em all.
I

It's no good, I just can't

review this trash.

he more I see this game, the less I like it. In

the arcades il was an average basher, with

only the superb digitised graphics justifying

its fioorspace (the curious 'scaling' as a fighter

walked in and out Of the screen was technically

impressive, but little more than a gimmick in

gameplay terms}. The Commodore 64 version

doesn't Cut it at all. On reading the instructions

you find the title's been spett three different ways.
which sets you up for the sloppy quality of the

game. The scaling's gone, the sprites have
shrunk in the wash, and as tor the animation...

the fighters move like Thunderbirds puppets with

stiff joints!

Pit- fighter's a dog of a game.
Poor graphics, |erky animation

and lack of any real excitement

make it one to avoid.

good wrestling game, a noi-so-good

i thumper and a Double Dragon clone

^^^Lthals absolutely awful. .. so why is the

overall mark so low? Simple — this compilation's

too bloomin' expensive! At fifteen quid a throw

you're paying a fiver a game, which is ridiculous

when Pit-Fighter's out on budget. WWFs due any
minute and no one cares about Final Fight

anyway Take a tip — save your money.

FACTOR
C-FORCE No.5 MAY 1993



AlUMHUttl
School PI lessons were
never like this.- Ripping
around the playground in

Formula 1 cars? No-holds*
barred wrestling behind the
bike sheds? Bunking off
down the boozer for a
game of Pool? CHRIS 'SICK
NOTE' HAYWARD dons a
pair of short trousers and
re-lives his childhood..

nyone remerntber Sport Hilly, mat o

cartoon characcter from several years

ago? He'd be [surprised by the sports ol

today. Wrestling. Pool i and Speedway never

seemed to feature in hus atrocious animations, let

alone the tactical skills; ot football management.
He might be impressecd with this- five-game

bumper pack though, sso let's investigate...

SUCKS

i

CUE BOY
There are two

first-time

releases in this

compilation , Cue Boy
being one of them.

The sport in question

is Pool, and you're a

hot-shot boy with,

erm... a cue. The
baize table covers

most of the screen,

with a few selection

icons across the top

= L3PP

T

t>^*«

he ultimate goal

of any helmet-

clad motor freak

is to win the Grand
Prix, one of the most

famous and

dangerous circuit

competitions around.

Slicks captures ail the

thrills and spills of the

contest, pitting you
against several top

racers over six

international tracks.

You have a bird's-eye

view of each circuit, with the track scrollir*g in

four directions to follow your car. Before each
race you have a practice lap, determining your

grid position and helping you to familiarise

yourself with the twisting bends before

competing.
Formula One cars are highly powerful, but

when you start you're seated in a Benetton, and

their cars are as bad as their adverts (perhaps

It's the one that caught fire— Dep Ed). To
improve yourself, you can challenge another

drivef before each race— finish ahead of him {01

her) and you swap cars,

The two player head-to-head contest also

adds depth and testability. The scrolling follows

the car in front, so the aim of the game is to scrol

the other car off the playing area. He then loses

a light from his status screen, which is given to

the other player. Knock out all his lights and

youVe won I

Slicks Is a classic, angle-player competitions are

really tense. Going all-out to update your spiutterini

Benetton is a reaJ challenge, and defeating a top-

class driver is highly satisfying. The head-to-heac

works really well too, and the

smooth scrolling combined with

lively pace make it a spin to

delight all boy-or-girl racers. £$

INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY
There are several

ways to get

covered in mud.

You could wrestle

with Martika in a val

ot Pursian soil (a

particular favourite of

mine), dig out the dirt

between Milo's ears

(one to avoid) or rip

round an earthy track

on a motorbike with

no brakes.

Funnily enough

there's not a hint of mud in International

Speedway, even tough it's a simulation of

awesome proportions— at least that's what

the packaging proclaims.

In this, the compilation's other new release,

you must climb through the ranks and become
the top bike buff. The main screen display

shows the track in a second-person 30
perspective, with an overhead view of the track

showing the position of your opponents in the

lower half. The bike sprites are excellently

animated and work wail with the fast-scrolling

track, though something has to be sacrificed

for speed — the background scenery's nothing

but a huge emptiness.

For the life of me I can't see why
a few different tracks weren't

included. Okay, so all speedway
courses are the same, but riding around In

endless circles is hardly edge-of-your-seat

stuff. Later races are very hard to complete

owing to the unfeasible difficulty level —
staying on the track is hard enough, let

alone overtaking a fellow biker, and a two-

player version (in my book, a must for any

sports game) could easily have been
included wiJh |ust a smidgen more work.

Initially fun, but the steep

difficulty curve and samey -p-rf*
tracks take even hard-core r ,

T
, T

bike fans to the limits of their •'
endurance. —

:
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These include strength of shot, positioning of

the cue ball and an exi option. Shots are

played by moving a ctrsor around the table,

the ball being aimed sraight towards It.

Hardly comprehensive, but do limited options

always kill off a would-be winner? Maybe not
but don't expect an 8-t>i1 version of Jimmy
White's because depth is one element you
won't find.

The humour brings a smile to your face

even when it's not supposed to. The referee's

cursed with an immense nose, and If you foul

he charges onto the screen waving his arms
and burbling speech — it sounds pathetic,

but I was in hysterics. Another rib-tickler

occurs when playing the computer. A little

chappie runs across the table and stands

over the pocket the computer's aiming for.

Truly bizarre and exceptionally

pointless, but a laugh nonetheless.

Cue Boys easy to get into, but this

is due to Ms limited options. For

example, every Pool and Billiards

slm should have is a 'line of shot'

icon where an imaginary line

radiates from your cue ball, showing

exactly where It'll go and enabling

varied plays (off the cushion

rebounds, etc). Cue Bails more of

hit-and-hoper.

Because ol the slack user

involvement, Pool tans will find

it mildly playable at first ^m
but become all too r /#ZJ/
aware ot the monotony *A //•)
which follows. -^ -' "

FIRST DIVISION MANAGER
jk^^^^^^^^j^j

STUNG
SUPERSTARS

eviewed on
budget a

^couple of

issues back, this

simulation of the

brutish theatrical brawl

didn't fare too well.

The moves and
grappling techniques

could be more
complex — in fact

they're so sparse

they're hardly any use

at all. You spend most
of the time frantically lly waggling the |oystick,

only to be picked up, p, flung to the canvas and
pinned. Some rewarcardl

The absence Of a ha two-player fight (odd for a
beat-'em-up). limited 3d moves and an

arduously steep diffichHculty

curve make this one tte to avoid _,
— you're hard pusheih-ed to find %
anything remotely intiinterestinfl. -

ife Isn't fair. If a

soccer team wins

ithe papers are full

of praise for their star

players, but if they get

thrashed it's the

manager who carries the

can. Is it in the way he

organises his squad, or

the lack of money lining

his brown coat?

Whatever the reasons for

failure or success, it's he

who makes the decisions that's held

responsible.

Becoming a manager Is a weighty

challenge, and If you think you're up to it then

Firs! Division Manager provides a simple

introduction to the world of footy management
— but note the word 'simple

1

. The match

highlights are well displayed, but managerial

manipulation is very basic. The information on

each player is kept to a minimum, and during

matches you can't change your orders! This is

fine when all's well, but being unable to give

the team new advice when you're tour goals

down is extremely disheartening.

By no means as bad as

some managerial romps, but

hardly Premier League V
material.

& i f\

s being

leader of the pack and the only one

any long-term lastability. Seeing as

available on budget, think carefully betore

splashing out. And Sport Billyh He returned
inThtUTiL^inj:itTtrtiiiu^taviiii>i>>i*.t/twi*raftni-

that wasn't quite challenging enough

J

-J J

mmM
AfcTOR
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m AHtntoHv*,
M3.99 CosmH*
It's four-midable.„ It's

four-tuitous... It's — Four
Most Super Sportsl But will

you play it four-over, or Is

it best four-gotten? IAN
'COMMODORE FOUR-CE
OSBORNE investigates—
Alternative's 4-Most range has been a little

quiet lately. Can't think why. Everyone

loves a compilation, and some of their

tour-game packs were pretty good value. Still,

they're back now, but with a bang or a whimper?

KENTUCKY RACING
ow here's a weird one. Based on the fairground interpretation of the

sport of kings, Kentucky Racing has you rolling a wooden ball up a
slope peppered with holes, the aim being to sink it as high up the board as
possible. Your horse then moves forward a number of spaces, depending

on where your ball fell. Joystick controls are fairly friendly, and one or two-
player games are catered for.

With only two players (and a third CPU-controlled horse), the game
inevitably loses some
of the nail-biting

atmosphere of the

'arcade' version, but

the frustration felt while

waiting for your ball to

return is accurately

reproduced. Despite it!

somewhat limited

appeal, its only real

fault is that the horses

look identical, making i

difficult to tell where
you are.Not

bad for a

quick play #
~*

f
though. _> ZJJ

CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT D
clones, but this effort s an

i insult to the genre.

Played on a single screen, you pelt your tiny

car round the track usJng the usual accelerate

and rotate' method. There's a host of options on
otter {accessed through pull-down menus), and
even a track editor to destgn your own courses.

When you get round to actually playing the

game you soon wish you hadn't — the cars

toddle along at a steady crawl, they bounce of

the track-side walls as it they were made of

rubber and the courses are far

too complicated, making the

game tedious instead of frantic.

Ho hum...

»••«

i I IH'"H •(<**• "I'll
•M-

<•>• •" MIC I (» <

I
I

/

i

TIONAL
he screenshot on the back of

the box didn't exactly inspire

confidence in the game (a green

expanse of nothing), nor did the

signature tune (On Hilkley Moor Tha' Tal—
Yorkshire stereotyping, no doubt), but only

when you get into the game proper do ycu

realise what a disaster it actually is. Huge,

blocky sprites body-pop their way across a

featureless field, the perspective keeps
changing so you can hardly keep track ol what's

happening, and the update is

slower than Steve's Skoda
with Miles and Chris pushing

it! Truly a never-load-agam.

Hmm, not bad— not bad at

aill Opting for the one-on-

one approach allowed the

programmers to cram in some
lovely sprites and animation that

wouldn't have been possible in a
team game, even on a scrolling court. The usual

basketball tactics are well supported, such as
slam-dunking, shielding the ball from your

opponent, long throws, etc.

C-FORCI No.5 3 MAY 1993

It takes a while to get

used to the control

system, and in one-playej

mode the computer-bod

plays like Michael Jordan

even on beginner level.

Best pick a two-player

game and play it by
yourself until you've got

the hang of itl

Like real basketball, the

rules are blindingly

incomprehensible and they're not

printed on the inlay either. Even
so, this is still the best game on 7

-

the compilation. -r Z-J J _

CONCLUSION
US Basket Master's the only good game, with

Kentucky Racing a worthy filler and the others ten

poor to mention, so I won't mention 'em. You woi

feet too ripped off if you buy the compilation for

Basket Master alone, but don't expect any long-ti

enjoyment from the rest of the pack.

FORCE
FACTOR
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J 1.

A: GETTING
YOUR
COPY OF
C I I '

Only me! Now I don't believe you really

wanted to do that. No, you didn't want
to do It like that... you want to do It

like this, see? Criticism, eh? Wall, wo
can take it! In fact, wo at COMMODORE
FORCE positively encourage constructive

comments and suggestions on how,
exactly, we should be
doing things* To make
this a little easier,

hero's a simple reader
survey (for simple
readers?)* If you would
bo so kind as to fill It

out and mail It off to

the address printed at the
end, the chances of getting a
better mag for your money
will be greatly Increased.
Oh, and by the way, free

subscriptions to COMMODORE
FORCE will bo awarded to

the first ten surveys drawn
from the bag on 1 ft April*..

Toll us how you
came to be
filling out this

f^L questionnaire

(1 ) How did you first hear about
COMMODORE FORCE?
6001 D Saw it advertised in another magazine

6002 D Heard about it on radio

6003 D Saw it on TV
6004 Saw it in newsagents

6005 3 Friend told me about )!

6006 D Some other way (please write in)

(2) How often do you buy COMMODORE
FORCE?
6007 J Every issue

6008 Every other issue

6009 J Less often

6010 n This is the first lime

(3) Are you likely to buy the next Issue
of COMMODORE FORCE?
6011 P Very likely

6012 J Quite likely

6013 Not very likely

6014 J No chance

(4) How did you get this copy of

COMMODORE FORCE?
6015 : I

I have it on subscription

601

6

It was delivered to my house by the

local newsagent.

6017 The newsagent keeps it lor me
behind the counter

6018 P I saw it in a shop and bought it on
impulse

601

9

n l went into the newsagent specifically

to buy it

D I didn't buy it — it was given to me
D Some other way (please specify)

6020
6021

<5) How often do you visit your
newsagents to buy or chock out
magazines?

6022 Every day
6023 . . A couple of times a week
6024 PI About once a week
6025 About once a fortnight

6026 P About once a month

6027 P Less often than once a month

(6) What do you do with any back
issues of COMMODORE FORCE you
have?
6028 Chuck them out

6029 i ] Keep them in case I need them for

info later

6030 [ I Loan them to a mate to read

6031 P Other (please specify)

osT _nn DQRt

K3BW
.-<-,

3T^

\ji i . »i*<FOUCF

£ -* W&£
.

Jam«i>*!
m.

r«fi

swhaT
IY0U1HMK

III

OWE?
Your chance to
put Steve to
shame or pat me
on the back!

(7) Overall, how much would you say
you like COMMODORE FORCE?
6032 Like it loads

6033 U fs OK I suppose!

6034 Don't like it much
6035 J It Stinks!

6036 D I've never given it much thought!

(8) What do you like best in

COMMODORE FORCE? (please write

in)

(9) What do you hate most about
COMMODORE FORCE? (please write
In)

........ *•*•«*mini IIIIIIIIIU14II

(1 0) Turn to the cover of this very
Issue and tell us if you....

6037 Like it a lot

6038 H Ouite like it

6039 3 Don't like it

6040 Hate it!

6041 Q I've never given it much thoughtl
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11) We asked the people in the COMMODORE FORCE office what they thought of

the cover. Below we have put some of thefcr comments. Tell us which one you
most agree with!

Agree Disagree Neither

6042
i

:

6043
"

6044

6C4SC 6046 6047
The cover is eye- catchng

It makes the mag look

value for money
tt gives a good idea

of what's inside this

COMMODORE FORCE
It makes me want

to look inside

There's too much on itl

I love the artwork

I think the cover

looks out of date

6048 7

6051 C

6054 Zi

6057 n
6060

6049...

6052

6055
6058 C
6061 D

6050

6053 r

vT

6056
6059
6062

D

U
.( V

(12) Below we have listed the sort of things you are likely to find In COMMODORE
FORCE every month. We want to know If you think we've got the right level of

coverage — so tick the box closest to your opinion...

Too
Much

News (What's Happening?) 6063
"

Lead Review (Rave Review)6067 Z

Covertapos 6071 3
Previews (Whatever next?) 6075
Reviews
Features (Cutsies.

Shoot-'Envups, etc)

Competitions

Posters

Letters (Mangram's Mailbag)6095 C
Tips (Tipster) 6099 L
Big Breakfast Column
PD File (Public Sector)
Adventures

(Bash Yer Brains)

Technical Help
(Brian Strain)

6079

6083 i_

6087

6091

6103 :

6107
6111 3

6115

About
Right

6064.

;

6068:

6072 1"

6076 C

6080 D
6084 n

6088 d
6092
6096 G
6100 D
6104 3
6108 IJ

61 12 LI

61 16 D

Too
Little

6065
6069
6073 a
6077 n
6031 C
60B5 r

6089

6093
6097
6101

6105
6109
6113

q

D

3

6117 G

Don't

Know
6066 n
6070C
6074D
6078
6082 D
6086

6090
6094
6098D
6102 a
61060
61100
6114D

6118Q

(13) In percentage terms, which
overall mark would wou expect a dead

, average game to be nearest to?

(b) Why is it better than COMMODORE
FORCE?

6119 Below 50%
6120 50%
6121 60%
6122 . 70%
6123 80%
6124 . 90%
6125 100% (I)

(14) Iff you have seen/bought any of

the games reviewed! In COMMODORE
FORCE, how does ouir review compare
with your opinion off the game?
6126

I
COMMODORE FORCE got it spot on

6127 COMMODORE FORCE gave me the

impression it wvas better than it is

6128 " COMMODORE FORCE didn't like it

as much as I ddo!

61 29 'I haven't bougrhtfseen any games
reviewed in

COMMODOREE FORCE

f 1 5) Who do you truest most when
reading reviews and) comments?
6130 _ . Steve Shields

6131 D Ian Osborne

6132 Chris Haywdrj
6133 D Miles Guttery

|16) (a) If COMMODC0RE FORCE isn't

your favourite COMNMODORE magazine,
tell us which one Is (write in)

(1 7) Who's your favourite writer on
COMMODORE FORCE?
6134 Steve Shields

6135 Ian Osborne

6136 C Chris Hayward
6137 t

. Miles Guttery

6138 n Bash The Barbarian

6139 Rerni E bus

6140 n Brian Strain

6141 c Ben the Boffin

(18) What do you think of COMMODORE
FORCE screenshots?
6142 They're great

6143
i
J They are OK

6144 L They are too bright

6145 L They are too dark

6146 D Other (please write in)

(19) What do you think of the same
maps and playing guides in

COMMODORE FORCE?
They are really really useful

They are quite handy

I don't mind them {I don't use them)

They take up too much space

They are a complete waste of time!

Other (please write in)

6147
6148
6149 U
6150 D
6151 O
6152 (J

C: ABOUT YOU
When we
get nosey
you'd better

watch out!

(20) Sex: (do not reply 'yes please')

6153 MMale
6154 C Female

(21) Age (please write In)

(22) How long have you had your
Commodore?

years
months

(23) a: Which sort of Commodore Is

It?

6155
i
IC64

6156 CC64GS
6157 QC128

b: Do you own a disk drive?

6158 TYes
6159 UNO

Do you plan to get one?
6160 UYes
6161 No

(24) Do you plan to buy another
computer in the next year?
6162 LJYes
6163 TNo

If YES, which one?
(write in)

(25) Please write your full name and
address here (NEATLY!)

Name .........................

Address ...

Postcode...... .............

That wasn't so difficult now,
was it? Don't forget, ton freo

subscriptions are up for grabs

and you don't oven need a
stamp! Already subscribed?

You're very wise — if you're
a lucky winner, you'll got a
twelve-month extension to

your subscription. Don't
delay, mall today at this

address: COMMODORE FORCI
SURVEY, EUROPRESS IMPACT,
FREEPOST, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SYS I BR- Then
you can sit back and relax,

safe in the knowledge that

your views and opinions are
being scrutinised.
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379550

All Prices
Inc VAT
P&P Free

in UK

SOFTWARE
At.

C64 CASSE1TES*Q£l»wf
Badlands
Gyberball
Daley Thompson Super Test

Dragon Spirit

Driller

Gemini Wing
Klax

Nemesis
Miqhtbreed
Parata*

Pulfys Saga
Puzzmc

Robol Masters
Salamander

Skate wars
Spy Who Loved Mo

Stun Runner
Teenage Mutant furies 2

Vindicators
The Vindicator

Xvbote

if&tmSu i :fl »lei
Robocop 3 ....only £8.99**'

Toki only C8.99

Battle Command only £8.99

Navy Seals only £8.99

Shadow of the Beast only £8.99
Chase HQ 2 only £8.99

Buy Any Two and Choose One Free!!!

|NAME
'ADDRESS

(ITEM
[ITEM

ITEM
(ITEM ,

' ALL PRICES INC VAT

I TOTAL
i

:'

L

CREDIT CARD NO:

IT

FORCE1 i

i
'

I

CARD EXPIRY DATE:
SIGNATURE:
TEL: 0908 379550 MAKE CHEQUES
PAYABLE TO:

S KEYS5H0PPWG MAIL, ST NEOTS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE PE19 2AU

Public Domain Software
We have 1000's of programs for your C64/128,

from serious applications to demos & games.

FREE CATALOGUE
To obtain yours, send an SAE or 2 First Class

Stamps. Currently available for disk users only.

This compilation of 50 of the best PD games

includes arcade games, sports sims, adventures,

pinball etc, etc. Currently available on disk only.

50 GAMES
ON DISK

£12.99 post free

KINGSWAY COMPUTERS
(DEPT C64),72 GLENCOE ROAD, SHEFFIELD S2 2SR

TEL: (0742) 750623

C64 TAPE LOADING PROBLEMS?
Have you ever purchased a game only to find it wont load! The most

common reason for loading difficulties is caused by the tape head being

out of alignment.

The AZIMUTH TAPE HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT, enables you to re-align

your tape head simply and quickly. No technical skills are required. Step

by step picture guide. Test and re-alignment may be carried out in

minutes!

The kit contains:- AZIMUTH TAPE ALIGNMENT CASSETTE,
SPECIAL AZIMUTH SCREWDRIVER PLUS FULL INSTRUCTIONS.

Alignment kits also available for Amstrad CPC 464, and Spectrum

+2/+2A Computers. Please state which computer when ordering!

Price: £9.99 Inc. Postage & packing and VAT
All ord&rs sent by return. Cheque/Visa/Access

TRADING POST, Victoria Road,
Shifnal, Shropshire, TF1 1 8AF

Tel/Fax: (0952) 462135 VISA

SPORTING NiEWS BASEBALL: It's statistically staggering, and it's incredible graphics and exciting life-like gameplay make it

the ultimate in baseball simulation. You can control, play and manage your own big league team. Now, play ball C64 disk

£14.95

MICROLEAGIUE BASEBALL II: Be the manager of Major League Players. Stats and strategy for the serious fan. Real

players, true performance. You set up and change line ups, pick your spots for pinch hitters and relievers, decide when the

players will steal, bunt or do a pitchout. For 1 or 2 managers. C64 disk £24.95

DRAGON WARS: The designers of the Bards Tale series and Wasteland pooled their talents to create the ultimate role-

playing fantasy. They knew it had to be a first-rate story with sophisticated graphics. The result was Dragon Wars. Over 60

monsters and 65 spells. C64 disk £19.95

SILOH GRANTS TRIAL IN THE WEST:This superb simulation contains three games that are designed to challenge all Civil

War Fans. Pleaying time: 10 to 15 hours. C64 disk £24.95

"

CLUE BOOKS: at £8.95 each: BUCK RO^ CHAOS STRIKES BACK, CURSE OF AZURE BONDS,

DEATH HKNIGHT OF KRYNN, DUNGEON MASTER, ELITE, ELVIRA I OR II. EYE OF THE BEHOLDER, GATEWAY SAVAGE

FRONTIER,!, MIGHT & MAGIC I OR II, POOLS OF DARKNESS, POOL OF RADIANCE, ZAK McKRACKEN, INDIANA JONES ADV.,

SECRET OF SILVER BLADES, SECRETS OF MONKEY ISLAND, LEGEND OF KYRANDIA.

E9.95 each ULTIMA V, or VI., EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II, MONKEY ISIAND II

DARK OLUEEN OF KRYNN, PROPHECY OF THE SHADOW. TREASURES OF SAVAGE FRONTIER, INDIANA JONES ADV 4.

Mail order only. Please allow 28 days for delivery please make cheques payable to CINTRONICS LTD.

Free post & packing within the UK. EUROPE add £2 per item. Rest of the world .add £3 per Hem.

CINTRONICS LTD. 16 Connaught Street, London W2 2AG
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were ablaze, lighting the

midnight sky with a red glow.

Everywhere villagers were
running in no particular

direction — all were trying to

escape from something, but

what?
The merchant who told th<

tale earlier clambered
"

,
past. Bariey, the

Tavern-keeper,

grabbed his arm ant

shouted 'What's

wrong?'

Doesn't
it drag-
on?

Bask knows all

about dragon
slaying — be did
get rid of whiplash
after all! Perhaps
he could give Corya
some tips...

CORYA THE

• The Guild,
£3.00 tape or

disk.

' J

^^JlK

n the holy mountain of

Tanef-An-Uthen stands the

citadel of Ihe Ancient Ones.
where the lucky few are taught (he

way of the Warrior-Sage. Seldom
do they venture forth into the

^ world of men. but this tale is

of one such priest — of

Corya the Warrior-Sage!

Corya spent many years

travelling within the realms of

Tannen. but seldom was he seen
unless the need was great.

The buildings of Ermahal were
no! unlike those of other

small settlements in the

land. Second only in

size to the great hall

was the village tavern,

where many a merchant

told of tales of terror as they
v 4 sipped ale.

I've heard there's a dragon In

the mountains,' began one such

yam. It attacked Allank on the

western edge of the mountains.

The whole village was destroyed, it

' even took some of the villagers back

to its nest for later*' Silence filled the

tavern, Few saw a dragon and lived.

As the Tavern keeper locked up and
settled down in front of the fire, a

chilling scream cut the air. Racing

outside, he was met with a

dreadful sight— pandemonium
scourged the village. Buildings

The dragon I It's hen

the dragon that

attacked Allarickl' He

struggled free and flee

Turning once more
towards the village, Barle

reeled in horror— in the distance, silhouetted b
the burning buildings, was the dragon. An
inhuman cry screeched above the sounds of

panic and Barley was rooted to the spot as the

monster swept towards him. A second cry was 1

last thing he heard as he was engulfed in a ball

flame. Several times the dragon circled the villa

and attacked before sweeping off into the night.

Atop a small hill overlooking Ermahal, stood

Corya. Seeing the devastation, he heard their

prayers...

This is the dramatic setting tor Tony Collins'

latest adventure. Starting on the hill above the

village, you descend to see what help you can
offer. Lots of magic is needed right from the stai

as the people and creatures you meet are usua

hostile.

Careful interaction is essential as most of the

initial problems cannot be solved alone.

The first o* the game's three parts is taken up

by getting equipped lor the journey and initial

exploration within the vast forest. There's an
exciting trip down the river in store, and you soc

find yourself rescuing a poor soul who's been
captured by nasty natives.

The second part's even more thrilling as you
attempt the rescue and recover a stolen

artifact. It's essential that you free the man a

he provides essential information. After lots i

legwork and exploration you reach a hidden

underground city The third part has you
solving the many problems in the city itself,

and struggling through icy passages until

reaching the final dramatic encounter with th

dragon.

To say this adventure is atmospheric wout
be an understatement) Detailed location

descriptions and response messages carry yo
ever onwards through one of the most absorbi

adventures I've played in years. Clever pause;

during interaction with other characters add sti

turther to the tension.

Once again Tony's clever use of text proves

you don't need graphics to enhance an
adventure — just an imagination. This is the s

that true adventures are made of. and excellei

value for money.
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Following on from) last month, here's a few

more words o( wvisdom on how to tackle

adventures.

Nearly all games have dark locations, so
you'll probably need an light source. Not always

though— in Infocom'iS Planetfall there were
loads ot dark localion:s. and the only light source
was In a room filled w'rth deadly radiation. The
answer was not to entter those useless dark

locations.

Your source of llghtl can take many shapes

and forms, but it's usually a candle, a torch,

matches or a lantern cof some sort. Lanterns

usually need oil. Whenever you come across, it's

likely to grow dim andi qo out eventually— if you
don't need it. TURN ITT Qf-T

It you find a dark location and have no light

source, look for some' oily rags and branches

and make your own. I've seen some strange light

sources in my time; fireflies, will-o'-the-wisps (to

catch and put inside a miners helmet), and even
an octopus (many hands make light work—
groan). One final word about lamps— always rub

them, there might be a genie inside!

Be careful how you move in dark locations.

Always save your position beforehand as it's

extremely dangerous. You should be able to leave

a dark area the way you entered, but try another
direction and you could fall to your death

You may 1ind weapons lying around.

Remember, hacking down everything that moves
rs definitely NOT recommended! Sometimes the

mere sight of a weapon is enough to scare off the

baddies. The golden rule Is don't attack unless
threatned, that horrible Yetl might show you a

secret exit at the back of his cave.

If you come across animals like bears and
dogs, try feeding them— perhaps you have a
smelly bone, or a pot of honey. Being animals
5hey usually grab the food and slink off to eat
elsewhere (or promptly fall asleep). Cats, dogs
and other domestic creatures can be lamed or

stroked. If they back away in fear, perhaps
» you're holding something that frightens them.

f J Trying to catch the pretty singing bird rarely

*J produces results unless you're holding a
cage.

If there's a hook on the wall, there could be
a rope or chain to tie to it. It's always best to

pull on it first though, as the hook may snap.
Ropes can be tied to all sorts of things, but try

throwing them too. In The Hobbitanti Black
Knight if you enier THROW ROPE ACROSS'
on the river bank, it lands In a boat which you
pull towards you.

Cracks and crevices must always be
investigated. If it contains a small metal object

that you can't reach, try poking it out or look for

a magnet.
Finally, here's some hints on cheating the

program into helping with problems, If you think

you need a rope (for example) but aren't sure if

the object exits, try 'DROP ROPE You CO
told 'I don't understand the wora "rope"' w
usually means there isn't one, but 'You aren't

holding the rope' Implies that it's (here

somewhereI

i I

.

Mrs Gregory of Blackpool has made it

across the river in BLACK KNIGHT,
but can't do anything with the cow.

She thinks she has to milk it with the bucket

and stool but can't find the right commands.
Also, in ATALAN she's collected the

treasures but doesn't know what to do next. If

you feed the daisies {from the village green)

lo the cow, then the command MILK COW
works wonders. In ATALAN, are you sure

you've found all the treasures? When the last

treasures lound, a rescue boat appears.

Someone else stuck on ATALAN is Nlall

CONTACT
POINT

• Please make cheques payable to
Glenda Collins.

The Guild,

760 Tyburn Road,

Erdingtojv
Birmingham
B24 9NX.

'

I

Costigan of Sutton. At the altar under the

waterfall, the help message reads 'When in

Rome...' The author was rather cryptic here.
When in Rome, do as the Romans do —
people put offerings there once, so you
should do the same. Try the honey. Also he
can't cross the river, despite the message
'the Chinese, if they knocked their ideas

together, would shoot across this'. Chop the

bamboo and 'knock' it into a raft with

hammer and nails-

Mrs Nelson of Huddersfield is stuck at the

end ol CASTLE BLACKSTAR She reckons
she's done everything, but can't operate the

broomstick. The commands you need are
SAY ABRACADABRA. U. U. TOUCH
STARS. IN. N. N f SE, E, PUSH BUTTON.
W. N. N. SAY FRIEND, OUT and GIVE
ORB.
Jason Whittaker of Norwich is having

trouble with GUILD OF THIEVES He's
missed the Rat Race. It's important you
enter — it takes place approximately 50
moves from the start, and you MUST bet
on it to get the cheque from the

gatekeeper instead of just the birdcage.
The money tor your bet is hidden inside
Ihe cushion on the settee in the castle (a
live Ferg note). Go to the courtyard in time
lor the race. EXAMINE RATS and USE
NOTE TO BET ON GREY RAT. It wins.

Use your winnings to buy the lute from the

miller later on.

That's all there's room for this month.
Write to Bash with your adventufe posers
and I'll let you all pick my enormous brainl

[Join me again next
issue when I'll be
reporting from the

I Blue Peter studios.
There I'll demonstrate
how to slay a
valkyrie with an

|

empty bottle ot Fairy
and some sticky-
backed plastic! Only
kidding, I'm using
Persil liquid really!

CHEST
Here's yet another special offer from The
Guild. Now you can buy the twin-pack

Werewolf Simulator and Cornwall Enigma at a
pound off the usual price! Please state tape or
disk when ordering.

Please ruth roe a copy of Werewolf
Simulator and Cornwall Enigma at
the special price of C3.O0.

Name................

Address.........
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3
'J LIGHT PEN

ACTION REPLAY MARK VI
" The ultimate feoture packed utility cartridge ever conceived (or

me CBM 64/128 systems. Press me cartridge "freeze button' and

unleash trie powerful Graphics, Backup and monitor utilities,

Fastlood a 200 block program in under 6 seconds. How hove you

survived without this?"

PRICE: £34.95 REF. NO. 63 18

IS

9

Hl

It's the year 2254 crnrf ffarfn

h« fa*«-n invaded by the most
ruthless and videos race In

ftYe universe - TNI DALEKS.
The evil Davros Is attempting
to destroy the ozone layer of
ffte Earth and, as D>r Who, you
must tell his deadly plans.

Price Code
Tape £6.99 6359
Disk £10.99 6360

The Trojan C64/ 128
light pen can be used as a

complete replacement for the mouse in

many applications. Particularly useful

in drawing and design, the two button

pen provides the user with a very

direct method of control . Pack also

includes Pen Master art program and
a basic program to allow users to

write their own pen compatible

software.

Code 6327 £26.9 5

i *

Operation Wolf
| Gunslinger,
. Cosmic Storm

ULTIMATE
COLLECTION
With this exclusive
offer to Commodore
Force Headers, yea
tan get a 'Huge
Collection' of SO
assorted games for
lost £30 or an
'Awesome Collection '

of SO assorted games
for a incredible £40.

TROJAN PHA2ER GUN opens
a whole new phase ot computer
entertainment. This advanced light

phazer presents a challenge of

skill and accuracy for C64 users
of all

1 ages,

•ric«: £22.95
Re! no; 6302

Ghost Town
Baby Blues
Goose Busters

This new joystick will give
you maximum results in
game play. It has been
specially designed to be
hand held making it

comfortable to hold and
easy to use. It has 6
mlcroswitches (closed
type)* a rapid fire function
and a solid steel shaft for
strength.

PRICE: £7.95 CODE: 6304
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TURBO DATACORDER
Got loads of great C64
tapes that, er... won't load?
Worry no more, Just splash
out on a Commodore Force
TURBO DATACORDER and
wave goodbye to those
tape trubs!

PRICE; 25.99
CODE: 6351

ZZAP! 64
BACK ISSUES

TTTFTq
Using a strengthened steel rods,
this handsome binder, embossed
with the COMMODORE FORCE
logo, will hold 12 Issues of your
favourite magazine securly in

place Back Issue Binder

PRICE C5.05 Ref: 6358.

ZZAP!

CODE:6357

REDUCED
TO

CLEAR!
PRICE; C 1.50

GOLDEN
OLDIES

eto»ity
indie*

i

rodyct V°
u 7R t-iron««

H you PT*^^ hour

^'•^TotUne

Bundle of 10 Golden
Oldie Zzap! magazines

PRICE: C7.S0
CODE: 6335

NUMBERS 80 — 90
WITH TAPE.

PRICE: £2.50 EACH

CORISH'S COMPUTER GAMES Gl
This book helps on jus) about -any game yoi

lo name on a wide variety o' computer 1t> Tl^

Covers backdoor codes led by the program
cheats and tips to get past your opponents,— lo skip levels, pokes

inlmete lives, time el

many other options,

the ultimate hint Doc
• In excess ot 750 p<

I
In excess of 1250 qi

In excess ot 200
adventures, ' More
12000 hints, Tips &

COST £14.95

CODE 6331

\ I I

O V
fULLY COMPATIBLE WITH

C64/ 128 HOMM COMPUTER
M HIGH DECREE Of
SENSITIVITY, ACCURACY
AND SMOOTHNESS
m 280 DPI RESOLUTION
ENLARGED TRIGGER

BUTTONS

PRICE £16.95 CODE 6319

^^P

Oilers subject to availability,

Overseas orders despatched by Airmail,

All prices include postage, packing at»d VAT
Valid to May 3ist 1993.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION REFN0/FORMAT PRICE

Please add postage as detailed below (UK free of charge)

POSTAGE:Add £4 (or Eire/EEC. £6 lor overseas unless specified above TOTAL £

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,

South WiiToly L65 3EB (no stamp needed if posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within 48 Hrs ol receipt but

delivery ol certain items could take upto 28 days

I wish to pay by:

|Ch*quen:urocheqtM made payablu to Europrass D-ract

1 AceasMastercaiO 1EurotaraBarciayc-ata"Visu'Conneci Dae z
Order at any
time of the
day or night
Don's forg&t lo give your name,
address and credit card numt/er

\By phone: 051-357 1275

By fax: 051-357 2813

General Enquiries: 051 -357 2961

LLI LL
Name Signed

Address

Postcode

Daytime telephone number in case ot queries
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OUTRUN
EUROPA
Hit the road
(Jack) with the
latest instalment
of history's

longest-running
driving saga.

M •Vi ilti
From Dizzy to Marsport, we
check out the very best in games
needing brains as well as brawn
in our ace round-up ol arcade
adventures!

U13
EXT

My darling COMMODORE
FORCE, you're Hi* air I breathe,
the sun that warms my days. Iff I

were to miss a single issue. It

would truly break my heart. I

must place a regular order with
my newsagent so we need never
be parted.

FOKCC

MY NAME ....

MY ADDRESS

PLEASE KEEP
MY MAO FOR
COLLECTION Ol WlfH

MY POSTCODE
BEST LOOKING MINOGUE SISTER.,

i *

PLEASE DELIVER
MY COPY TO THE
ABOVE ADDRESS

• i •

tAM
_j
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We now accept Access, Visa
and Mastercard

/ WA;i3 >
NDVT

ID Pooi

30 £"«*•-
3f>SlC"»cain2
aGaroePacnNot I-.

4 flvM P«* No 2lQun FqlTOI Eft
4 Game Pack to 3

4 Moat Work) Spoita
APB
ADOJM

g(M
ARaitMjnuti . - .

Alitwne Ranfl*'
A',. " '

.

Anarad Dej.ii

374
NEW3.7S

Nnrin

296

Amencan 3D Pool
Arcade Frut Maer»i»
Arcane*] Revenge ol Ooh .-.-ATS
Arnia

BacUanoo . NEW
Bingml MmI -if-WiVH
Biiiirinn Coped Gruaade* 175
BaimanTheMov-e 375
Batman) i tj
BhMk Hornet —..—_, . .. 3.75
Bloodmonny

, ., , ,„„ ... > 75
Behnloifjh
>:- •: ..'.,.1

L'.'.ir.iM.ir- jivir

ButiOla flobbie
.

ftJbbal :
J-.:->

Buflya 5por>t)ng DjijIB

CJInTheUSA.
Csitdir. Dviumo ._.,

Caette Mailer
,

Cavemanta,
C!^'r;,i[.r^i|:/

(
',..i,i.,

ChasoHQ „
C"nc»-i Eog i ar .'

CiacoHeai
Class.: Aicadia .<

Cobra
c»oosuiBi«Q»a
cataetwCtii

„ MW3.7J

|
'A'

I 75

NEW 3 75

NEW 3 75
3 75
3.75

3 75

CtKMMI HUM
Count OucMiAb 2_
C'ackdOwn
GnvyCare. —,

CBjtael Mosmr
Ds%yihanuM DiesHw
DaHry Theirwons SupOftul
Ouiy Down tho FtepoV
DrnyPanc _,
Diuy Prince a* The Voh Fo»
DJPNjI!
Doc Crocs EiceSenl AoWihireo
Double Diapci 3

. ____
Orugon rinja.. .. .. ..

Omgon Spirit

3 75
3.75

- A75
JgwnatAee

-AM
.3.75

.. -'-35

NEW 3 75
NEW 3.75
,„.. 2.99

N€W3 '

DnMonaoi Flame
C -Horan

EtHltmDuO
Em»r»i tfegfieii bit Soccer. ..

tirii.13 Rar:er
FSWAT
Euro Boil
E«!oiminal3T

Ft Tornado ———
* 15 Stihe EigM „,.,„._,
FrtMayWatdDaDv,
Firemen Sam
FHZ
FiiotuPaok ...

Umbo's Ojr ti

1WW3.75
375
3 73

I 75
. .. a rs

.
3.75

I M
3.75

„_ AM
289
AM

NEW 3.75
MEW 3.75

,.— 3 75
,.A 76

Football Hanagw
. ._ _

FgoMtfeenarZ. ____.._.
FcfflbrtManaoa-VVoWCupEottaioii

r^oftadatdTneVeaiJ
FunSaoolJUncarg

. ..

Fun School 26-fl _ „ „__,_
Fun 5onooi 2 8-

Graham SoutiaaaM Soccer _____
G SortwSonar Moray* .NEV v.

oamaihof 2 _

GerrentWmg
Bnattuikn
GnoBituulB's 2
QnouM A Ghees
-. i. en
QO For Gold
OoUenAre
Qunahta
HdOu.

.. . JW
„,.,-.A_»

«

»<W175
,NEWJ.75
.NEW 3.75

NBV : 7
^

178

. 2 99

a
3.75

H«P«»'^D»gW|E|C.
WPa» 2aWbkrsCWk} Ek

.

rflPB*3NkfiCZnnnti EC)
Hudson H,ix»
Hunt for Rao Odow.'.
Hyperapona
KtHocknv

NEW3.7S
. ? o

3.75

^ ;
MM 1 «

.375

*4a)niJon»ayLaaiCrumaca)
irasHMtonol !>mg
Iriamaaonal 10 !•(»» ,_„

Mamraonal Nnn RajbbiU

HWV19M.
i
. McHaW BoH

NEW .1.75

.al:jr9i- Khan W C 5ai*3aH
Jaws .. . . .

Jimmy! Uanaavr
Jinwiyi Sp<-C« M,if.i]^i
jeetm, witao-n Cempanauni rr pi Dnfli
Mnrnr Dataiafi Sooca* Mwiaoaaw
KartictvAotre. 71

«»C« Boorcj
Kiwkenta.

1

UatNfriaA
.

Lcer<* to Kill

M«o«m(W Olir,

ManUlC .

UaRMWfl

.WW3.75

MEW -1.75

NEtt3.75
3.75
i re

J.7S

_ _ A75
3

LWJ75

NEW 31.75

»n
JAagiPacklSiamayElci

WaWilChaM
UartV<«._...

1.79

Miciciirsaa Soccbb..
UlantpM Refinance 3 75
Mn&.n: .2,99

'.: . .4.75

Motii Pii»tw 5ox*« Manno»i -
Murray Mouaa Supat Cop
Mylfi

Navy Movoo
Natofibcuis

N*w 7aaand5»Ty
faQhrorttd
Ninjn W«trt.B
OporWMJO TK/rWo-ttM „.
OporatlonWo"
Outlun Euopt...

' '-v. ..•.,•!..:

PaccaM
Poanania
PuiiHui
Pvguui BnOQe
PttolWy
P.pa Mania .

FM FMWei
P(al»«i
'

1 Men 1

PManunPd!
Po«maoP«l3
PCWSffflllt.

Piq Tennis Toot

PutGtmM
Pufly'fi&aoii

Puimlc
OlOTanatwihif..
Quatt i Am alu I

Ou ion Cow On
Quareo Combat .

ji. r ; •; '-'•*

.

HEWS 75
AM

. 3.75

,
3.75
3 75

.MEW 3 75
NEW 3.75
NEW 3 75

B BJ
NEW! '-
ui:\ »

;'.

i re

2JW

. 3. 75
ATS
.175
375

Outin^ sma —
Qoirtrs Sp-ytt.

Qubhiio SUMfTrti

.

Rainbow H-antK...

Rambo
RamrjoA
RBI 21

-3 75

375
375

.375
. 3 75

3 75

3 75

.
•

2W
N1EW 3 75

ID BO OnMalmMl I H
A(tW3(Di3*J
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Ruopy The Wofti Cup 1 foe"t 4 DS
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Spaco Gur. —__
SiaW All Slora 'ItWJ-W
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.

-4 75
WiMrcamp Disc Now Ptica 4 Sfl

WeW SupefBDOB 9? 4 09
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Dizzy Panic. Kwfr Sruu, Duzy Down Ine Ftapida.
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Casi 7 99

Hit' DangerauB ___

_

Rica Oangwroui »___
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Robocop

. ,. -I. -;.'

SiKwant Sayroot RoCJCtop
Saynioor gees to Molywiwd

3 75

MEW 3.75
MEW 3.75

3 75

3 75

NFiV
I

'•

1 /&

Oaywooi nunbiiaw
MBlM WeWSII
Snoot em up ConsBuclloti Kil

SrWntSannce..
SWaWara
Sbwewaflwr _...

Sltcfca

BajjhBi UacM
Smnoli 7V
SoccarDwlM
Socc*i Di>jIi« 3

Beta FUl
I 9m«

Chart AttacK

Cloud K«dooms, Supacars, Ohouto N'Ghostt.
TutOo ChaMnga), lmposfwno*o Caaa 7.99

Sponmg TnangSas
Spy Who Loved Ma
5: D(agon

.3.75
L7I

MEW3.75
IM

NBSW3.75
3.75

3.75
3.75

i „ ,
'^

Classic Aracdla
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3.75

ntl 7 99

lL«l
BlogThoSajg
Sriagvr

Street Fightei

5lfxlo[

Strrt-i 3MM i j
-- H •' -

htMCii r..-.'i

Si.T^on:nTO
Supet Care.

3.75
3.75

MEW 1.75

. . 3.75
.. NEW 3 75

3.75
NEW 3.76

I 0^

Nlnia Collacllon

Double Draflon, ShaoQw Wvrlon, Dragop Ntnta

C-aa 4f9

3.75
. I

"
NEW 3 75

SupeicAtrNRottdRaoai A75
Su»( Monaco GP NGW3.7S
Super Nudge 290D 2 99

Supwt SO'rnxio' 3.75
Supai S^-»>n ' H

Llnwhar Collac lion
G L Srjperaiute. G L HebholB. G L Stjperabv

So«*f.tIilla90.CB«l7.M

Supfwma Challanga
Sennnel. Star Glide t. Elite. Ace 2. Tebns

Th. "Oy

Virtual Worlds
OraW.T^&^Tcq&^W.iafciMauw

Cm* 5 50

Julian Rlflnall lop 10

Dan Dare. Lords MMnrghl. Duller. Dete Zotcta,

CaMien 2. Ba/oatlan 2. Gunraon 2, Moga
Apoculypae. Span PeraonaUlies. Caaa 5.50

.
-. .... - ...,.,(

AlararlRaaai
B.m- Ounia
BwwaBrai
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4>1

2
CrwiTXwn-aieu-np- i)

-'

ixJS-ii-.

FwQeawi noriaa ;

OwMal
OoNMnAH

_.—.__._ j;
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'.'»»'- ol TWMM 2

X

AvtaCupawtan
WOrtBBfWf
IWKrtJ £3

a^-: .. .. . — ...
f *VM.M.A COMPETITION UNES

W/Ni WIN! WIN!
THE FOUOWTNG TELEPHONE GAMES HAVE n

DRAWSAND NO TIE BREAKERS THE HtGHE?

SCORE WWS. .EVWY WEEK

ASggH^N*^ 039 j 8g 77 j

A Sogo Mogocaive , S«w 3
Qft<?] QQ 77 }

1heTop5GemiSagaiir 089188772
CAfluccwr^torxxT)Or^iJSllorl^^«u>noo^wlJ(7lal:
iDil 34o/m<p 'Jiwp ml* iU'irvJIi^alrw ' vim a* i

VWponW. I»i *. b.1 ;Wt -IK »- p-ooi -t>- i. Inl Mm

Super Space myapri;

T-Pk

.. „ NEW 3.75
NEW 3.75

.3 75
TatSfTmnH NEW375
Tag Team Wieatfang NEW 3.75
TafCN TortoiBB 3 75

TatfaflGOM Ape 3.75
Tea* Dm* 2 NEW 3 75
Tat* Matter 3 It

The Acton Pad< A.90
The Adctela PacH A-99
TheMHPac". 299
The Nalioria! 3.75
The Pewei Pack 299
Tie) RetfChoSOuMfli'i 299
The SponB Mix I Beach BuggylEtc 3 75
Tho spons PhH J 75

TlwThnieiPachiFfilBmE'i ZW
The UnloudtaWwn .- V.75
Thome* The Tan* Engine 299
Th. fdatJnH _ j!.rs

Traoauia Ulano Dlay —3 75
T-evo. BrooVlrq NEW 3 75

Trivial Pumuil NEW 3.75
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rtfteOumn ,,-..,. .,. .
'!'

Turbo The Tortaiae . 3 75

Turrcani en 2 .
t

TiSfcJi .

Ult.mah.GoK 4.99

r
i

i

i

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION.
ALL ORDERS SENT FIRST CLASS

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY JUST FILL IN THE COUPON AND SEND IT TO.
AMMASQFTWARE31 SPRINGHILLRUGELFJYSTAFFDRDSHIR& VS15 iBf

KEWa

WceldOfBocr*. -IEW3 75
Wrai-ng SupaiWn «W 3 76
KOiA 3 75

ZOWa, 375

tnWWaMSeyncM
Wctbal
WonOartoy
Wwta Cup Gory.
Wvia Rugby

Name ...

I Address
I

I

I

I

I

Postcode. ,.. ...Tel. No
POSTAGE RATES PLEASE ADD 50p P & P ON ORDERS UNDER 5 00 OVER

8« P * P FREEEEC COUNTRIES ADO V OT PER TEM NOW EEC COUNTRIES ADO £200 PER ITEM

(STERLING OMLV> CHEQUES PAVABIE TO AM M A SOFTWARE
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AMIGA • ATARI ST • COMMODORE 64 'SPECTRUM • AMSTRAD CPC

"The biggest hero of them all" ****«
is back in

Ml

GAME GENIE™

tor part Free
Poster

Jin

^ T
.1*7

F7;::

17!

mf

q

£19.99
ATARI M

Sfih^Kk'^ D^M
1 naQtlff^*

teWnnViHI ou-
tline

y CODEMASTERS
©1992 Codemasters Limited.

Lower Farm House, Stoneytorpe, Southam, Warwickshire CV33 ODL.
Tel; 0926 614132 Fax: 0926 61 7595.

£9.99
(<MM0I)0RL6I

»$PE(TRIM<

•*MSTR\DU»< -


